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Some have expounded ideas, some have corrected words, others have composed chronicles,  

and still others love to write lexica. 
Bar ‘Ebroyo (1226–1286),  Storehouse of Mysteries 

 
When I took the first survey of my undertaking, I found our speech copious 
without order, and energetick without rules: wherever I turned my view, there was 
perplexity to be disentangled, and confusion to be regulated; choice was to be made 
out of boundless variety, without any established principle of selection; 
adulterations were to be detected, without a settled test of purity; and modes of 
expression to be rejected or received, without the suffrages of any writers of 
classical reputation or acknowledged authority. 

Samuel Johnson, ‘Preface’ to A Dictionary of the English Language 

Perspectives on Syriac Linguistics contains peer-reviewed essay collections, monographs, and 
reference works that have relevance to Classical Syriac lexicography. It is a publication of the 
International Syriac Language Project (ISLP), an interdisciplinary group which meets 
annually to reconsider the theory and practice of Classical Syriac lexicography, and to lay the 
foundations for a future comprehensive Syriac-English lexicon.  

Lexicography, the art and science of dictionary making, became a serious discipline 
about three centuries ago. Compared to the evolution of human language which may go 
back as far as 100,000 years, it began only yesterday. Modern linguistics, the science of the 
study of language, is even more recent, beginning in the 1830’s and experiencing relatively 
rapid growth in the latter half of the twentieth century. The birth of modern linguistics gave 
rise to lexicography being viewed as one of its sub-disciplines. Today, lexicography is a 
mature discipline in its own right. However, the interrelationship between the two remains as 
important as ever, for sound lexicography requires sound linguistic theory. The aim of this 
series is therefore to address the discipline of lexicography and issues of linguistics as they 
relate to a contemporary approach to lexicography.  

It is also the aim of the ISLP to be collaborative and interdisciplinary in its research. 
Accordingly, this series seeks to be collaborative and interdisciplinary in its scope. There are 
three primary reasons. The first is that many linguistic disciplines meet in the making of a 
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modern lexicon. The second is that developments in the study of one language, theoretical 
and applied, are often pertinent to another. The third is the emergence of electronic lexica, 
which requires attention to advances in computational linguistics. Thus our planning for a 
Classical Syriac-English lexicon for a new generation is not pursued in isolation, but 
embraces a multi-disciplinary understanding of what is taking place in the study of other 
ancient languages and in the wider worlds of lexicography, linguistics and digital 
technologies. 
 
Terry Falla 
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EMERGING PATHWAYS 

With a hint of lament, our volume editor, Peter Williams, registers hindrances to this book’s 
preparation. Yet the delay allows an unusual and helpful two-dimensional perspective. One is 
gained by looking back to the first volume of Foundations for Syriac Lexicography series (FSL I, 
2005), and before that to the origins and aims of the International Syriac Language Project 
(ISLP) recounted in it (2001). The other is allowed by looking forwards along paths since 
followed, and towards meetings planned for 2009 and 2010. Volume three (FSL III, 2008, 
333 pages) is available, volume four (FSL IV) in preparation, and this volume (FSL II) a 
slimmer yet solid bridge from one converging set of tracks to the emerging of new ones.  

My back gate opens onto parklands: wetlands, wattle-woods, bush, and grasslands that 
for many miles follow a river valley. Pathways and quiet tracks criss-cross, and beckon early 
mornings with “My turn?” The ISLP’s destination is clear: to achieve the laying of 
foundations for future Syriac lexicography. The journey requires interdisciplinary peer-
reviewed researches into issues pertinent to Syriac lexicography and the lexicography of 
other ancient languages, giving special attention to the optimal content of a classical Syriac 
lexicon. However, neither destination nor journey determine the specific contents of the 
volumes in this FSL series. 

From the gate we first opened, tracks beckoned and intersected. A thematic approach 
to each volume was canvassed. But many ideas begged immediate attention. We therefore 
deemed it wise to encourage initial enthusiasm and leave open trails inviting exploration. For 
the first two volumes this was primarily a matter of gathering, peer-reviewing, and editing. 
But the editors of FSL III, Janet Dyk and Wido van Peursen, discovered that its articles, now 
including contributions from SBL’s Biblical Lexicography unit, formed distinct pathways 
through contemporary complexities of ancient-language lexicography. Comparable foci are 
apparent in the twenty or so articles—from Syriac, Greek, and Hebrew scholars—that will 
constitute FSL IV edited by Kristian Heal and Alison Salvesen. 

At the ISLP’s 2008 meeting, we agreed that post FSL IV could be the time to make the 
transition to a thematic approach to the series. Another bridge to new pathways.   

As series editor, I stand in awe of the commitment and sheer hard work of Peter 
Williams, all the other editors of these volumes, and of our Managing Editor, Beryl Turner, 
knowing that what they have achieved has had to jostle with other demanding projects and 
overburdened schedules. I, and many others, are most grateful to you. Thank you. 
 
 
 

Terry Falla 
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VOLUME PREFACE 

I must begin by craving the indulgence of the various contributors to this volume for my 
tardiness in editing it. True, I was not the only cause of delay, but I was the principal cause. 
University administration, optimistic time planning, and a change of institution are all I have 
to blame. With my apologia completed, I would like to express my thanks to the peer 
reviewers and members of the group who helped prepare manuscripts and to Terry Falla 
who helped conceive the International Syriac Language Project and has encouraged this 
volume from afar. Beryl Turner, the Managing Editor has shouldered a considerable task in 
bringing this volume to publication, and I am grateful to her for this and for her prompt 
replies to my less-than-prompt enquiries. 

Now to the specifics of this volume: all but the last paper were presented in some form 
at the Syriac Lexicography sessions during the International Meeting of the Society of 
Biblical Literature in Groningen, on Tuesday 27 July 2004. They represent a diversity of 
approaches to lexicography—the essays of Forbes and Dyk break new ground in discussions 
of taxonomy and are of relevance to lexicographers of any language; the essays of Williams 
and of Falla and Van Peursen discuss specific translation phenomena in the Syriac New 
Testament; that of Juckel provides scholars for the first time with the text of the Harklean 
margin to the Corpus Paulinum along with a detailed analysis thereof; those of Kiraz and 
Aydin provide vital important information on Syriac lexica that deserve to be more widely 
known in the West. The essays demonstrate a range of lexicographical disciplines and their 
diversity is highlighted further by the fact that five of the essays focus on a common subject, 
namely the biblical text. 

Obviously, if approaches are varied, it is harder for an editor to bring full stylistic unity. 
One manifestation of this is that, while we have generally used a Serto font for Syriac, in 
Aydin’s essay an East Syriac font has been used to preserve important aspects of 
vocalization. The fonts are of course Meltho ones for which we are grateful to George Kiraz, 
whom we also thank for the publication of this volume. 

 
P.J. Williams, 18 September 2008 
Tyndale House, Cambridge 
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CHAPTER 1 
DISTRIBUTIONALLY-INFERRED WORD AND FORM CLASSES    
IN THE HEBREW LEXICON: KNOWN BY THE COMPANY THEY 
KEEP 

A. Dean Forbes 
University of California, Berkeley 

Using the rigorous computational methods of unsupervised pattern recognition (all 
explained in the paper), the distributions of the words and the word segments of 
biblical Hebrew are analyzed. This allows the inference of part-of-speech classes. The 
classes are in most cases gratifyingly homogeneous, but some contain perplexing 
constituents.  

1. WORD CLASSES AND FORM CLASSES IN LINGUISTICS 

1.1 The Centrality of Word Classes 
Central to any proper linguistic analysis is the concept of the grammatical class or category. Trask 
introduces the notion as follows:1 

In every language, the lexical items fall naturally into a small set of categories, such 
that the words in any category exhibit similar behaviour, while words in different 
categories exhibit different behaviour. 
 The existence of such categories has been recognized in Europe for over 2000 
years. Various names have been conferred upon these categories: the most venerable 
is parts of speech, while recent linguists have called them word classes or lexical categories.2 

Most linguists would agree that the phenomena exhibited by languages are category-based,3 
making grammatical categories central to linguistics. Very rarely does a linguist argue for “the 
nonexistence of primitive syntactic categories.”4 

                                                      
1 R.L. Trask, “Parts of Speech,” Concise Encyclopedia of Grammatical Categories, 278. 
2 Throughout this essay, we shall use part of speech, word class, and lexical category (or even simply class 

or category) interchangeably. 
3 A. Radford, Syntax: A Minimalist Introduction, 29. 
4 W. Croft, Radical Construction Grammar: Syntactic Theories in Typological Perspective, 5. 
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1.2 Which Word Classes Are Appropriate? 
Word Classes in Linguistics—In classic grammars, some set of part-of-speech labels is typically 
simply assumed.5 Chomsky’s quartet of classes, defined in terms of a pair of binary features, 
is often displayed: noun (+N, –V), verb (–N, +V), adjective (+N, +V), and adposition (–N, –
V).6 This is all too facile and unrevealing.  

It is increasingly common to enlarge the list of categories and to make a distinction 
between lexical categories and functional categories. The former are the content word classes 
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions), while the latter exercise purely 
grammatical functions (particles, auxiliaries, determiners, pronouns, and complementizers).7 
A parallel distinction is that between open classes and closed classes. The former classes consist of 
(often inflected) content words and are large and elastic; the latter consist of function words 
and are small and of fixed makeup. Hausser places verbs, nouns, and adjectives in the open 
classes; he puts conjunctions, prepositions, and determiners in the closed classes.8 

Some modern grammars exploit the considerable expressive power resident in complex 
categories.9 “Treating categories as bundles of features makes it possible to represent large 
numbers of grammatical categories quite compactly, since every different combination of 
features and values is a different category.”10 A recent treatment of head-driven phrase 
structure grammar (HPSG), for example, has eight hierarchically-organised parts of speech 
(POS) for English.11 The POS hierarchy is shown in Figure 1. Four POS involve agreement, 
the so-called agr-pos: det, noun, comp, and verb. The other four do not involve agreement 
(adj, prep, adv, and conj). The category-valued pos-feature is one feature among many in the 
grammar. It corresponds to what is variously called the word class, lexical category, or part of 
speech in this paper. 
                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
5 R.L. Trask, A Dictionary of Grammatical Terms in Linguistics (London: Routledge, 1993), 155. 
6 M.C. Baker, Lexical Categories: Verbs, Nouns, and Adjectives, 1–2. (Adposition is preposition and 

postposition.) 
7 Radford, Minimalist, 38. Baker (Lexical, 303–325) puts adpositions among the functional categories. 

Hence his book’s title omits prepositions. 
8 R. Hausser, Foundations of Computational Linguistics, 244–45. 
9 G. Gazdar et al., “Category Structures,” Computational Linguistics 14 (1988): 1–19. 
10 T. Wasow, “Generative Grammar,” in M. Aronoff and J. Rees-Miller (eds.), The Handbook of 

Linguistics, 304. 
11 I.A. Sag, T. Wasow, and E.M. Bender, Syntactic Theory: A Formal Introduction, 492. 
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                              POS 
 
 
                        adj                 prep        agr-pos              adv           conj 

[AGR] 
 
 
                                              det          nominal          verb 
                                           [COUNT]       [CASE]     [INF,AUX,POL,INV] 
 
 
                                                        noun     comp 
     

Figure 1. POS Subtree for HPSG Grammar 
      

Word Classes for Biblical Hebrew—Treatments of word classes in grammars of biblical Hebrew 
tend to be pro forma. Waltke and O’Connor12 deal informally with parts of speech, supplying 
the list of Richter’s six basic word classes for Hebrew: 
    
 

verb nomen (substantive; 
adjective; numeral)

pronoun 

verbal noun 
(infinitive; participle) 

proper name particle (adverb; preposition; 
conjunction; modal word, e.g. 
negative; article; interjection) 

 

They then comment: “It is not our purpose to defend a particular list, however, but rather to 
point to the usefulness of a word-class approach, despite its mixed origins.” 

Van der Merwe et al.13 provide quite traditional definitions for these ten “word 
categories/classes”: verbs, nouns, adjectives, prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, predicators of existence, 
interrogatives, discourse markers, and interjections. Example definition: “Verbs express the action, 
condition or existence of a person or thing.” 

Since it is easy to combine categories automatically but difficult to split them, Andersen 
and Forbes14 have labelled the text of the Hebrew Bible with seventy-five different 
grammatical category labels. For example, thirteen different classes of prepositions, eight 
different classes of conjunctions, nine different classes of interrogatives, eleven different 
classes of pure verbals, and four different classes of verbal nouns are distinguished.  

                                                      
12 B.K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 64–68. 
13 C.H.J. van der Merwe et al., A Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar, 53–59. 
14 F.I. Andersen and A.D. Forbes, “Hebrew Grammar Visualised: I. Syntax,” 43–61. Reprinted in 

The Biblical Historian 1 (2004): 25–37 (large format version).  
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        So, Which Word Classes Are Appropriate for Biblical Syntax?—Croft15 points out that 
taxonomists must find a balance between the extremes of thoroughgoing “lumping” and 
rampant “splitting” of categories. In our survey above, we saw class lumping in Richter’s 
combining of adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and modal words into a super-class of 
particles. Splitting was seen in the Andersen and Forbes subdivision of major categories. For 
example, they distinguish nine categories of interrogatives.  

Croft warns that lumping risks “ignoring distributional patterns.” He asserts that the 
problem for splitters is that “[t]here is no way to stop splitting.” I have elsewhere16 shown 
that the structure of the hierarchical lexicon17 allows one to work out when to stop splitting. 
Croft’s arguments do show that seeking “the one best set of parts of speech” is misguided, 
since there can be no such thing. In this essay, I examine ways of inferring the overall 
structure of a hierarchical lexicon for biblical Hebrew, thereby escaping the lumping-splitting 
dilemma. 

1.3 How Should Word Classes Be Assigned? 
In his review article on parts of speech, Trask18 discusses “four different types of criteria 
[that have been] proposed for identifying parts of speech:” meaning, derivation, inflection, and 
distribution. 
     
Meaning—Criteria for identifying part of speech, such as those for the verb quoted above 
from van der Merwe et al., rely on meaning to decide the part of speech. Waltke and 
O’Connor also take this approach to classification on occasion: “nnoun… the class of naming 
words, including substantives (names of things or beings) and adjectives, as well as 
participles in some uses.”19 Semantic criteria such as these have been thoroughly discredited. 
To quote Trask:20 

Though popular in the past, this criterion is rejected today, since it is hopelessly 
misleading: lexical categories are syntactic categories, not semantic ones, and the 
meaning of a word is at best no more than a rough guide to its likely word class. 

       

Derivation—Some word-class assignments may be made on the basis of a word’s “ability to 
take word-forming affixes to yield other words.”21 As it happens, biblical Hebrew has very 
                                                      

15 W. Croft, “Parts of Speech as Language Universals and as Language-particular Categories,” 72–
79. 

16 A.D. Forbes, “Squishes, Clines, and Fuzzy Signs: Mixed and Gradient Categories in the Biblical 
Hebrew Lexicon,” 105–139. 

17 Figure 1 shows the upper levels of a hierarchical lexicon. According to Malouf: “The lexicon 
consists of objects of type word, organized into a hierarchy of types and subtypes.”  R.P. Malouf, 
Mixed Categories in the Hierarchical Lexicon, 11. 

18 Trask, “Parts of Speech,” in Brown and Miller, Concise, 280–82. 
19 Waltke–O’Connor, Introduction, 692. 
20 Trask, “Parts of Speech,” in Brown and Miller, Concise, 280. 
21 Trask, “Parts of Speech,” in Brown and Miller, Concise, 281. 
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few such affixes. He locale comes to mind. Waltke and O’Connor view it as an adverbial 
suffix.22 As there are very few derivational affixes in biblical Hebrew, this approach does not 
get one very far. 
      
Inflection—More productive are approaches based on inflection. Chapters II and III of Joüon 
and Muraoka provide a great deal of classificatory evidence resting on inflections.23 We rely 
mainly on inflection when we segment our text to convert its words into sequences of forms. 
(See below.) 

Useful analyses of computational morphology as applied to Semitic languages include 
those by Bosman and Sikkel,24 who analyze morphology as a data-driven process involving a 
human teacher, and Kiraz, who develops a nonlinear approach to deal with infixation and 
other nonlinear morphological phenomena.25  
      
Distribution—We shall put our main effort into investigating the power of distributional 
analysis for attaining taxonomic bliss. Quoting Trask once again:26 

A word is assigned to a part of speech on the basis of its distribution, the range of 
syntactic positions in which it can occur. Though not much favoured in the past, 
this criterion is probably the most important of all today. 

A common approach to distributional analysis involves the notion of the frame and relies on 
native speaker judgment. One presents a frame of words having an empty slot and asks a 
native speaker what words are acceptable in that slot. Words that are admissible in a carefully 
designed frame are then said to belong to the same word class. 

This approach, however, has real limitations. Consider this frame supplied by Crystal:27 
“She saw ___ box.” Crystal says that this frame supplies an environment for determiners (the, a, 
my, one, etc). True, such words fit the slot. But so do Bill, boys, men, pugilists, kangaroos, and 
many other nouns.  

Given the limitations of the frame approach and the fact that there are no native 
speakers of biblical Hebrew, some other method of analysing word distributions is needed. 
Schütze28 has investigated four variant computational approaches to word classes for 
English. Similar work has also been reported by Zavrel.29 Before turning to my versions of 
these approaches, I will discuss three phenomena that complicate the analysis of biblical 
Hebrew. 

                                                      
22 Waltke–O’Connor, Introduction, 185–86. 
23 P. Joüon and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, 124–328. 
24 H.J. Bosman and C.J. Sikkel, “Reading Authors and Reading Documents,” 113–33. 
25 G.A. Kiraz, Computational Nonlinear Morphology with Emphasis on Semitic Languages. 
26 Trask, “Parts of Speech,” 281. 
27 D. Crystal, A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics, 188. 
28 H. Schütze, Ambiguity Resolution in Language Learning: Computational and Cognitive Models. 
29 J. Zavrel, “Lexical Space: Learning and Using Continuous Linguistic Representations.”  
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1.4 Three Complications for Biblical Hebrew 
Three phenomena that complicate word-class inference for biblical Hebrew are orthographic 
variation, agglutination, and missing punctuation. 
    

Orthographic Variation—Spelling in the Hebrew Bible shows statistically significant patterned 
variability.30 The word David, for example, occurs with and without dagesh lene, and with plene 
or defective final vowel. In the ketib text of the Hebrew Bible,31 it is spelled in these four ways:  
 

466
215
129
36

     

The presence or absence of the dagesh lene is determined by the pre-context of the word. The 
use of defective or plene spelling is not random and is related to text portion.32  

For the purpose of inferring word classes, do we have one word here or are there four 
different words? We must make a trade-off. On the one hand, considering the four spellings 
as variants of one single word would bump up the counts for the word, making statistical 
analyses more robust. On the other hand, since it has been shown that the use of plene or 
defective is correlated with text portion, washing out spelling differences might obscure 
informative diachronic variation. But, if there are too few instances of the various spellings, 
then our ability to make reliable inferences as regards diachrony, in any case, will be nil. 

In light of the foregoing, the plan for this essay is first to analyze the biblical data 
without merging any spelling variants. In subsequent analysis, we will investigate grammatical 
classes when certain variant spellings are folded together. 

 
Agglutination—Biblical Hebrew exhibits agglutination. That is, its “words can be readily divided 
into a linear sequence of distinct morphemes, each of which typically has a fairly consistent 
shape and a single consistent meaning or function.”33 Consider, for example, . This 
word is typically divided into four morphemes: , where we have inserted -
markers to delimit the morphemes. The word might be glossed and-to-the-darkness. By 
standard biblical Hebrew taxonomy, this word contains four distinct form classes: conj-prep-
def-noun. 

Here we encounter a potential circularity trap. One prefers to deal with “atomic units” 
in one’s analyses. That is, one prefers that analyses deal with fundamental units (“forms” 

                                                      
30 F.I. Andersen and A.D. Forbes, Spelling in the Hebrew Bible. See also, D.N. Freedman, A.D. 

Forbes, and F.I. Andersen, Studies in Hebrew and Aramaic Orthography. 
31 The counts in this essay are for the ketib text of the Leningrad Codex, Aramaic verses having been 

omitted. 
32 Andersen–Forbes, Spelling, 5.  
33 Trask, Dictionary, 12. 
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rather than “phrases”). This is in keeping with well-justified linguistic practice in building up 
clause structures. And, further, dealing with properly segmented texts also provides larger 
sets of forms, enabling more robust statistical inferences. 

The table below shows all of the words in the Hebrew Bible that contain David, 
fourteen types in all, along with their incidence counts (“token counts”). David appears as 
four simple word types, as two spellings in coordination phrases, and as part of eight 
prepositional phrases, one being coordinated. How is one to identify the forms making up 
phrases (written as single orthographic words) without relying on knowledge of some set of 
form classes and hence knowledge of a “hidden” taxonomy?  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There appears to be no way of segmenting the text that does not finally rely upon at 
least some underlying taxonomic theory. Three further facts lessen the limitations that this 
imposes.  

First, much text segmentation activity involves affixes that are members of 
uncontroversial closed classes of limited membership. One can explicitly state just which 
affixes are involved and what their significances are. For example, one may mechanically 
analyze off the eight word-initial alloforms of the coordinating conjunction , and. If one 
considers all word-initial instances of -plus-vowel to be coordinating conjunctions, then one 
will correctly isolate 50,270 conjunctions while incorrectly splitting off the first syllable of 
twenty-four nouns, sixteen proper and eight common, an error rate of 0.05%. If one is 
willing to exploit morphology and/or context, then one can avoid even these few errors. 

Second, much segmentation can be based upon observations regarding inflection rather 
than upon word/form distributions. Consider, for example, the problem of analysing off the 
definite articles with . If we segment off the coordinating conjunctions, then there are 
about 28,500 items with word-initial , , or . About eighty-four percent of these are 
definite articles, more than ninety-nine percent of which precede substantives. Of the sixteen 
percent which are not definite articles, three-quarters are the initial parts of verbs. All this 

12
2
2

466
215
129
36
6
3

134
24
1

38
6
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suggests that analyses of inflections should enable segmentation in those cases where 
inflections are available. 

Third, the goal here is not to devise a taxonomy of biblical Hebrew ab initio. Rather, the 
goal is to assess, adjust, and refine traditional taxonomies.34 I have already reported in some 
detail one foray into this area, my work on computing a squish for biblical Hebrew based 
upon one expert’s taxonomic labelling of the text.35 The derived squish was used to produce 
a “squish space” wherein the nature of Hebrew form classes could be studied as regards their 
mixed-ness and their gradience behaviour. 
 
Missing Punctuation—We will see that some analyses rely on knowing the boundaries of the 
main clauses in the text. It is easy to show that relying on punctuation in the form of verse 
terminators and atnahs to mark clause boundaries is inadequate. For example, consider the 
main clauses in Genesis. On our analysis, Genesis contains 4,353 main clauses. It has 1,537 
verses. Clause onset follows verse offset 1,474 times (96%). We find 878 atnah in Genesis. 
Clause onset follows atnah 682 times (78%), not very reliable. To make matters worse, main 
clause onset is associated with neither verse onset nor atnah  slightly over half of the time. 
These error rates are too high to allow us to use these so-called “built-in” clause boundary 
markers. We shall therefore use the boundaries that we have determined via other routes.36 
 

2. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACHES TO TAXONOMY 

2.1 The Role of Pattern Recognition 
The Text—As our text, we take the ketib text of B19a, omitting all Aramaic verses.37 A word is 
any sequence of consonants and vowels that is separated from its neighbours by spacers 
(space, maqqeph, and verse ending). The text of the Hebrew Bible, thus defined, consists of 
300,669 words (“tokens”) and 51,286 “types.”  
    
How Pattern Recognition Enters the Picture—We want to see if the words of the text divide into 
natural sets (“word classes”). As observed above, we might try to group words on the basis 
of word-internal characteristics. Groupings might be sought on the basis of category-valued 
features, such as word-endings (  - and -); they might be sought on the basis of 
numerical-valued features, such as the number of consonants in the word. These sorts of 
features relate to morphology, to derivation, to inflection. 

                                                      
34 A further goal is to create a hierarchical lexicon for biblical Hebrew. 
35 Forbes, “Squishes.” 
36 F.I. Andersen and A.D. Forbes, “Marking Clause Boundaries,” 181–202. 
37 The ketib readings are from R. Gordis, The Biblical Text in the Making: A Study of the Kethib-Qere. 

Also, we restore Joshua 21:36–37, absent from B19a. 
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Alternatively, we might try to group words on the basis of the contexts in which they 
appear. In traditional biblical studies, grouping has been carried out through a tedious, and 
typically incomplete, gathering of examples of this characteristic and that. 

There is a highly developed branch of computer science, pattern recognition, one of whose 
principal foci is the allocation of objects, described by features, into natural classes. Pattern 
recognition underlies much automated medical diagnosis, speech recognition, handwriting 
recognition, and so on.38  

I have elsewhere described three ways in which pattern recognition can be used in 
biblical text studies:39 for classification, for clustering, and for seriation (ordering in time). To 
date, pattern recognition methods have mainly been (mis)used in authorship attribution 
studies.40 But they have also been used in studies of part-of-speech incidence and ordering41 
and in the grouping of text portions on the basis of their orthography.42 

2.2 Unsupervised Learning 
Where classification is concerned, a major divide exists between methods that involve 
“learning with a teacher” (also called supervised learning) and those that involve “learning 
without a teacher” (also called unsupervised learning). In the former, one knows the number and 
nature of classes that the problem involves, and one has a teaching dataset in which each 
object of interest is labelled with its true class. In the latter, one knows neither the number 
nor nature of the classes, and therefore no labelled data are available. A great deal of work 
on supervised part-of-speech labelling has been done.43 The investigations reported in this 
essay are based upon unsupervised learning.  

2.3 Two Basic Approaches to Unsupervised Learning 
I will rely on two approaches to unsupervised learning: geometrical and hierarchical.  

In the geometrical approach, plots of the data are made in an attempt to make similar 
objects (in our case, words) close to each other. Human analysts must examine the plots and 
decide if words cohere together sufficiently to be declared members of word classes. Class 
membership is only implicit in the plots. 

In the hierarchical approaches, the relatedness of words is made explicit by means of 
tree diagrams quite akin to family trees. In these approaches, possible allocations to word 
classes are explicit. 

                                                      
38 There is a vast literature on pattern recognition. An excellent introduction is R.O. Duda et al., 

Pattern Classification, 2nd ed. 
39 A.D. Forbes, “Shards, Strophes, and Stats,” 310–21. 
40 A.D. Forbes, “Statistical Research on the Bible,” 185–206. 
41 A.D. Forbes, “Syntactic Sequences in the Hebrew Bible,” 59–70. 
42 Chapters 8 and 10 of Freedman et al., Studies. 
43 See Chapter 10, “Part of Speech Tagging,” in C.D. Manning and H. Schütze, Foundations of 

Statistical Natural Language Processing, 341–80. 
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Both sorts of method take any dataset and produce implicit or explicit classes. This is 
the case even if the data are devoid of meaningful structure.44 Therefore, an absolutely 
critical phase of the analysis process is the validation of results. Validation is carried out 
either by computing quantitative measures of adequacy or by varying the parameters of the 
analysis to see that the outcomes are robust with respect to variations. 
      
Preferred Geometrical Approach—In this and the following subsection, we will see how a set of 
measurements made on thirty irises (sepal length and width, and petal length and width), ten 
from each of three different varieties (Setosa, “S”; Versicolor, “C”; and Virginica, “V”), can be 
used to infer “iris classes.” We know which variety of iris each set of measurements 
corresponds to. This allows us to judge how good a job our unsupervised learning 
algorithms do in grouping the data. A few of the measurements (in cm) are: 
 

Sepal Length Sepal Width Petal Length Petal Width 
5.0 3.5 1.3 0.3
4.5 2.3 1.3 0.3 
4.4 3.2 1.3 0.2 
5.5 2.6 4.4 1.2 

 

    Each of the irises is characterized by four numbers, so each iris can be represented as a 
point in a four-dimensional space. Visualizing how objects (in this case, flowers) are grouped 
together in a space of more than three dimensions is an ability granted to few mortals. We 
need a way of “projecting” the data onto a lower dimensional space so we can see how the 
objects are distributed. This is where the geometrical approaches to visualizing data come 
into play. 

The two most-used geometrical approaches are classical multidimensional scaling 
(“CMDS”) and non-metric multidimensional scaling (or ordinal scaling). In projecting data-
points from a higher to a lower dimensional space, CMDS keeps the distances between the 
objects in the low-dimension space as close to that in the high-dimension space as possible. 
Ordinal scaling keeps the ordering of the distances as little changed as possible. Comparisons 
of these competing methods have been made, and ordinal scaling proves to be superior.45 In 
this essay, therefore, we will rely on ordinal scaling. 

It would be beyond the scope of this essay to discuss how ordinal scaling works.46 
Suffice it to say that when we supply the four-dimensional iris data to the ordinal scaling 
algorithm,47 the data project onto two dimensions as shown in Figure 2. 
                                                      

44 For an instance of this phenomenon, see Andersen–Forbes, Spelling, 23–25, 306–308. 
45 C. Chatfield and A.J. Collins, Introduction to Multivariate Analysis, 209–210. 
46 For discussion and details, see M.L. Davison, Multidimensional Scaling. 
47 The data analysis relies on the S-PLUS statistics package. Ordinal scaling is done by an add-on 

function which is part of library MASS, available from the web. For a masterful introduction to S-
PLUS, see W.N. Venables and B.D. Ripley, Modern Applied Statistics with S-PLUS, 4th ed.  
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Were we ignorant of the actual varietal labels on the data, we likely would conclude that 
the dataset consisted of two clusters, a compact one (the Setosa variety, S) and a diffuse one 
(the other two varieties, C and V), since the data for the C and V varieties are closely 
adjacent in the figure. 

Knowing the identity of the various data points, however, allows us to add two appropriately positioned straight lines (“linear discriminants”) to the figure. (Note: adding 
the discriminant lines to the plot is supervised learning.) We see that the V variety of irises 
lies above the upper line, the S variety lies below the lower line, and the C variety lies 
between the two discriminating lines. Having been given only the four measurements for 
each of the thirty flowers, the ordinal scaling algorithm has grouped the flowers into their 
natural classes. Measurements for some new iris would position it into one of the three 
zones, thereby determining its (we hope) proper class. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               

      
  Figure 2. Results of Ordinal Scaling of Iris Data 

       
A quantity called Kruskal’s stress tells how distorting the scaling process is in projecting the 
data from a higher to a lower dimension. The table below shows the goodness-of-fit 
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achieved by ordinal scaling as a function of the level of stress.48 For the ordinal scaling result 
in Figure 2, Kruskal’s stress is 2.1 %, an excellent result.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As a further check on the adequacy of this analysis, we have varied the distance 
measure used and have also carried out the analysis via CMDS, yielding essentially 
unchanged results. 

 
Preferred Hierarchical Approach—Unsupervised hierarchical grouping methods are known as 
clustering methods. There are two types: divisive (or “top-down”) and agglomerative (or 
“bottom-up”). At the start of divisive clustering, one’s data in toto are considered to make up 
a single class. The clustering procedure peels off objects from the class until each object is a 
singleton class. In agglomerative clustering, the procedure is reversed. One begins with as 
many classes as there are objects. One then combines nearest neighbours one at a time to 
form composite classes, until all of the objects have merged into a single cluster. In this 
essay, all of the clustering is agglomerative. 

The agglomerative clustering process is summarised via a tree or dendrogram. The tree has 
a single root node from which emerge branches (“edges”) which successively ramify until the 
leaves of the tree are reached. Each data point occupies its own leaf. Along one side of the 
tree is a scale. When two items merge (be they leaf items or sub-class items), the edge which 
joins them is positioned opposite the scale reading which corresponds to their distance apart. 
Figure 3 shows the dendrogram for the iris data.  

In the figure, the root is the “stub” at the far right; the leaves run down the left side of 
the figure. The two objects closest together are the third and fourth C from the bottom of 
the figure; their distance apart, as read from the scale, is 0.21 units. The S at the very top of 
the figure is 1.24 units from the cluster of nine other S objects that it merges with. The tree 
hierarchy defines anywhere from thirty clusters (the thirty leaves) to one cluster (the root). If 
we cut the tree with the vertical line labelled BB, then we get two clusters: all of the Ss are one, 
and all of the Cs and Vs are the other. If we cut the tree with the vertical line labelled AA, then 
we obtain three clusters: all of the Ss, all of the Cs, and all of the Vs. The number of clusters 
defined by the cluster diagram (tree) depends on where we place the cut-line.  

                                                      
48 B. Everitt and S. Rabe-Hesketh, The Analysis of Proximity Data, 39. 

Stress (%) Goodness-of-Fit

20 Poor 
10 Fair 
5 Good 

2.5 Excellent 
0 Perfect 
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Figure 3. Dendrogram for Iris Data 
 

The standard index of adequacy of clustering is called the cophenetic correlation coefficient.49 
This index varies between minus one and plus one. The closer the value is to plus one, the higher the fidelity of the clustering. When the coefficient exceeds 0.8, “the distortion is not great.”50 For the clustering shown in Figure 3, the cophenetic correlation coefficient is 0.88, 
good. The limited adequacy of the clustering is revealed by the fact that varying the measure 
of distance among the original data points preserves the clustering,51 but changing the 
definition of the distance among sub-clusters does not.52 

In the remainder of this essay, we will study the taxonomy of the words and forms 
making up the Hebrew Bible using the geometrical approach (ordinal scaling) and 
hierarchical approach (agglomerative clustering) introduced above. Readers desiring a fuller 
account of these methods should consult the references provided along the way. 

                                                      
49 H.C. Romesburg, Cluster Analysis for Researchers, 24–27. 
50 Romesburg, Cluster, 27. 
51 Figure 3 is based on the Euclidean metric. The results are essentially the same when the so-called Manhattan (or “city-block”) metric is used. 
52 Technical detail: Changing the clustering criterion from UPGMA to single-link or complete-link 

degrades the clusters. On this point, see  Romesburg, Cluster, 126. 

A                B 
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3. INFERRING WORD CLASSES FROM WORD CONTEXTS 
In this section, we examine to what extent word classes can be inferred from contextual 
information. As was noted above, by working with orthographic words, we are ignoring the 
important facts that biblical Hebrew is an agglutinating language and that the presence of 
word-initial dagesh lene is determined by the prior word. 

3.1 Characterizing the Local Context 
Specifying the Local Context—Table 1 shows the first seven rows of a very long list holding the 
text of the Hebrew Bible along with the local context of each word. The column headed focus 
word lists the 300,669 orthographic words making up the ketib text of the Hebrew Bible, 
Aramaic verses having been deleted. To the right in the column headed n-1 is the full text 
pushed down by one word. This column holds the pre-context of each word in the focus 
word column. To the left of the focus word column, in the columns headed n+1, n+2, and 
n+3, is the text pushed up by one, two, and three words, respectively. These columns hold 
the post-context, post-post-context, and post-post-post-context.  
 

n+3 n+2 n+1 focus word n-1 

 

    Table 1. Focus Words and Contexts for Gen 1:1 
 
 

In some analyses of word classes, only the pre-context and the post-context are used.53 In 
my previous work on the taxonomy of the Hebrew Bible, it was found that using the one 
word before (pre-context) and the three words following (post-, post-post- and post-post-
post-context) as the full local context worked best.54  
      

 
Quantitating the Local Context—For statistical analyses of the sort introduced above, we need 
to represent the context information quantitatively. One way to do this is to tally up for each 
of the focus words how many times each word occurs in the context positions (positions n–
1, n+1, n+2, and n+3). For each distinct focus word (each “type”) and each context position, 
                                                      

53 See Schütze, Ambiguity, 36–37. 
54 Forbes, “Squishes,” 114. 
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we have a list holding the relevant counts. Example: for focus word , the post-
context position holds the word   twice, since Abraham follows Abraham precisely two 
times in the Hebrew Bible. 

But there is a problem here. For reliable statistical analyses, sample sizes must be 
reasonably large. In the full listing, of which Table 1 is the initial fragment, there are 29,889 
words that occur only once, the hapax legomena. Whenever a hapax is the focus word, each of 
its four context lists can hold only a single “1.” For these nearly thirty-thousand focus words, 
the data are as small as they can ever be. Statistical inferences based on such samples cannot 
be reliable. To encourage meaningful inferences, we must consider as focus words only those 
that occur sufficiently often. Various researchers have concluded just how much data are 
sufficient in various ways. For this work, I follow Schütze’s lead and work only with the 250 
most frequent words.55 

 
Most Frequent Words—To identify the 250 most frequent words, one proceeds as follows:56 

• Sort the words of the text. 
• Count how many times each word occurs. 
• Sort the count-labelled list from most frequent to least. 
• Identify the 250 most frequent words. 

Tables 2a and 2b list these words, each preceded by its incidence count. The arrows 
embedded in the words show our standard segmentation, about which more will be said 
below. 
 
The Word Data Array—To obtain the word data array, we replace each word in Table 2 by its 
position in the ranking. Thus,  is word #1, while  is word #250, and so on. For each 
context position, we produce a 250-by-250 array of counts. The rows correspond to the 250 
most frequent focus words and the columns to the 250 most frequent context words. A cell 
in the ith focus-word row and jth context-word column holds the count of how many times 
that context word appears in the specified context position of the focus word. The full word 
data array is obtained by laying the four context arrays side-by-side, yielding a 250-by-1000 
array. 
      
The Distances among the Focus Words—The next step is to compute the distances among the 
250 most frequent focus words. The pattern recognition literature gives many ways of 
defining the distances among objects.57 We use the Manhattan metric,58 the distance between 
points when one always moves parallel to a coordinate axis. 

                                                      
55 Schütze, Ambiguity, 34. 
56 Linux allows one to carry out the procedure via the following command line:  sort <text> | 

uniq –c | sort –rn | head +250 > Top250. 
57 See A.D. Gordon, Classification, 13–32.  
58 See also J. Hughes and E. Atwell, “The Automated Evaluation of Inferred Word 
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6718 588 336 246 198 
6007 578 335 243 197 
4808 577 335 242 196 
4344 515 335 241 195 
3540 509 334 241 194 
3482 489 326 241 193 
3248 486 321 240 193 
2559 482 320 239 192 
2259 474 313 239 192 
1964 466 312 239 192 
1797 466 301 236 190 
1583 458 301 229 190 
1283 447 300 229 190 
1229 443 297 228 188 
1130 440 294 226 188 
1044 440 293 221 188 
1029 439 290 221 188 
1027 437 289 221 187 
934 429 284 219 185 
905 421 284 217 184 
865 420 282 216 184 
862 416 281 215 183 
856 403 279 214 182 
789 400 276 213 180 
782 398 274 211 180 
743 396 274 211 180 
726 394 273 209 179 
699 379 271 207 178 
697 372 269 206 174 
683 370 269 205 174 
679 365 269 204 174 
638 359 269 204 173 
622 359 266 202 173 
621 358 263 202 173 
605 355 254 201 173 
605 355 249 200 173 
596 344 247 199 171 

 
Table 2a. 250 Most Frequent Words 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
Classifications,” 11th European Conference on AI (1994): 535–39. 
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171 163 156 143 136 
170 162 155 142 136 
168 162 154 140 135 
168 161 153 140 134 
167 159 153 139 134 
167 158 152 139 134 
167 158 152 139 134 
167 158 148 139 133 
166 157 147 139 132 
166 157 147 139 132 
165 157 147 139 132 
165 157 146 138 131 
163 156 145 137 131 

 
Table 2b. 250 Most Frequent Words 

3.2 Ordinal Scaling of Focus Words Using Their Contexts 
Figure 4 shows the results of the ordinal scaling of the 250 most frequent focus words.59 The 
box-outlined portion of the plot with heavily overlapping labels is shown magnified in Figure 
5.  

An examination of the words in the first and second quadrants of both plots (above the 
x-axes) reveals that most of those words are traditional substantives. One notes further that 
words for numbers are concentrated in the second quadrant. Continuing around counter-
clockwise, one encounters a group of freestanding prepositions (at about the 8 o’clock 
position). Next come the verbs, and finally come various quasiverbals and “particles.”60 That 
is, as one moves counter-clockwise from the positive x-axis, one encounters various 
traditional parts of speech in this sequence: 

 

substantives < prepositions < verbs < quasiverbals & particles 
 

In my paper on squishes and clines, based on expert-assigned part-of-speech labels and 
exploiting the method of seriation,61 I inferred this part-of-speech squish for biblical 
Hebrew:  
 

substantives < nouny verbs < prepositions < verbs < quasiverbals < “ragbag” 
   

The similarity of the two squishes is gratifying. 
 
                                                      

59 To allow magnification, four words have been clipped from the lower part of the plot. Three 
verbs on either side of the negative y-axis (around the 6 o’clock position) have been omitted: , 

, and ; a noun at 5 o’clock has also been left out: . 
60 This basic sequence is maintained when we analyse the data using classical multidimensional 

scaling or Sammon’s method. (See Venables–Ripley, Modern, 333.) 
61 Forbes, “Squishes,” 124–25. 
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We assess the adequacy of the projection from one-thousand dimensions to two by 
computing Kruskal’s stress. We find that its value is 25%. This indicates that the goodness-
of-fit is poor.62 This is borne out by the fact that objects that uncontroversially share a 
traditional word class (and that therefore should congregate together in the plot) can be 
scattered in our display.63 

3.3 Clustering Focus Words Using Their Contexts 
Clustering on the basis of the city-block distances among the focus words yields the massive 
tree “micro-printed” in Figure 6.64 
 

The Enigma of Chaining—The impossibly minuscule tree is shown for a minor reason and for 
a major reason. The minor reason is to identify the positions of five sub-trees that we will 
display and discuss below. The double arrows down the left side of the figure identify these 
sub-trees.  

The major reason is that the tree nicely illustrates an important phenomenon that needs 
to be discussed: chaining. Note how the clustering in the upper half of Figure 6 involves the 
successive accretion of single words or pairs of words. The cluster “grows progressively 
larger through the annexation of lone objects that have not yet been clustered.”65 This 
phenomenon, whereby a single cluster “snowballs” one or two objects at a time is termed 
“chaining.” (Note that chaining is considerably less evident in the lower half of the figure.) 

A much debated controversy in the literature on clustering is whether chaining is an 
artefact produced by the clustering procedure(s) used or is a valid representation of the 
structure of the objects being analyzed. Some procedures (for example, “single-link”) have a 
tendency to exhibit chaining. Procedures devised to overcome the chaining behaviour often 
introduce their own sets of problems.66 There are researchers who argue forcefully that 
chaining behaviour is desirable. “It is no coincidence that the proponents of single linkage 
clustering have been, for the most part, working in the field of numerical taxonomy.”67 

If the objects being clustered lie in a long chain (such as might be expected for a squish or 
cline structure), then chaining might be expected. In the case of a squish, one would expect 
the words or forms, on average, to be annexed to the chained cluster in the order that they 
appear along the squish/cline. But, if the objects being clustered are compactly grouped in 
tight spherical clusters, then one would view any chaining as spurious, possibly the result of 
noisy data. The usual visual model of clusters that practitioners of the art operate in terms of 

                                                      
62 The stress in going from 1,000 to twenty dimensions is 6%, good. 
63 Scattering might also be a sign of an inadequacy in the traditional taxonomies. But we knew 

from the outset that orthographic word analysis might well come to grief. 
64 The clustering uses average-linkage. See Romesburg, Cluster, 15–23 and 126–27. 
65 Romesburg, Cluster, 137. 
66 Chatfield–Collins, Introduction, 228. 
67 W.J. Krzanowski and F.H.C. Marriott, Multivariate Analysis Part 2, 72. 
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is the tight spherical clusters image. But we have evidence from our previous research that 
squish behaviour may be a genuine linguistic phenomenon. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FFigure 6. Dendrogram for 250 Most Frequent Words 
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When we expand the dendrogram in Figure 6 so that we can read the word labels on its 
leaves, we find that the annexation of words in the upper part of the figure consists mostly 
of substantives but with an occasional verb intruder. We might or might not infer that a 
squish is being built up. (But we already know that the orthographic word approach cannot 
be fully reliable.)  

In Figure 6, the dendrogram cophenetic correlation coefficient is 0.89, a surprisingly 
high value. Since the clustering criterion chosen (“average linkage”) is resistant to chaining, 
the coefficient value suggests that the data may indeed lie in a linear continuum (“squish”). 

Some of the sub-trees in the lower half of the figure are quite interesting. The five 
double arrows (a–e) in Figure 6 delimit the five sub-trees that are shown in Figures 7–11. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Substantive Sub-Tree 
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Some Comments on the Sub-Trees—We intermingle a few comments on Figures 7, 8, and 11. 
 
Figure 7: (i) The third word from the top, , is a possible interloper amidst the thirty-two 
substantives in this sub-tree. It is usually considered an adverbial.68 (ii) The normal and 
pausal forms of Jerusalem are separated.  (iii) Note how the defective and plene spellings of David 
enter the sub-tree. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Figure 8. Preposition Sub-Tree                        Figure 9. Particle Sub-Tree  
 
 
Figure 8: Note that three prefixed forms of  are part of the freestanding preposition sub-
tree.69  
 
              

                                                      
68 Waltke–O’Connor, Introduction, 396. 
69 See Forbes, “Squishes,” 121. 
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 Figure 10. Verb Sub-Tree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                Figure 11. Mixed-Bag Sub-Tree 
 
Figure 11: This sub-tree has been included to show a situation where the clustering has gone 
awry. There are eighteen preposition-plus-pronoun-suffix words. There are also eight words 
whose inclusion seems inappropriate.  
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4. INFERRING FORM CLASSES FROM FORM CONTEXTS 
In this section, analyses parallel to those in the previous section are carried out, this time 
based on the text segmented into forms. In the process, the three complicating factors 
discussed in section 1.4 are appropriately dealt with: agglutination, orthographic variations, 
and missing punctuation. 

4.1 Focus Forms and Focus Context 
As before, the text is derived from B19a. Ketib readings are not replaced by qere readings. 
Aramaic verses are omitted.70 To neutralize the sample-diluting effects of agglutination, 
forms are created by dissecting affixes.71 For similar reasons, form-initial dageshim are deleted. 
Segmentation and dagesh deletion reduce the proliferation of form types. For example, after 
segmentation and dagesh deletion, the fourteen word types involving David tabulated earlier 
reduce to the two forms  and . To allow diachronic study, plene/defective variants are 
kept.72 The data are also augmented by marking main clause boundaries on the basis of our 
parsing.73 

As a result of these data preparation steps, the text for analysis consists of 524,412 form 
tokens and 28,756 form types. (Preparation achieves a highly desirable 74% increase in 
corpus size [by form-token count] and a similarly desirable 44% decrease in lexicon size [by 
form-type count].) 

The form contexts for Genesis 1:1 are as shown in Table 3. These are analogous to the 
word contexts shown in Table 1. Note that the form-initial dageshim have been deleted in the 
table. 

Analysis proceeds along the same lines as in the previous section with one addition. 
Because small data samples lead to unreliable statistical inferences, we censor (delete) ten 
forms whose contexts have fewer than thirty high-frequency neighbours.74 Because the text 
size by form token counts is 74% larger than that by word counts and the lexicon size is 
44% smaller, one expects the form-based analysis to be more reliable than the word-based 
analysis. 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
70 Three further technical adjustments are made. 1. All homograph-resolving appended-commas 

are deleted. 2. All inserted speech onset markers are deleted. 3. All qere wlo’ ketib (empty) records are 
deleted. 

71 F.I. Andersen and A.D. Forbes, “Problems in Taxonomy and Lemmatization,” 37–50. 
72 In this analysis, variant vowel-pointings are retained. Were these pointings normalized, the stock 

of lexicon types would be further reduced. 
73 Andersen–Forbes, “Marking.” 
74 Seven pronoun suffixes are dropped, as are - , - , and . 
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n+3 n+2 n+1 focus form n-1

    
 

Table 3. Focus Forms and Contexts for Gen 1:1 

4.2 Ordinal Scaling of Focus Forms Using Their Contexts 
Figure 12 shows the results of ordinal scaling of the censored 250 most frequent focus 
forms. Kruskal’s stress for this scaling is almost 22%, slightly better than that of the result 
for words shown in Figure 4 (25%) but still poor.  

As was found with words, the forms organize themselves into a squish. As one moves 
counter-clockwise from the positive x-axis, one encounters first substantives (in the upper 
two quadrants),75 then prepositions, then quasiverbals and particles, and then verbs. The 
quasiverbals and particles and the verbs are reversed from what is found in Figure 4 above. 
Until the phenomena that produce the squish behaviour are discovered, studied, and 
understood, the significance—if any—of this permutation can not be assessed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
75 Those readers not inclined to attempt to decode the swarm of words in the first quadrant 

should rest confident in the knowledge that the words there are almost entirely substantives. 
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FFigure 12. Ordinal Scaling Plot of Frequent Forms 
 

4.3 Clustering Focus Forms Using Their Contexts 
As with word-based analysis, each context array first has its rows normalized by their average 
values. Then all four simple contexts are combined to create an overall context array. From 
this array, the Manhattan distances among the forms are computed. These distances are then 
used by an average-link hierarchical clustering algorithm to produce Figure 13. The 
cophenetic correlation coefficient for this tree is 0.8, barely acceptable.76 The double arrows 
down the left side of the figure show the four sub-trees that are magnified in Figures 14 
through 17.  
                                                      

76 Why this and other coefficients are so low will be discussed below. 
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Figure 13. Dendrogram for 250 Most Frequent Forms 
 
Figure 14 shows the upper arrowed sub-tree from Figure 13. Five additional verb forms have 
been added to the ten in the sub-tree in Figure 10. All of the verbs are prefix forms. Notice 
that the last verb form to join the cluster is . This likely is because the dagesh-deleted form 
is a homograph. In the fully labelled text, the form is a verb 112 times, a preposition nine 
times, and a subordinating conjunction ninety times. The problem of homography will be 
addressed in a subsequent essay.  
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Figure 15 shows the lowest arrowed sub-tree in Figure 13. It consists of sixteen 
prepositions, up from eleven in the word cluster in Figure 8. Other prepositions appear 
elsewhere in Figure 13, as parts of extended sub-trees and also scattered about. 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Figure 14. Verb Form Sub-Tree             Figure 15. Preposition Form Sub-Tree  
 
Figure 16 shows the second arrowed sub-tree in Figure 13. It consists of ninety-six forms, 
predominantly substantives. Its congener from word analysis, shown in Figure 7, has only 
thirty-three words. About midway down in the sub-tree is a pair of pronoun suffixes 
dislocated from the lowest part of the sub-tree. Why? Below the two suffixes we see the 
substantive-derived adverbial form . 
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Figure 16. Substantive Form Sub-Tree 
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The third arrowed sub-tree in Figure 13 is given in Figure 17.  The seven “particles” in word-
based Figure 9 are now thirty-nine in form-based Figure 17. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Particle Form Sub-Tree 
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This particle sub-tree includes many forms of interest. Note, for instance, the following 
phenomena: 

• Two clause-initiating forms are grouped together appropriately:  (the embedded 
clause introducer) and  (the parsed clause boundary). 

• The common suffixed verb form  he came (196 times) is puzzlingly grouped with 
the particle  please. 

• A cluster of five free pronouns is included. Why? 
•  good is grouped with  thus. Why? 
• The form  is isolated from its mates. This likely is because the form is homographic 

when dissected off. It is the 3rd sing. pronoun suffix - his/him or, when its dagesh is 
restored, is word-initial -  and. 

• Eight verb forms, five of them derived from , make up a cluster at the bottom 
of Figure 17. Why are these verbs here, and why is  in Figure 14? 

• Four forms that we would expect to be in this particle sub-tree are elsewhere in 
Figure 13:  thus,  therefore,  no, and  also. The positions of these forms in 
the tree need to be explained. 

5. FINAL COMMENT 
Using only the incidence counts of the words (forms) in the local context of focus words 
(forms) in the Hebrew Bible, we have grouped the most frequently occurring focus items 
using both geometrical and hierarchical methods. For both sorts of objects under both sorts 
of analysis, the resulting groupings show promise but exhibit oddities that must either be 
accounted for or eliminated. Much of our difficulty results from the fact that we are trying to 
squeeze much insight from little data. We cannot increase the amount of data, but we can 
implement ways of handling the data whereby more of it is exploited by our analyses. In 
future work, we shall do just that. 
   

   “It is ironic that the first thing one learns can be the last thing one understands.”  
—Mark C. Baker77 
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CHAPTER 2 
ALPHA PRIVATIVES IN THE NEW TESTAMENT EPISTLES 

P.J. Williams 
Tyndale House, Cambridge 

Greek words beginning with alpha privatives are particularly common in the Pauline 
epistles. These caused problems for the translators of the Peshitta since Syriac lacked 
an equivalent way of prefixing a negative to words. The Syriac renderings of alpha 
privatives display a range of interesting phenomena, including use of a positive Syriac 
word for a negative Greek one, word order disturbances, and semantic loss. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers a particular feature of the Greek language that appears to have 
provided the Peshitta translators with some difficulty. Specifically we consider the Greek 
alpha privative—a feature of lexical formation whereby the letter alpha (or alpha-nu) is 
prefixed to a Greek form and the form is thereby negated. This is especially common in the 
epistles, which in this article should be understood as referring solely to the 13-letter Pauline 
corpus. 

Before focussing on this rather specific topic we need to step back and look at the 
larger picture provided by Syriac translation literature. Syriac, of course, has a vast range of 
translation literature made on the basis of Greek Vorlagen. Syriac is essentially a Semitic 
language even if in its middle phases it departs from classic Semitic patterns of vocabulary 
formation. In its prehistory and early phases before the rise of Arabic it was in considerable 
contact with the Indo-European language Greek. 

However, as a Semitic language Syriac was not initially particularly receptive to 
compounding vocabulary, that is, making a new word by putting two words together or by 
simple addition of an affix to a word. On the other hand, Greek, just as other Indo-
European languages, regularly accepted vocabulary compounding and added affixes to roots 
to produce new vocabulary. Semitic languages do use affixes, prefixes, and certain suffixes, 
though these tend to be associated with various arrangements of consonants and vowels 
within the root. Compounding is generally rare. Consequently translation from Greek into 
Syriac means translation from a language open to compounding into one much less open to 
this. 
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If one ignores multilingual inscriptions involving Semitic and Indo-European languages 
(for example, the Karatepe inscription in Phoenician and Luwian or the Behistun inscription 
in Old Persian, Akkadian, and Elamite), one can see that in fact Greek-to-Syriac translation 
literature is one of the first corpora in history to result from translation from an Indo-
European into a Semitic language. The process is therefore highly interesting to observe 
both in regard to the development of translation method and also in regard to the peculiar 
problems it throws up. Any lexicographical project on Syriac needs to recognize this issue 
and to consider its significance for Syriac lexicography. 

Here we will focus on the case of alpha privatives in Greek. They are one of the 
simplest illustrations of translation problems caused by fundamentally different structures 
between the source and target languages. 

Indo-European languages generally have a negative prefix. Perhaps this was originally 
vocalic n, but it developed into -un in English and German, -on in Dutch, -in in Latin and a or 
an in ancient Greek. The prefix readily attaches itself to verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs 
to negate them, and provides great enrichment to the vocabulary of the Indo-European 
languages. As well as “happy” we can be “unhappy” as well as plain “sad.” It establishes 
antonymic relationships, but also provides a ready mechanism for two or more words to 
stand in different antonymic relationships to a single item of vocabulary. 

By my count about 130 of the vocabulary items in the Pauline epistles commence with 
an alpha privative. Of course, because the productivity of this privative element stretches 
over centuries or even millennia it is often the case that its privative sense has been lost. It is 
thus unlikely that speakers of Greek at the time of the New Testament, or at the time when 
the Greek New Testament was translated into Syriac, felt that the alpha beginning PëÞèåéá 
“truth” was in fact a negative, which countered a notion of “forgetfulness.” Reaching a 
specific count for active alpha privatives in the New Testament is rather difficult. Was Pñãüò 
“idle” really still felt to be antithetical to hñãïí “work,” and what of êáôáñãÝù “to annul,” 
which added the êáôá- prefix to this already negated root? My reckoning therefore of 130 
words with a potentially semantically active alpha privative has therefore not reached the 
number of alpha privatives which are such by etymology. This introduces a rather subjective 
element into my analysis, though this probably will not matter when we consider the larger 
picture. 

In order to specify the problem that occurs when translating words with alpha privative 
into Syriac, the first thing to note is that there is no Syriac prefix which can negate in the 
manner of the Greek prefix. In this respect Syriac is not dissimilar to other Semitic 
languages. Syriac, unlike Greek, does not tend to define words by the negative relationship 
they have to another item of vocabulary. To be sure there is the negative , which is 
graphically freestanding. Negativity therefore can be and often is rendered in translation. But 
this particle does not generally form the same sort of liaison with a word as the Indo-
European negative prefix. If we consider the Greek alpha privative lexemes in the Pauline 
corpus we see that almost as many of the lexemes are translated without a negative as are 
rendered with one. In fact if one were to open a Greek Pauline corpus and choose an 
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example of an alpha privative at random there is only a 44% chance that in the Peshitta it will 
be rendered by a construction with a negative.1 In each case of an alpha privative in the 
Greek text it is more likely than not that it will be rendered without a Syriac negative. 

This no doubt can be explained by a certain semantic leeching of the negative already 
having occurred within the Greek—the alpha was no longer felt to be negative, but this also 
testifies to the considerable translation challenge that the alpha privative represented. 

2. TRANSLATION METHODS CONSIDERED MORE CLOSELY 
Here we consider specific strategies for translation more closely. 

Aside from simple negative and positive renderings there were also other devices. 
Póùôßá twice is rendered by the loan , and a series of four alpha privatives are 
sometimes rendered with some compound of  “lacking” or  “lack:” Pöñïóýíç 
“folly,” Töñùí “foolish,” Píüçôïò “foolish,” and Pðéóôßá “unbelief.” 

A common strategy when rendering these words was to use a simple Syriac negative. 
Thus Tèåïò in Eph 2:12 becomes simply    “without God.” This strategy involves the 
least structural change between Greek and Syriac, even if an adjective becomes an adverbial 
phrase. The negative is most likely to be expressed in Syriac when a closely related word 
lacking the alpha is also in regular use, or when the negative word is used close by its positive 
equivalent. However, it is not always possible to predict where the Syriac negative will be 
positioned, and even when Syriac does have a negative, semantic developments can be 
detected. 

Thus in 1 Cor 7 the single word Tãáìïò has four occurrences and four different 
renderings: 
 

1 Cor 7:8 ôïsò PãÜìïéò =     
1 Cor 7:11 Tãáìïò =   
1 Cor 7:32 ¿ Tãáìïò =     
1 Cor 7:34 ½ Tãáìïò =     

 

As well as supplying the gender of the marriage partner, the Syriac also introduces a 
possessive construction for the male and a “being possessed” construction for the female, 
despite the tensions this raises with Paul’s insistence on mutual possession in 1 Cor 7:4. 

A group of lexemes may be regularly rendered with a negative. The strongest group 
here consists of Pðåßèåéá “disobedience, unbelief,” PðåéèÝù “disobey,” and PðåéèÞò 
“disobedient,” with 13 negative renderings and no positive ones. For Pðåßèåéá in its four 
occurrences there is even a negated noun:  . This Syriac abstract formed from 
a reflexive stem is surprisingly complex alongside much of the rest of the vocabulary of the 

                                                      
1 There are 148 negatively rendered cases against 190 positively rendered instances. When 

considered on a lexeme by lexeme basis there are 71 words that are rendered negatively against 67 that 
are rendered positively. Useful illustrative verses of varied renderings are: Phil 2:15; 1 Tim 1:9; 2 Tim 
3:3; Titus 2:7–8. 
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Peshitta. The only similar rendering in the Peshitta epistles is the compound   
for Pèáíáóßá “immortality” in 1 Cor 15:53 and 15:54. Moreover, the negative is closely 
bound to the following form, even if it does not form one graphic unit with it. Here  is 
beginning to move towards the territory of the Greek alpha privative, and to fill a role for 
which it was used more regularly from the sixth century on. 

At the other end of the spectrum there are words with alpha privatives that are never 
rendered with a negative. The group of “unstrong” words, namely PóèÝíåéá “unstrongness,” 
PóèåíÝù “to be unstrong,” PóèÝíçìá “unstrongness,” and PóèåíÞò “unstrong,” is such with 
42 positive renderings and no negative ones. Here the original Greek force of negated 
strength was not felt, and the words were most usually rendered by the Syriac root krh, 
which probably involved a move in the direction of “illness,” which was not always so clear 
in the Greek. 

The group PäéêÝù “to be unjust,” Päéêßá “injustice,” and Täéêïò “unjust” was never 
rendered by a negative, but had 23 renderings of positive vice. Here Syriac contrasts with 
English translations that regularly use “iniquity,” with its transparently negative derivation. 

Instructive is also the pair Pêáèáñóßá “uncleanness” and PêÜèáñôïò “unclean” with 12 
positive renderings and no negative ones. Here we are reminded that the Syriac, like the 
Hebrew Old Testament, had a binary opposition between “purity” and “filth,” rather than 
one where the category to be avoided was defined solely in terms of not being in the other 
category, i.e. “impure” or “unclean.” There is no purity–impurity opposition or cleanness–
uncleanness opposition, where a category is defined in terms of the other. Categories are 
defined in terms of what they are, rather than in terms of their relationship with another 
category. 

Between the “unbelief” group, which is always rendered by a negative, and groups like 
the “unstrong” and “unclean” groups where a negative is never used we naturally have 
groups whose representation is more mixed: the translators could not decide whether or not 
to represent their negativity. One such is the “lawless” group: Píïìßá “lawlessness,” Tíïìïò 
“lawless,” Píüìùò “lawlessly.” 

Píïìßá is always rendered positively, Píüìùò in its double occurrence in Rom 2:12 by a 
negative. Tíïìïò is rendered both positively and negatively. 

Translators similarly could not decide on the translation of the pair PäéÜëåéðôïò 
“unceasing” and Päéáëåßðôùò “unceasingly,” namely, whether prayers (or grief) took place 
“unceasingly” (Rom 9:2; 1 Thess 5:17), or simply “continually,” that is,  (1 Thess 1:2; 
2:13; 2 Tim 1:3). The solution in Rom 1:9 was a doublet translation where Päéáëåßðôùò 
became    “without ceasing, all the time.” It may be that the positive form of 
this goes back to an Old Syriac version of the epistles and the negative form to the Peshitta’s 
revision. 

We saw how the word Tãáìïò “unmarried” was always rendered by a negative, but that 
ideology could be seen in the choice of negative construction (in that case one expressing 
male ownership of the female). Such ideology may even be the deciding factor between 
whether a positive or negative construction should be used. Take the two lexemes 
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PöéëÜãáèïò “not loving good” (2 Tim 3:3) and PöéëÜñãõñïò “not loving money” (1 Tim 
3:3). The two words are strikingly similar in composition: alpha privative, the element öéë- 
for “love” and the third element of the thing loved. We might therefore expect similar 
renderings in the Peshitta. However, whereas the Peshitta to 2 Tim 3:3 says that in the last 
times people will be   “haters of good things” (the positive vocabulary item “hate” 
being used), in 1 Tim 3:3 the qualifications for an overseer are merely that he is    
“not loving money.” Overseers will be relieved to know that they do not have to hate money, 
and the world outside stands condemned of hating good things rather than just not loving 
them. 

The lack of decision on the part of the translators about whether to use a negative or a 
positive in some cases does not mean that we cannot discover rules for their action or 
motives for the renderings. On the whole negatives will be represented where they are 
important for the structure of an argument. Structural factors dominate, with an occasional 
subconscious ideological nudge. 

Just how predictable the translators may be is seen in the case of the group of words for 
“ignorance” or “non-knowledge:” PãíïÝù “to be ignorant,” Tãíïéá, and Pãíùóßá both 
“ignorance.” The negative element in this group was widely felt and therefore represented. 
Perhaps it is hard to represent “non-knowledge” as anything other than the negation of 
knowledge. But “non-knowledge” as an abstract cannot be expressed in Syriac at the time of 
the translation of the Peshitta. 

Thus Paul’s äéN ôxí Tãíïéáí ôxí ï¤óáí dí ášôïsò (Eph 4:18) becomes   
 “because there is not in them knowledge.” It is not that “non-knowledge” is in them, 

but rather that “knowledge” is not in them. The Syriac simplifies to reach the underlying 
meaning. Similarly Paul’s “Some have ignorance/non-knowledge of God” in 1 Cor 15:34 
almost necessarily becomes something like “Some do not have knowledge of God.” 

The occurrences of the verb PãíïÝù are generally simpler to represent than the nouns 
meaning “ignorance.” Obviously, whereas the Syriac lacks a word for “non-knowledge” it 
can simply negate the verb “know” with the particle . Eight occurrences of the verb PãíïÝù 
are thus safely rendered. What rather complicates things is the Pauline penchant for double 
negatives. He says: ïš èÝëù ›ìOò Pãíïåsí (Rom 1:13; 11:25; 1 Cor 10:1; 12:1; 1 Thess 4:13 
v.l.) or ïš èÝëïìåí ›ìOò Pãíïåsí (2 Cor 1:8; 1 Thess 4:13 v.l.) or ïš ãNñ ášôï™ ôN íïÞìáôá 
Pãíïï™ìåí (2 Cor 2:11). Since Syriac has no negative prefix other than , to represent the 
Greek alpha as well as the other Greek negative would require the use of Syriac  twice. The 
double negative thus produces a positive:    “I want you to know” (5×), or  

 “we want you to know” (1×), or    “for we know his schemes” 
(1×). The pattern is completely consistent. 

3. WORD ORDER DISTURBANCES 
We consider now another kind of translation difficulty relating to alpha privatives: it seems 
that alpha privatives have been at the root of a number of disturbances in word order. 
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The first type of word order disturbance is easy to describe and was discussed in 
Foundations for Syriac Lexicography I in connection with pair-reversal in Syriac translation.2 It 
has been observed that there is a tendency in Syriac translations to reverse pairs of items 
relative to their Vorlage.3 One instance in which a clear cause could be described, was when 
the first Greek word in a pair had an alpha privative. If this alpha privative were rendered by  
and the order of the pair were kept the same, then there would be a risk that the negative 
would be understood as applying to the whole phrase. Early Syriac translations avoid this by 
placing the negated word second in the pair even though it is first in Greek. I gave some 
examples of this in the Gospels: 
 (a) ô’ Tëáëïí êár êùö’í ðíå™ìá (Mk 9:25) produces     in Syrsp. 
 (b) ¯ ãåíåN Tðéóôïò êár äéåóôñáììÝíç (Mt 17:17 // Lk 9:41) produces three different 
renderings:     (Mt 17:17 Syrsc),     (Lk 
9:41 Syrs), and     (Lk 9:41 Syrc). 
 To these we may now add the following examples (not just from the Pauline corpus): 
Rom 10:21 
 ðñ’ò ëá’í Pðåéèï™íôá êár PíôéëÝãïíôá 

     
1 Pet 1:8 
 ÷áñZ PíåêëáëÞôv êár äåäïîáóìÝíw 

    
 

I am now wondering whether it is correct to place these with the rest of the pair reversals, or 
whether they might not be treated as a separate category. It is possible to find re-orderings 
involving negatives but which are not strictly related to pairs. The same constraint, however, 
applies: if the negative had appeared too early in the phrase it was in danger of being 
understood to apply to more words than it should have done. 

Consider the following examples: 
• PëëE ¿ êñõðô’ò ôyò êáñäßáò Tíèñùðïò dí ô² PöèÜñôv ôï™ ðñáÝùò êár ½óõ÷ßïõ 

ðíå ýìáôïò           (1 Pet 3:4) 
                                                      

2 Williams, “Matching Syriac Words,” 160–62. 
3 The simplest global explanation of this phenomenon is simply that full mental segmentation of 

the text being translated had not yet been consistently developed. There are some pairs for which 
Syriac had a preferred order, and some for which there were structural reasons for a preferred order 
(e.g. alpha privatives). However, it may also be the case that the order of certain pairs was not 
considered sufficiently important a thing as to oblige the translator to represent it. Thus, while later 
translators may have striven to represent words sequentially and individually this was not initially the 
case in the earliest translations. More than one noun or verb could thus be taken into the translator’s 
mind almost simultaneously and then represented in translation by either of two possible orders. The 
consequence of this was that the order of the pair in the translation was not always the same as that of 
the Vorlage. For further thoughts on the subject of segmentation see Barr, Typology of Literalism. 
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• êïìéåsóèå ô’í PìáñÜíôéíïí ôyò äüîçò óôÝöáíïí       
 (1 Pet 5:4) 

• ðåñr ðÜíôá óåáõô’í ðáñå÷üìåíïò ôýðïí êáë§í hñãùí dí ô† äéäáóêáëßu Pöèïñßáí 

óåìíüôçôá ëüãïí ›ãéy PêáôÜãíùóôïí         
              (Titus 2:7) 

 

Here the equivalent of Pöèïñßá “incorruptibility” is delayed so that the two negatives are 
grouped at the end (where they will not interfere with other phrases). 

This calls for some sensitivity when we decide which words are equivalent to which in 
the original. 

4. SEMANTIC LOSS 
We need to take seriously the possibility of semantic loss or shift when an alpha privative is 
rendered into Syriac. The following is an illustration: 

The word Píõðüêñéôïò “unhypocritical,” “unfeigned” can be rendered into Syriac using 
a negative (Rom 12:9; 2 Cor 6:6). However, it is part of the group that translators may also 
render simply by a positive. When therefore 1 Tim 1:5 and 2 Tim 1:5 speak of Píõðüêñéôïò 
ðßóôéò or ðßóôéò Píõðüêñéôïò, this is rendered in Syriac:   “true faith,” which is 
considerably more general than the Greek. 

Similarly in Titus 1:2 ¿ Pøåõäxò èåüò “the God who cannot/does not lie” becomes 
   “the true God.” Thus, whereas the Greek denies “pretence” on one occasion and 

“lying” on another, the Syriac generally affirms truthfulness—it lacks the specificity of the 
Greek. Moreover, the rendering in Titus 1:2 “true God” may also allow the understanding 
“true God” as opposed to “false god” and does not make the sense “truth-telling God” 
sufficiently explicit. 

We now consider another example of semantic shift. The word Püñáôïò “unseen,” 
“unable to be seen” is a perspicuously negative word. It is thus rendered by negative words 
in Col 1:15, 16, and 1 Tim 1:17. It is particularly important to use the negative in the 
occurrences in Colossians since Püñáôïò occurs alongside its positive counterpart ¿ñáôüò. 
However, a different route is taken in Rom 1:20. There ôN Püñáôá “the unseen things” of 
God become in Syriac  “hidden things.” This is not an isolated rendering since it is 
also found in the Syriac version of the Ignatian correspondence (to Polycarp, ch. 2). Why is 
something “unseen?” Has it necessarily been “hidden?” Or are we wrong to translate  as 
“hide?” Should Qumranologists really render nist r th as “hidden things?” Or is it inevitable 
that in languages that do not readily form negated vocabulary such concepts as “unseen” 
should be rendered by vocabulary that seems active to us. Such words that we may render 
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“hidden,” however, may not be so active: they may not have quite the same connotations of 
an act having been carried out to reach the state. “Hidden” is simply “not seen.”4 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Unlike Greek ones, Syriac lexemes will tend to be made of words based on roots that do not 
by visual or audible structure express a semantic opposition to other words. The words tend 
to be defined in their own right, rather than by opposition to other words. This may raise 
questions for our understanding of these terms. For instance, should our glosses on these 
words in our dictionaries use fewer terms with affixed negatives than we do, say, in rendering 
Indo-European languages? Are these words covering wider areas than we have been 
prepared to admit (witness the example of the verb “hide”)? Is there a way of recognizing 
that words like “true” are necessarily multivalent, potentially fulfilling more functions than 
an equivalent word in an Indo-European language? What are we to do with the fact that 
negation has so often been dispersed to a part of the phrase where there is no equivalent 
negative in Greek? At what point should we consider the prefix  to be part of a lexeme? 
The cases of “unbelief” and “incorruptibility” show a close liaison between  and what is 
classically considered a lexeme. More such liaisons would be formed in the century or so 
following the translation of the Peshitta as increasingly specific theological vocabulary was 
made to represent Greek theological vocabulary. An argument in favour of considering such 
terms as single lexical items would be if there were a lack of occurrences of the “positive” 
form without the negative. 

As we consciously reflect on the problem of the alpha privative, we cannot be sure 
whether Syriac translators in antiquity saw the problem as we do. Nevertheless, we can see 
that this morpheme did indeed cause them to have recourse to a surprising range of different 
strategies in translation. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FORM AND FUNCTION IN THE TREATMENT OF THE PASSIVE 
PARTICIPLE 

Janet W. Dyk 
Computer Assisted Linguistic Analysis of the Peshitta 

Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam 

The transitivity, intransitivity, stativity, or passivity of a verbal form affects the number 
and nature of elements in its valence pattern, that is, elements occurring along with it in 
a grammatically well-formed sentence. The more elements required, the more “verbal” 
the form is considered to be. The opposite is also true: the fewer the elements, the less 
inherently verbal the form is taken to be. Thus our judgement in classifying verbal 
forms is affected by the class of verbs to which a form belongs. Whole sets of verbs 
have ended up in classical lexica listed without certain paradigmatic forms, for example, 
participles, while the form corresponding exactly to the participle is given as a separate 
entry and called an adjective. Yet the latter function does not satisfactorily account for 
all occurrences of the form. 

Due to their passive nature, passive participles tend to function attributively, but 
this is not the case everywhere and at all times. It is the “Doppelnatur”1 of the 
participle which allows for the variety in its syntactic functions, but this does not 
change its part of speech. For lexica to be consistent in their treatment of language 
data, the systematic functioning of elements within the whole of the language must be 
kept in focus. 

In constructing a lexicon, various principles can be followed. Usability and 
systematic elegance are both worthy goals. The effects of the two can be in conflict in 
the practical treatment of language data. Alternative treatments of the passive participle 
are presented and the effects are compared. Suggestions are made for preserving the 
best of both approaches. 

1. THE PROBLEM 
While trying to formulate what might be the basic issues underlying the various treatments of 
the participle in lexica, it seems to me that these are related to the context in which one 
chooses to operate when producing a lexicographical work. On the one hand, because of the 

                                                      
1 Cf. Sellin, Die verbal-nominale Doppelnatur der hebräischen Participien und Infinitive und ihre darauf 

beruhunde verschiedene Construktion; Kahan, Über die verbalnominale Doppelnatur der hebräischen Participien und 
Infinitive und ihre darauf beruhende verschiedene Konstruktion. 
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desire to be easily accessible to the student, there is the tendency to assign a specific function 
to a particular form encountered. Because a lexicon by its nature focuses on separate words, 
this approach is attractive and can appear to have few drawbacks. On the other hand, when 
seeking to serve the more advanced scholar, there is the necessity of placing a form within 
the context of the language system as a whole, and, even beyond that, of placing it within the 
context of how language systems operate in general. 

In the end, there is no real need to polarize these two approaches. It is possible to 
preserve the benefits of each approach and to build a lexicon which both accommodates the 
beginner and satisfies the more advanced scholar. 

To understand the approach I advocate for the treatment of the passive participle in 
Syriac, it is necessary to look beyond the passive participle at all participles and beyond Syriac 
at other languages with comparable phenomena. I would not go so far as to say that I place 
it “in relation to a unified theory of the structure of human behaviour,” as Kenneth Pike did 
when presenting his linguistic theory (tagmemics),2 but I would like to treat it in relation to a 
unified theory of the structure of linguistic behaviour rather than to concentrate on isolated 
occurrences of the passive participle within a limited selection of texts from a single 
language. 

The motivation for such an approach arises not only from my own fascination with 
general linguistics, but also from the practical demands of the research project with which I 
work, in which we attempt to let the computer analyze language data on the basis of formally 
recognizable patterns. 

Many of us will remember how Terry Falla described the turnabout in his approach 
caused by the remark of Francis Andersen: “If it is a noun, call it a noun; if it is an adjective, 
call it an adjective.” Previously, however, I have suggested almost exactly the opposite 
approach, namely, treating the participle according to its form as a part of the verbal 
paradigm and deriving functions on the basis of a single set of syntactic rules applicable in all 
cases.3 

As I understand the approach suggested by Andersen, a single form will have as many 
lexical entries as it has functions. For the participle this could add up to as many as four: 
verb, noun, adjective, and sometimes even adverb, that is, when functioning as a subject-
oriented adjunct. Furthermore, some participial forms would be given more, and others 
fewer entries depending on what is encountered in the selection of texts on which the 
lexicon is based. What is attractive in the approach suggested by Andersen is that in a 
specific case the user is supplied a particular function chosen by the lexicographer in his or 
her unfathomable wisdom as being applicable in that exact case, but only if the lexicon 
happens to have covered the material the student is interested in. Practically speaking, there 
are a number of drawbacks to this approach: 

                                                      
2 Pike, Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior. 
3 Dyk, “Syntactic Desiderata,” 150–51. 
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• the separate entries for a single form would appear to be homonyms, which they are 
not; 

• the number and types of entries are limited to the exact selection of texts upon 
which the lexicon is based and would need to be adjusted and expanded for other 
texts, that is, the scope of applicability of such a lexicon would be limited; 

• the fact that there is a single, universally applicable set of syntactic rules which 
determine the function of participles is not reflected by having a separate entry for 
each function. 

 

In considering the fate of passive participles in lexica, it appears that some always end up as 
adjectives, while others score more highly at being presented under the verbal entry. To what 
are the scholars reacting in making such distinctions among the passive participles? On what 
basis, for example, is  “being written” accepted as a form of the verb , while the 
form , corresponding to the paradigmatic form of the passive participle, occurs as a 
separate entry, and the verb , “to be evil; to seem evil,” has no form listed for the passive 
participle? 

The transitivity, intransitivity, stativity, or passivity of a verb itself affects the number 
and nature of elements governed verbally. The more elements that fall under this verbal 
government, the more “verbal” the form is perceived to be. The opposite is also true: the 
fewer such elements there are, the less inherently verbal the form is taken to be. Thus our 
judgment in classifying verbal forms is affected by the class of verbs to which a form 
belongs. Whole sets of verbs have ended up in classical lexica listed without certain 
paradigmatic forms, in particular, the participle, while the form corresponding exactly to the 
participle is given as a separate entry and called an adjective. Though, due to their passive 
nature, passive participles tend to function attributively, this function is not satisfactory for 
all occurrences of the form.4 

Still another factor might be playing a role. It seems that the grammar of the language in 
which the lexicon or grammar is written affects the value given to verbal forms in the source 
language, as seems to be the case in the following explanation of certain passive participles: 
 

Note especially the syntagm -  , which has the same value as the Engl. 
(Present) Perfect I have written, expressing a result, and what follows the preposition 
represents the subject of the verb:      “many are things that 
we have done.” Also with a passive Ptc. in Pa. or Af.: ...      

  “the peace treaty which I have concluded with our lord the Emperor.”5 

 

                                                      
4 Cf. Goldenberg, “Syriac Sentence Structure,” 115:  “An important point that deserves closer 

attention than it has usually commanded is that in the domain of syntax the category of participles 
should be considered as also comprising the participial adjectives.” 

5 Muraoka, Classical Syriac, 67 (§84). 
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The literal translations supplied by Nöldeke for his examples of passive participles seem to 
reflect more consistently the inherent nature of the Syriac construction: 

A favourite mode of employing this Part. includes mention of the agent introduced 
by : …   “(has been) done by me” = “I have done”. A logical object may 
stand with it as grammatical subject; but such may also be wanting, so that the form 
of the verb may be impersonal; thus it may be formed even with intransitive verbs: 

    … Luke 1:34;6    “hast thou read the books?”7 Spic. 
13, 8 …8 

The crux of the matter is that participles—both active and passive—have the potential to 
function as verbs, both in independent and in dependent clauses, as nouns, as adjectives,9 
and even as adverbs (subject-oriented adjuncts), as can be seen from the following examples:  
 

 active participles passive participles 

verb     
“and they covered him with 
garments” (1 Kgs 1:1) 

     
 “and Ahijah was clothed with a new garment” 
(1 Kgs 11:29) 

noun   
“true believer” 

     
“the treasure house of Nathan, the king’s 
minister” (2 Kgs 23:11) 

adjective    
“an erring spirit” (Isa 19:14) 

   
“idols fashioned and false” Anc. Doc. 42, 2210 

 
 

For an example of a participle as a subject-oriented adjunct functioning adverbially in the 
sentence we turn to Hebrew, since for this Syriac characteristically uses a construction 
involving the particle , so that the syntactic relationship with the larger context is mediated 
by the particle. 
 

 
[And Abraham rose up early in the morning, and took bread, and a skin of water,] 
and gave (it) to Hagar, putting (it) on her shoulder (Gen 21:14) 

 

Thus, due to its being both nominal and verbal, as can be observed in its morphology, the 
participle can participate in a wide variety of syntactic contexts. What determines its function 
in a particular instance is the element which governs the participle syntactically, and the 

                                                      
6 Gloss: “I do not know a man” (lit: “a man is not known to me”). 
7 Literally: “are the books to you read ones?” 
8 Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 219 (§279). 
9 Cf. Goldenberg, “Predicative Adjectives,” 718: “Predicative participials in Syriac may enter 

constructions that can be ranged from the purely ‘substantival’ to the ‘verbal.’” 
10 Cited in Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 222 (§282). 
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elements which fall under the syntactic government of the participle itself. The language 
deals with these multiple functions systematically, that is, the syntax in which a form appears 
designates the function which the form has at that point. To avoid creating new syntactic 
rules for each instance, a single set of rules, covering the syntactic environments in which a 
participle occurs, has been developed. The rules work as a fall-through system,11 that is, a 
structure lodges where its syntactic characteristics match the description, rather like a coin 
counter where a coin lodges in the counter at the position matching its dimensions. In each 
particular instance the form falls through the set of rules and lodges in the position matching 
its syntax. The syntactic function is assigned on the basis of the structure involved. 

My approach to the participle was developed for Hebrew data in which the participle 
exhibits great flexibility in its syntactic function. Although it appears that the Syriac material 
makes a proportionally heavier use of fewer of the syntactic rules, the Syriac material still fits 
into the more extensive set of rules, and the versatility of a participial form is manifest in the 
Syriac data as well. 

2. THE CORE OF THE PARTICIPIAL CONSTRUCTION 
At the core of a participial construction is the participle itself with its potential to govern 
elements verbally. In 1 Kgs 1:1 “him” and “with garments” are verbally governed by the 
verb “cover.” Together with the elements governed by it verbally, the participle is governed 
by elements in the broader context from which derives its final function.  

Elements which manifest characteristics of more than one lexical category require that 
the different components be accounted for in the analysis and that the scope of the syntactic 
effects of a particular category be indicated. The basic structure of linguistic rules here 
employed is that of a head expanded by other elements at various levels manifesting 
particular relationships to the head: 
 

XP  Spec X" A phrase can have a “specifier,” e.g., the subject of a VP or the 
definite articles in a NP

X"  X" YP A phrase can have non-obligatory expansions, e.g., adjuncts of a 
VP or attributive or appositional phrases in a NP 

X'  X YP The head of a phrase can have obligatory expansions, e.g., 
complements of verbs and, in Semitic languages, the nomen rectum 
following the nomen regens

 
 

Alongside these structures there is also the coordinated phrase structure in which two or 
more phrases which do not govern each other are joined by a conjunction. This will be 
noted here as:   
 

CjP  XP Cj XP phrases, not governing each other, joined by a conjunction 

                                                      
11 For use of the term, see Kernighan–Ritchie, C Programming Language, 59.  
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In work done by Lappia and Voskuil12 on nominal infinitives it has been proposed that 
elements with both nominal and verbal characteristics be accounted for in terms of head 
movement. Within a noun phrase, a lexically empty zero-level category with nominal 
properties is assumed, which can govern a verbal category. The head of the verbal phrase is 
moved to the empty zero-level category with nominal properties where it assumes these 
properties. The rule has a verbal dimension justifying the presence of the verbal aspects of 
the form and a nominal dimension accounting for its nominal characteristics. 

This rule seems to work well to account for the syntax of participial constructions. It 
can be depicted as follows:13 
 
   NP          NP 
   |          | 
   N'          N' 
       

N  VP        Ni   VP 
  |  |           | 
  e[mpty] V'           V' 
    |            | 
    V           V 
     |           | 
    [verbal stem; stem formation]      ti  
           [participle]  [trace] 
 
By head-to-head movement, the head of the VP moves to the head of the NP and acquires 
nominal properties, leaving a coindexed trace (t) behind. This trace maintains the verbal 
government over the elements belonging to the participle in its verbal properties. In the 
diagrams, levels which are not filled in the structure being discussed will not be depicted. 

3. FALL-THROUGH RULES 
A short list of questions provides the “fall-through” route for processing the participle. They 
are presented here one by one and accompanied by examples: 
 

(1) Are there elements present which belong under the verbal government of the 
participle? 

 Take these elements along as one syntactic package belonging under the verbal 
government of the participle. 
 
 

                                                      
12 Lappia–Voskuil, “Nominal Infinitives.” 
13 Dyk, Participles in Context, 58–59. 
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1 Kgs 1:1    NP 
     | 
     N' 
 
   Ni    VP 
        | 
       V' 
 
     V     PP  PP 
     | 
     ti 
left to right:              
   covering       him   with garments 
   “(they) were covering him with garments” 
 

Example 1. 
 
This construction could then be embedded within a nominal environment, for example, in 
the hypothetical sentence: “Those covering him with garments left the room abruptly,” 
where the participial construction with its verbally governed elements would function as the 
subject of the sentence. Admittedly, in English we need an additional pronominal element 
“those” or “the ones” to make the example work; in Hebrew the added pronoun would not 
be necessary. 

Besides elements which the participle governs verbally, there are other elements 
syntactically related to the participle. 
 
 

(2) Are there elements present syntactically related to the participle within the nominal 
phrase structure? 

 The participle has a non-verbal function within the larger context, though it still 
verbally governs the elements as described under Rule 1. 

In cases where there are lexically filled nodes within the noun-phrase structure, the 
participle remains verbal within the smaller context, but is nominal or adjectival within the 
larger context. The choice between a nominal and an adjectival function is again determined 
by the elements under whose government the participle occurs. 

In Example 2, the participle has a lexically filled node occurring higher in the NP 
hierarchy (the adjective) and cannot therefore function as a verb within the larger environ-
ment. Here it is nominal in function because it is a noun that can be expanded by an 
adjective. The phrase as a whole can occur in various positions within a sentence (subject, 
object, object of a prepositional phrase, and so on).  
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      NP   
       | 
      N" 
 
    N'    AdjP 
 
  Ni    VP 
       | 
      V' 
       | 
      ti 
left to right:       
   believer    true 

“a true believer” 
Example 2. 

 

2 Kgs 23:11  NP 
     | 
    N" 
 
   N'       PP 
 
       P   NP 
            | 
          N" 
 
            N'    NP 
              | 
             N" 
 
           N'   PP 
 
          Ni  VP 
             | 
            V' 
             | 
            ti 
left to right:                
   house-of treasure of Nathan minister     of the king 

“the treasure house of Nathan, the king’s minister” 
 

Example 3. 
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That a passive participle can function in like manner is illustrated in Example 3. 
In Example 4, an active and a passive participle both function attributively. 

 
Anc. Doc. 42, 22  NP 
      | 
     N" 
 
        N'      CjNP 
           |    
       NP   Cj   NP 
        |      | 
       N'      N'  
 
      Ni  VP    Ni  VP 
         |       | 
        V'      V' 
         |       |  
         ti       ti 
left to right:               
   idols   made   and  erring 

“idols fashioned and erring (false)” 
 

Example 4. 
 

The head of a nominal phrase can be expanded by apposition or attribution, among other 
things—here the two participles which expand the head of the NP are functioning either 
appositionally or attributively. If the participles are to be taken as appositional, they would be 
functioning as nouns and the translation would be slightly different: “idols, those fashioned 
and erring ones,” which is rather cumbersome. 

After perusing the nominal phrase environment, we move on to the main predication 
of the clause within which the participle occurs. 
 
 

(3) Is the main verbal node of the clause lexically filled? 
 If the main verbal node is filled by some verb other than “to be,” then the participle is 

not the main verb but functions as part of some constituent belonging under the verbal 
government of that verb. 

In Example 5, a participle in the construct state verbally governs a direct object, while 
simultaneously being governed by another verb within the syntactic hierarchy.  

It could even be that the embedded nominal structure in which the participle finds itself 
occasions its appearance in construct state. More examples are needed to confirm this 
suspicion (compare similarly 1 Kgs 2:7; 2 Kgs 23:4). 
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2 Kgs 24:16 
      CP14 

 
    NP           VP 
     |  

N" 
       

N'   NP 
       | 
      N" 
            
     N'   NP 
        | 
        N' 
 

    Ni      VP 
          | 
         V' 
          |        
         V NP 
          | 
         ti       
left to right:          ...    ...  
        all-them men  making   war  he brought them …  to Babylon 

“all the war-making men, the king of Babylon brought them [in captivity] to            
Babylon” 

 

Example 5. 
 

Returning to question 3 above, there is another possible answer: 
 If the main verbal node is empty, that is, is filled by the Ø-copula or if the main verbal 

node is filled by a form of the verb “to be” and there are no lexically filled nodes in the NP 
structure in which the participle occurs, then the participle is the head of the predicate 
complement and can be reinterpreted as the main verb of the sentence functioning together 
with a form of “to be” when present. 
 

                                                      
14 The CP refers to a “Complementizer Phrase,” a phrase structure which functions at a higher 

level than the VP, in this case relating the fronted casus pendens element to the following VP. 
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4. COPULA CONSTRUCTIONS 
To justify the proposal above, we make a short diversion to explain this treatment of “to be” 
and the verbless clause. Whereas most verbs define the sort of situation in which the subject 
is to be found or the relationship obtaining between the subject and the verbal complements 
or adjuncts, the copula allows for a great diversity in the relationships between the subject 
and the predicate complement. This has led some linguists to posit several separate copulas 
in the lexicon to cover the diverse relationships between the two elements, for example, 
relationships of identity, class membership, existence, location, and so on. 

Peculiar to the copula is that both subject and predicate complement agree in number, 
gender and case (where applicable). In treating copula structures, Heggie proposed a “unified 
approach” to the copula where “to be” is taken to be an element which selects a small clause 
(also known as the verbless clause) as complement.15 Heggie extends her analysis of copular 
constructions to cover data from Modern Hebrew in which the copula is absent. For these 
she posits a non-overt copula which operates as the lexical copula does, producing canonical 
clausal structures. Elements within a proposition lacking a verb have similar syntactic 
relations to one another as do elements within propositions containing a lexical copula. This 
has led me to assume the presence of a “Ø-copula” for propositions lacking a verb. Whether 
the “Ø-copula” should be assumed in a particular case is determined on the phrase and 
clause boundaries, that is, whether the phrases involved constitute an independent 
proposition or whether they merely further modify one another within a larger syntactic unit. 

In Example 6, the participle is clearly embedded within the predicate complement. Here 
the participle with a verbal adjunct is subject to the government of other elements higher in 
the syntactic hierarchy, in this case to the preposition  which functions as the predicate 
complement of the copula. The subject of the small clause is here co-indexed with the Spec 
(subject) of the VP higher in the hierarchy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                      

15 Heggie, Syntax of Copular Structures, 47, 50; incorporated in Dyk, Participles in Context, 118–19. 
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1 Kgs 2:7     VP 
       
   Specii      V' 
        | 
   3mpl   V   SmCl 
 
          NP      PP 
            | 

     tii    P   NP 
            | 
          N' 
 
           Ni   VP 
            | 
           V" 
                  

 V   NP 
           | 
          V 
           | 
          ti 
left to right:                       
 [they] shall-be   from   eaters-of  table-your 

“[But show kindness to the sons of Barzillai...] and let them be of those that eat 
at thy table” 

 

Example 6. 

5. THE POSSIBILITY OF REANALYSIS 
When no nominal nodes occurring between the participle and the main verbal node are 
lexically filled and the main verbal node is either empty (the “Ø-copula”) or filled by a form 
of “to be,” then the participle can function either as a part of the predicate complement or as 
the main verb, with or without the presence of the verb “to be.” That there can be a choice 
between the two options is due to the possibility that a syntactic structure can undergo 
reanalysis. Reanalysis takes place as a language changes through time, one of the dynamic 
principles behind language change.16 As illustration, let us compare two Hebrew examples: 
 
 

                                                      
16 For the possibility of reanalysis of Hebrew participles, see Dyk, Participles in Context, 136–40. 
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Gen 1:6     
lit.:  “and it shall be a division between water and water” (without reanalysis) 
or:  “and it shall be dividing between water and water” (with reanalysis) 

 

Isa 59:2  
lit.:  “but your sins were dividing between you and your God” (with reanalysis) 

 
 

While in Gen 1:6 traditionally the translation without reanalysis has been chosen, in Isa 59:2 
the translation without reanalysis is not to be expected in a translation of this verse (“your 
sins were a division between ...”). Considering how the participle, with or without the copula, 
came to function as the main predication in post-biblical texts, it is not surprising to note 
this process already going on within the Old Testament. The point here is that both struc-
tures are treated with the same analytical procedure and the interpretation or reinterpretation 
of the same formal elements is assumed to belong to the dimension of diachronic 
development. 

Returning to Syriac, we consider the broader context of 1 Kgs 1:1 already discussed 
above: 

 
1 Kgs 1:1   VP 
 
   Specii  V' 
       |     
   3mpl    V     SmCl  
 
       NP    NP 
        |     | 
       tii    N' 
  
         Ni    VP 
              | 
             V' 
 
           V   PP  PP 
            |     
           ti 
left to right:                  

     [they]  were     covering     him with garments 
       “they covered / were covering him with garments” 
 

Example 7. 
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With no lexically filled node between the participle and the main verb, and with the main 
verb being the copula, the participle has no syntactic barriers to being able to function as the 
main predication, together with the copula.  

The same can occur with a passive participle, as can be seen in Example 8. 
 

1 Kgs 11:29   VP 
 
   Spec    V" 
   |     | 
   NPii    V' 
    
     V   SmallClause 
 
       NP   NP 
        |    | 
       tii   N' 
 
        Ni   VP 
           |       
           V' 
 
          V       PP 
          |        
               ti 
left to right:            
   Ahijah was     clothed  with a new garment 

“Ahijah was clothed with a new garment” 
 

Example 8. 
 

The passive participle structure in 1 Kgs 11:29 has one less element governed verbally by the 
participle (that is, “him” in 1 Kgs 1:1), as is often the case with passive participles, since by 
nature the grammatical subject of the passive participle is the one undergoing the action of 
the verb. However, this does not mean that the passive participle should now be entered in 
the lexicon as belonging to another part of speech. 

Because all participles have the potential to function as a verb, noun, adjective, or 
adverb, depending on the syntactic environment, it would appear to be consistent and 
straightforward to acknowledge this characteristic of the language system instead of trying to 
press these forms into a single, pre-defined function in the lexicon. 
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6. COMMENTS BY GRAMMARIANS 
Considering the remarks of grammarians on this issue, it seems there is some support for 
this approach, that is, that passive participles should be treated as part of the verbal 
paradigm, including in the entries in the lexicon. Muraoka gives examples where passive 
forms are active in their significance: 

One often comes across what is passive in form only, but active in meaning: e.g. … 
Mk. 14.13     “a man carrying a water container” (i.e., having 
picked up ... and carrying). … The resultative force is apparent in intransitive verbs 
which, by definition, are not capable of having genuine passive forms: Spic. 43.7 

   “I have walked in instruction.” In a case like the following, 
however, we have the usual passive participle: Mt. 9.2     “your sins 
have been forgiven you.”17 

Nöldeke assigns a particular nuance of tense to the passive participle, by no means robbing it 
of its verbal status: 

The Passive Participle expresses the completion of an action, and stands as a predicate 
instead of the Perfect, just as the Active Participle does instead of the Imperfect: 
…        “in that liberty which has been given them by 
God (= )” Spic. 13, 17 ... what we have in all such cases is the true, result-
announcing Perfect:—as a narrative tense this participle hardly ever appears.  

Thus with  a kind of Pluperfect is formed, that is, the statement of a result reached already 
in the Past:   “had been got ready” Ov. 172,22.18 

Nöldeke also gives examples of participles passive in form but active in meaning: 
    “the righteous support the earth” Aphr. 457, 8; …  

     “and had not the protection of God embraced the 
world” Jos. St. 4,14 … These words, however, may also be used in a true passive 
sense, e.g.  “taken”;  “pulled, torn away”.19 

There is a point when certain forms become fossilized in a particular function, and this can 
also lead to a shift in vocalization. Once a form has shifted away from the vocalization as a 
participle and has assumed a separate vocalization as adjective or noun, it is no longer a part 
of the verbal paradigm and should be treated as the particular form it manifests. It would 
seem that in his comments on “participles used as nouns,” Nöldeke fails to distinguish 
participial forms having a nominal function from forms which have become fossilized as 
nouns and have assumed a different vocalization pattern. In the list which he provides as 
forms which have “become nouns completely,” Nöldeke enumerates: 

“friend”, “shepherd”, “place of habitation”,  
“pillar”,  “bird”,  “herb”.20 

                                                      
17 Muraoka, Classical Syriac, 67 (§84). 
18 Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 218–19 (§278). 
19 Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 220–21 (§280). 
20 Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 221 (§281). 
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A number of different types of data are included in this list. One formally differentiating 
criterion is that nouns have inherent gender while participles and adjectives have derived 
gender, which is therefore variable. If we compare the forms in Nöldeke’s list with the 
entries in Thesaurus Syriacus we find: 

 “friend” is listed in Thesaurus Syriacus under the verb as one of the meanings of the 
active participle, having variable gender; 

  “shepherd” is listed in Thesaurus Syriacus both separately as a noun (with a note “= 
act. part. emph. st. m.”) and as a participial form of the verb, both the noun entry and the 
participial forms are listed with variable gender; 

 “place of habitation” is listed in Thesaurus Syriacus as a separate feminine noun 
with vocalization which is not consistent with the participle; on the other hand,  
“dweller; inhabitant” is listed both as a separate noun (with note “part. emph. = subst.”) and 
as a participial form by the verb, both with variable gender; 

 “pillar,”  “bird,”  “herb” are listed in Thesaurus Syriacus as feminine 
nouns with vocalization deviating from that of the regular feminine participle; the gender is 
fixed, not variable as with a participle. 

Thus various types of phenomena are here swept onto one heap. Where a form has 
assumed a vocalization pattern other than that of the participle, we are dealing with an 
independent nominal or adjectival form, but where that is not the case, it is unnecessary to 
deny these their participial verbal status since all participles have the potential to function as 
nouns or adjectives, depending on the syntactic context in which they appear. 

7. CONCLUSION 
On the basis of the systematic functioning of the participles—both active and passive—
within the syntax of the language, I propose that participles be presented in the lexicon 
under the verb to which they belong. Separate entries for their other functions could be 
given as an aid to the beginning student (“user friendliness”), but it should be made clear 
that the form is in fact a participle of a given verb, though its function in a given case is as 
indicated in that specific instance for a particular syntactic environment. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE  PARTICLES    AND    IN  CLASSICAL  SYRIAC: 
SYNTACTIC AND SEMANTIC ASPECTS  

Wido van Peursen 
Peshitta Institute, Leiden University 

Terry C. Falla 
Whitley College, University of Melbourne 

Reconsideration of the taxonomy, parts of speech, and the syntactic and semantic 
analysis underlying many individual lexemes in existing Syriac lexica will be basic to the 
making of a new Syriac lexicon. This paper will address some questions related to the 
particles   and   in Classical Syriac. It will argue that a syntactic analysis of these 
particles can go beyond the general observation that they usually come after the first 
word of the clause. Defining the rule for the position of these particles more precisely 
decreases the number of exceptions to the rule considerably. The parallels with the 
syntactic behaviour of Greek ãÜñ and äÝ, too, can be described more precisely than in 
terms of “after the first word.” As for the semantic analysis of these particles, it will 
show that the formal and syntactical equivalence of Syriac   and  and Greek ãÜñ 
and äÝ should not lead to the assumption that they are also semantic and functional 
equivalents, an assumption that is pervasive not only in Syriac grammars and 
dictionaries, but also in modern editions of the Greek New Testament. 

 
A mere particle? Yet a “for” can condemn 
or free, histories are linked by an “and,” 
stories turn on a “then” or a “therefore;” 

as for a “but,” it’s a wrecker’s ball, 
a protest, a boundary, a bridge, 
a gate to a different beginning. 

Terry Falla 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The present contribution deals with the Syriac particles  and . It is useful to study 
them together because they share some characteristics of syntactic behaviour, and also 
because of the similar ways they have been treated in Syriac grammars and lexica. The study 
begins by reviewing the syntactic relationship between the two Syriac particles and the Greek 
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ãÜñ and äÝ respectively. It then examines from a semantic perspective the Syriac particles as 
Syriac terms employed by Syriac translators in Classical Syriac literature. Accordingly, the 
particles are studied not only as elements in a translation of an underlying Greek text, but 
also in their own right in their own textual contexts. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
To ensure that the sample text is sufficiently large to yield fruitful and testable results, but 
not unmanageable for the scope of this essay, we have adopted as a base the text of the 
Peshitta New Testament for the analysis in section three (Syntax), and the Peshitta text of 
the Four Gospels and of the Pastoral Epistles, 1 and 2 Timothy and Titus, for the analysis in 
section four (Semantics), though the latter analysis does extend to many examples outside 
the Gospels and Pastoral Epistles. Unless it is indicated otherwise, references to the Syriac 
text are to the Peshitta New Testament. 

Where it is indicated, the Peshitta has been compared with the two extant versions of 
the Old Syriac, the Curetonian and the Sinaitic. Where it is necessary to distinguish the 
versions from each other, they are respectively referred to by the abbreviations Syrp, Syrc, 
and Syrs. Square brackets indicate that the Old Syriac Version they enclose is not extant. 
Thus Syr[c]sp indicates that the Curetonian version is not extant for the reference that it 
distinguishes, and Syr[c]p indicates that the reading in question is to be found only in the 
Peshitta, but that we should note that the Curetonian version is not extant and so cannot be 
checked. In addition to the texts of F.C. Burkitt for the Curetonian version1 and Agnes 
Smith Lewis for the Sinaitic version,2 we have employed George Kiraz, Comparative Edition of 
the Syriac Gospels,3 and Jerome Lund’s concordance to the Old Syriac Gospels.4 

A proper semantic analysis of Syriac New Testament vocables, be they verbs, nouns, 
adjectives, or particles, requires a detailed consideration of the Greek underlying the Syriac. 
The text taken as the basis of the Greek New Testament is the 27th edition of Nestle-Aland 
(NA27).5  

In numerous instances, the Greek term underlying a Syriac term is to be found only in a 
variant Greek reading cited in the critical apparatus of NA27, in Aland’s Vollständige 
Konkordanz, or in one or another of the critical editions of the Greek New Testament 
(Bover,6 IGNTP [International Greek New Testament Project],7 Legg,8 Merk,9 

                                                      
1 Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, vol. 1. 
2 Lewis, Old Syriac Gospels.  
3 Kiraz, Comparative Edition of the Syriac Gospels. 
4 Lund, The Old Syriac Gospel of the Distinct Evangelists. 
5 Nestle-Aland, Novum Testamentum Graece. 
6 Bover, Biblia Graeca et Latina. 
7 IGNTP, Luke. 
8 Legg, Evangelium secundum Marcum; Legg, Evangelium secundum Matthaeum. 
9 Merk, Novum Testamentum Graece et Latine. 
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Tischendorf,10 Tregelles,11 Aland’s SFG,12 Aland’s SQE,13 the United Bible Societies’ Greek 
New Testament,14 Vogels,15 and Von Soden16).17 Often it is impossible to know which of two 
or more Greek readings may have been in the Syriac translators’ text. All such readings have 
been taken into account. This exhaustive approach is important if we are to gain a proper 
estimate of the relationship between the Syriac  and the Greek ãÜñ and the Syriac  and 
the Greek äÝ. 

The methodology adopted for the evaluation of variant Greek readings is the same as in 
Terry Falla’s A Key to the Peshitta Gospels (KPG). There are two criteria. The first is that only 
extant variant Greek readings are considered as potential corresponding terms. Presumed 
retroversions of Peshitta and Old Syriac renderings such as we find in the critical apparatus 
of Hermann von Soden’s Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments are not included. The second 
criterion is that a variant Greek reading is considered only when it can be demonstrated on 
the basis of an analysis of the relevant data that its Syriac parallel is, in the context in which it 
occurs, conceivable as its translation. Accordingly, it is not the nature or extent of Greek 
manuscript evidence that is used as a criterion, but whether the term in the receptor language 
is conceivable as a rendering of the variant reading in the source text.18 

To provide an accurate estimate of the relationship between the Syriac and the Greek 
underlying it, it is important to analyze the Syriac correspondences of the Greek ãÜñ and äÝ 
as well as the Greek underlying the Syriac  and . If this were not done, the analysis 
would reveal only one side of the relationship between the source and target texts and the 
resulting data would be distorted. 

The statistics cited in this essay are based on the critical and concordantially exhaustive 
analysis provided by KPG for the Peshitta Gospels. For the Peshitta Pastoral Epistles they 
are based on a critical comparison of all occurrences of  and  in George Kiraz, A 
Computer-Generated Concordance to the Syriac New Testament with the Greek underlying them. 

Two final methodological observations are called for regarding the semantic analysis. 
The first is that each Syriac book has been studied as a separate entity as well as part of the 
prescribed corpus. The second is that  and  have been studied independently of the 
Greek, as well as compared with it. On the one hand, this is to avoid inappropriately skewing 
the Syriac towards the Greek, and, on the other, to seek to do justice to the nuances of the 
target text. 

                                                      
10 Tischendorf, Novum Testamentum, vol. 1. 
11 Tregelles, Greek New Testament. 
12 Aland, Synopsis of the Four Gospels. 
13 Aland, Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum. 
14 Aland et al., eds. Greek New Testament. 
15 Vogels, Novum Testamentum Graece et Latina. 
16 Von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testaments. 
17 For an annotated list of most of these editions see Falla, KPG, 1:XXIX–XXXII. 
18 Falla, KPG, 1:XXXII. 
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3. SYNTAX: PART OF SPEECH 
Most grammars and dictionaries call  and  “conjunctions.” Thus  is a conjunction 
according to Brockelmann, Costaz, Falla, and Ferrer and Nogueras.19 It is called a “causal 
conjunction” in the Thesaurus Syriacus and J. Payne Smith’s Compendious Syriac Dictionary 
(CSD).20 With  there is greater variation. Brockelmann and Ferrer and Nogueras call it a 
“conjunction,” but Falla calls it a “conjunctive particle;” Duval mentions it under “adverbes 
de temps” and Costaz under “les adverbes.”21 Nöldeke speaks of “anreihende Adverbia.”22 

It is true that both  and  can be used to mark the relationship between clauses 
and fulfil discourse functions, but they should not be called conjunctions without 
qualification, because they also have a function within the clause that is adverbial rather than 
conjunctive. A fundamental difference between conjunctions and other markers of clause 
relations such as connective or conjunctive adverbs concerns the relation of the word to the 
clause. A conjunction serves to indicate a connection between clauses, but is not part of one 
of them. It is not satzgliedfähig.23 Because of the fixed syntactic rules that determine the 
position of  and  within the clause, we treat them as part of the clause in which they 
occur, as well as elements connecting one clause to another. In other words, we recognize 
that  and  have two different functions at the same time in the hierarchy of the 
grammatical structure to which they belong, one within a clause and the other between 
clauses. In summary, in their function between clauses they may be accurately classified as 
conjunctions and in their function within clauses, as adverbs.  

As the following examples demonstrate,  and  can occur in sentences that begin 
with another particle that is purely conjunctive in that, unlike  and , it does not operate 
as a building block within the clause but only between clauses. This is another reason not to 
call  and  conjunctions, but to use a term that recognizes their dual syntactic functions 
and that distinguishes them from the conjunction that precedes them in the same clause. 
Thus we find with : 
 

Mt 5:46              
If you love those who love you, what reward is there for you? 
 

                                                      
19 Brockelmann, Grammatik, §165; Costaz, Grammaire, §496; Falla, KPG 1:110; Ferrer–Nogueras, 

Diccionario, 45. 
20 Thesaurus Syriacus 1:709; CSD, 69a. 
21 Brockelmann, Grammatik, §165; Ferrer–Nogueras, Diccionario, 55; Falla, KPG 1:127; Duval 

Traité, §294:2; Costaz, Grammaire, §492. 
22 Nöldeke, Grammatik, §155C. The English translation of Nöldeke’s grammar by Crichton has 

“connective adverbs.” 
23 Metzler Lexicon Sprache 324–25 s.v. Konjunction; compare what we find in the same lexicon under 

Konjunktionaladverb: “Bisweilen zu den Konjunktionen gerechnete Subklasse der Wortart Adverb. K. 
gleichen in semant. Hinsicht den Konjunktionen, verhalten sich in syntakt. Hinsicht aber wie 
Adverbien, z.B. daher, darum, deshalb, folglich, trotzdem.” 
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Mt 6:24         .        
Either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will honour the one and despise the other. 

and with : 
 

Mt 2:1            
After Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judaea, during the time of King Herod 
Mt 5:29          
If your right eye causes you to sin, gouge it out. 

 

In these cases the function of  or  differs from that of the conjunction in the initial 
position. Let us look at another example in more detail. In 1 Tim 4:16 we find that  and 

 link Clause 3 to different things:  to Clause 4 in a temporal or consequential relation; 
and  to the preceding lines:24 
 

(1)      Keep watch on yourself and on your teaching 

(2)   and persevere in them; 

(3)      for when you do these things 

(4)      you will save yourself and those who hear you 
 

We prefer to take  as a conjunction and  as a “conjunctive adverb,” and employ 
the latter term for both  and . “Adverb” is more definitive than “particle” in the term 
“conjunctive particle.”25 Furthermore, the combination “conjunctive adverb” accurately 
represents the dual functions of both  and , “conjunctive” referring to their function 
between clauses and “adverb” to their function within a clause. Other terminology used for 
these types of words includes “connective adverb,”26 “connective particles,”27 “cue 
phrases,”28 or “discourse connectives.”29  

3.1 Syntactic Behaviour: Position in the Clause 
Both  and  follow strict rules that determine their position in the clause. In the present 
description we will try to define this position as precisely as possible and go beyond general 
statements that are found in the standard grammars. 
                                                      

24 For similar phenomena in English compare Webber et al., “Anaphora and Discourse Structure,” 
545–87 (we are grateful to A. Dean Forbes for this reference). See also below, §4.4.1. 

25 As we have seen, Falla calls  a “conjunctive particle” in his KPG. 
26 This terminology occurs in Crichton’s English translation of Nöldeke’s grammar (see above, 

note 22). 
27 Denniston uses “connective particles” for the Greek particles  and ; Denniston, Particles, 

xliii et passim. Note also his remark on the adverbial background of these particles:  and  
“cannot be traced back to an adverbial stage … But it is on general grounds probable” (ibid., xliii). 

28 Knott–Mellish, “Sentence and Clause Connectives,” 148. 
29 Webber et al., “Anaphora and Discourse Structure,” 546. 
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3.1.1   and  Follow the First Phrase Atom of the Clause 
Nöldeke says in his grammar about particles like  and  that “their proper place is 
immediately after the first word yet they may also take the place farther on.”30 Studies that try 
to go beyond such general statements often provide lists of exceptions in which  and/or 

 do not follow the first word.31 Although such lists may be very helpful and accurate, we 
think that a more precise description of the position of  and —reducing the number 
of “exceptions”—is possible if we work with the concept of “phrase atom” or “minimum 
unit.” We define phrase atoms as the smallest indivisible units of a phrase, that is, those 
elements that cannot be subdivided into smaller units.32 They are those building blocks of a 
phrase that can appear in isolation. Thus whereas  in the phrase   (Mt 28:2) is 
a phrase atom, the construct noun   in    (Mt 26:59 and elsewhere) is not. It 
appears that  and  prefer the position in the clause after the first phrase atom of a 
clause, rather than after the first word. Thus if the first phrase atom consists of more than 
one word,  and  do not intervene, as appears from the following examples:33 
 

(a) First phrase atom = Preposition + Preposition + Noun 
Mt 19:8         
But it was not this way from the beginning 

(b) First phrase atom = Construct Noun + Noun 
Mt 26:59            
The chief priests and the elders and the whole Sanhedrin 

(c) First phrase atom = Preposition + Construct Noun + Noun 
Mt 12:34          
For out of the overflow of the heart the mouth speaks 

(d) First phrase atom = Construct Noun + Construct Noun + Noun 
Heb 5:1         
Every high priest who comes from among men 

 

The same syntactical behaviour occurs with distributive repetition of nouns:34 
1 Cor 12:7         
But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to each one35 

 

                                                      
30 Nöldeke, Grammatik, §327; quotation from Crichton’s translation. 
31 Thus, for example, Kuty, “Particle dên,” 186. 
32 Cf. Talstra–Sikkel, “WIVU-Datenbank,” 48: “Mit diesem Begriff werden zwei Sachverhalte 

gekennzeichnet: zum einen sind Atome auf ihrer linguistischen Ebene nicht weiter teilbar; zum 
anderen sind sie—einzeln oder in Kombination—Bausteine höherer funktionaler Einheiten.” See also 
Van Peursen, Language and Interpretation, §9.1. 

33 See also Mt 1:12; 12:50, quoted below. 
34 Cf. Nöldeke, Grammatik, §202C, 240. 
35 See also the example from Eph 4:7 quoted below, in §3.1.2(e). 
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Only in exceptional cases does the particle come directly after a noun in the construct state, 
that is, inside a phrase atom. Nöldeke gives the following example: 
 

Joseph and Asenath 22:13      
Now the sons of Bilha36 

 

In our corpus we do not find a case like this with a construct noun. But sometimes  and 
 occur between a preposition and the noun they govern: 

 

Mt 14:9      .      
But because of his oath and his dinner guests he commanded it to be given her 
Mt 25:19      .     
After a long time the master of those servants returned 

 

In other cases it intervenes in compound prepositions: 
 

Rom 5:13               
For before the law, when sin was in the world 

3.1.2    and  Precede Specifications 
Phrases can be much longer than the “minimal units” defined in the preceding section. They 
can take all kinds of specifications which are—at least syntactically—not obligatory, like 
adjectives, appositions, or genitive constructions with . If the first phrase atom of a clause 
takes one or more specifications,  and  come directly after that phrase atom. Thus they 
occur in the following positions: 

(a)(i) Before an adjective: 
 

Mt 7:17         
But a bad tree bears bad fruit 
Mt 13:38        
The good seed stands for the sons of the kingdom 

 

(ii) In the exceptional cases where the adjective precedes the noun,  and  come 
between the adjective and the noun: 
 

Mt 19:30        
But many who are the first will be the last 

 

(b)(i) Before an apposition: 
 

Mt 26:58           
But Simon Cephas followed him at a distance 
Phil 4:20          
To God our Father be praise and glory for ever and ever 

 

 

                                                      
36 Nöldeke, Grammatik, §208, edition: Land, Anecdota Syriaca III, 39, 16.  
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(ii) Before an apposition with numerals: 
 

Lk 16:28       
For I have five brothers 

 

(c)(i) Before a demonstrative: 
 

Mt 6:32         
For after all these things the Gentiles seek 
Lk 12:56         
How is it that you don’t know how to interpret this present time? 

 

(ii) Also, when the demonstrative precedes the noun,  and  come between the 
demonstrative and the noun: 
 

Mt 13:1         
That same day Jesus went out of the house 
Mt 17:21          
But this kind does not go out except by fasting and prayer 

 

(d) Before a “genitive” with : 
 

Mt 1:18        
The birth of Jesus Christ happened as follows 
Mt 28:2        
For an angel of the Lord came down from heaven 

 

(e)(i) Before a prepositional phrase modifying a noun: 
 

Mt 9:3        
Some of the scribes said to themselves 
Mk 14:47         
One of those standing near drew a sword 

 

(ii) However, we find also cases where the  and  follow the prepositional phrase: 
 

Lk 24:1         .  
On the first day of the week, early in the morning while it was still dark, they went to the tomb37 
Eph 4:7        
But unto every one of us is given goodness38 

 

(f) Before relative clause:39 
 

Mt 7:2       
For with what judgment you judge, you will be judged 

                                                      
37 Similarly Jn 20:4; contrast Mt 28:1   . 
38 On the distributive repetition of  see above on 1 Cor 12:7, §3.1.1(d). 
39 Contrast those cases where  and  appear within the relative clause discussed below, in 

§3.1.3. 
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Mt 15:18          
But the things that come out of the mouth come from the heart 

 

(g) Between an adjective and its modifier: 
 

Mt 12:12      .  
How much more valuable is a man than a sheep! 

 

(h) Between a noun or pronoun and its coreferential pronoun in the Pronominal 
Agreement construction:40 
 

Mt 26:24      
But woe to that man 
Lk 10:7       
Stay in that house 

 

(i) Obviously, combinations of the categories mentioned above occur as well. In other 
words, if the phrase atom takes two or more specifications, this does not affect the position 
of  and  after the first phrase atom: 
 

Lk 16:19        
There was a rich man 

3.1.3 Complex and Embedded Structures 
In the preceding sections we defined the position of  and  in relation to the clause. A 
clause is any construction in which predication occurs. In many cases sentences consist of 
structures in which predication occurs more than once and compound or complex sentences 
are created. However, the rules described above still apply in these cases. Thus  or  
may take the second position in an embedded clause: 
 

Mt 16:25         
For whoever wants to save his life, will lose it 
Mk 4:25        
For whoever has, to him will be given41 

 

In these cases  and  take the second position in the clause introduced by . 
Contrast the cases where  and  take the second position in the main clause and, as a 
consequence, precede , given above, §3.1.2(f). 

                                                      
40 Pronominal agreement is “a construction where a noun or nominal phrase whose grammatical 

relation is indicated by its case inflection or by an adjoining relational particle is accompanied in the 
same clause by a coreferential pronoun agreeing with it in number, gender, person, and grammatical 
relation.” Khan, Studies in Semitic Syntax, xxvi. 

41 On  preceding , see below §3.1.4. 
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In cases of extraposition “the second slot” can be defined in relation to the extraposed 
element and in relation to the main clause. In the following examples  and  come after 
the first phrase atom of the extraposed element:42 
 

Lk 22:27         
But I am among you as one who serves 
Jn 5:36           
I have testimony weightier than that of John 

 

Illuminating is a case like 
 

1 Cor 11:7       
But the woman is the glory of man 

 

 follows the extraposed element; , which also prefers the second position in the 
clause,43 has the second position in the main clause. 

3.1.4 ,  ,  and Other Elements Preferring the Second Position in the Clause 
The particles  and  are not the only linguistic elements that prefer the slot after the 
first phrase atom. The same applies to the enclitic personal pronoun (= e.p.p.), the enclitic 

, and  + suffix pronoun. Some of these elements may occur together. Even if the noun 
phrase in first position takes a specification, two elements may intervene: 
 

2 Cor 2:15        
For we are to God a pleasant odour through Christ 
2 Cor 9:7          
For God loves a cheerful giver 

 

If two or three of these elements preferring the second slot occur together, they occur 
in a fixed order. Thus we find the following combinations: 
 

(a)(i) The e.p.p. and  or  occur together. In this case the enclitic comes first: 
 

2 Tim 1:12       
Because I know whom I have believed 
Titus 1:7          
An elder must be blameless 

 

(ii) With two e.p.p.’s we find: 
 

Rom 7:18        .. .   
I know that nothing good lives in me 
2 Cor 11:19                
You gladly put up with fools! 

                                                      
42 Cf. also Mt 16:25, quoted above, and Mt 6:32 (§3.1.2[c]); 13:38 (§3.1.2[a]); and Lk 12:56 

(§3.1.2[c]). 
43 See below, §3.1.4. 
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(b) Enclitic  and  or  occur together. Here, too, the enclitic element precedes 
 or : 

 

Mt 4:18       
For they were fishermen 
Mk 6:18       
Because John said to Herod 

 

The position of the e.p.p. and enclitic  before  or  is easily understandable in 
the light of the tight connection between an enclitic element and what precedes it. 
 

(c)(i) A small prepositional phrase and  or  occur together. If the prepositional 
phrase consists of -  + suffix pronoun, it precedes  or : 
 

Mt 2:20          
For they are dead which sought the young child’s life 
Mt 13:15         
For this people’s heart has become hardened 

 

(ii) We have found only one exception in: 
 

Lk 22:18       
For I say to you 

 

The phenomenon mentioned under (i) is unusual with other prepositions like , 
, or even . Thus we find: 

 

Mk 10:27       
Jesus looked at them and said 
Lk 23:15     
For he sent him back to him 

 

There is one exception where  + suffix pronoun precedes  or :44 
 

1 Tim 1:14       
For the goodness of our Lord was abundant to me 

 

Nor does the prepositional phrase precede  or  if  takes a noun: 
 

Lk 7:5     
Because he loves our people 
Mk 13:9     
You will be handed over to the judges 

 

If our point of departure is the question “In what cases do  and  not come in second 
position?” such cases belong to the exceptions. However, in taking a broader approach and 
                                                      

44 It would be worthwhile looking for a possible correlation between the “weight” of the suffix 
and the word order. Here we have a very light suffix; contrast the independent syllable in  in Mk 
10:27, quoted above. 
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starting from the question: “What elements prefer to occupy the second position in the 
clause, and what happens if more than one of them occur together?” there is no longer a 
need to treat the examples quoted as exceptions. Various linguistic elements prefer the 
second slot in a clause. If they occur together, they follow an established order. In the 
preceding paragraph we have seen what the order is when two of these elements occur 
together, one of them being  or : the e.p.p., enclitic  and  + suffix pronoun 
precede  or . In other cases, all three elements (e.p.p. or enclitic  + +  pronoun 
+  or ) occur together. In these cases, too,  and  follow the other elements. The 
enclitic comes first, preceding the prepositional phrase, for example: 
 

Mt 3:9; 5:20; 12:36; 18:10     
Mt 6:29; 8:11; 12:6; 18:10       

 

Similarly with an enclitic form of : 
 

Mt 7:29        
Because he taught as one who had authority 

 

Again, other prepositions with pronominal suffixes or  + Noun do not precede  or 
: 

 

Mk 9:31       
Because he was teaching his disciples 
Rom 10:2            
For I testify about them 

 

If a clause is introduced by a conjunction,  and  sometimes come directly after 
the conjunction:45 
 

Mt 12:7        
If you had known 
1 Cor 8:5         
For even if there are so-called gods 

 

Contrast 1 Tim 5:8        ...   
If anyone does not provide for his relatives 

 

Kuty has demonstrated that in the Syriac New Testament, cases where  introduces the 
clause take two different patterns: either  retains the position it should have irrespective of 
the conjunction, or it is placed immediately after the conjunction. He discerns a tendency 
that  retains the position when the preceding word is short (monosyllabic), but it is liable 
to take the slot directly after the conjunction when a longer word follows.46 

                                                      
45 See also the examples with , , and , quoted above, in §3 (end). 
46 Kuty, “Particle dên,” 194–95. 
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3.2 Comparison with Greek ãÜñ and äÝ 
In many Syriac grammars and dictionaries we find the observation that the preference of 

 and  for the second position in the clause has its parallel in the use of Greek ãÜñ and 
äÝ.47 On the basis of our investigation we can refine this observation by noting that: 

(a) The Greek particles ãÜñ and äÝ, like  and , do not necessarily come after the 
first word. If the first word of the clause constitutes an indivisible unit with the following 
word(s), both the Greek and Syriac particles under discussion usually occupy the place after, 
rather than within, that unit. 

(b) The fact that  and  sometimes come directly after a conjunction is also 
paralleled by the behaviour of Greek ãÜñ and äÝ, since both åk ãÜñ and åk äÝ are well-
attested.48 

4. SEMANTICS 
In our examination of  and  we now turn from syntax to semantics. As Dean Forbes 
and Frank Andersen show in their research in Hebrew taxonomy, syntax, and discourse 
analysis, particles of an ancient language can be as complex to analyze as any other part of 
speech.49 On the scale of syntactic and semantic significance, particles may not at first seem 
as important as nouns, verbs, and the ubiquitously troublesome adjective, but in reality they 
can be syntactically, semantically, and exegetically as significant. 

This has not, however, been apparent in the lexical treatment of the semantics of  
and . At its most limiting, this treatment has simply but inadequately glossed  as “for,” 
and  as “but” (Goshen-Gottstein,50 Jennings51, Nöldeke,52 Pazzini,53 Whish54). Syriac-Latin 
lexica (Brockelmann, Köbert,55 Thesaurus Syriacus) list two or three unreferenced Latin 
glosses, each of which is polysemous in meaning. But without detailed research on the part 
of the lexicon user it is not possible to know which of a range of meanings that Latin 
dictionaries assign to these glosses apply or do not apply to the Syriac particles. Some Syriac-

                                                      
47 Thus, for example, Brockelmann, Lexicon, 114b (s.v. ), 151a (s.v. ); idem, Grammatik §165. 

For the position in the clause of ãÜñ and äÝ see Denniston, Greek Particles, 56–114 and 162–203. 
Perhaps the Greek particles became only gradually post-positive; see Denniston, Greek Particles, lix, 
note 1; Wackernagel, “Gesetz,” esp. 377. 

48 Cf., for example, Mt 12:7 åk äc dãíþêåéôå; Jn 5:46 åk ãNñ dðéóôåýåôå Ìùûóås. 
49 Andersen, “Review Article and Responses,” 64–66; Andersen, “Lo and Behold!” 25–56; 

Andersen–Forbes, “Problems in Taxonomy,” 37–50; Andersen–Forbes, “What Kind of Taxonomy?” 
50 Goshen-Gottstein, Syriac-English Glossary. 
51 Jennings, Lexicon. 
52 Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 101, cites “  as having the meaning ‘for,’ and , as 

having the meaning (properly ‘then’), ‘but’.” 
53 Pazzini, Lessico Concordanziale, has “infatti, poiché.” 
54 Whish, Clavis Syriaca. 
55 Köbert, Vocabularium Syriacum. 
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English resources (Costaz, KPG, CSD, Thackston,56 Thelly) and the Syriac-Spanish lexicon 
by Ferrer and Nogueras57 are more generous in the range of glosses they assign, but with the 
exception of KPG they do not cite references or illustrative examples. A more detailed 
examination is therefore called for. This section begins this task by discussing the 
relationship between  and ãÜñ and  and äÝ in Syriac grammars and lexica. It then 
examines the meanings of  and  in a limited but defined corpus and demonstrates the 
necessity of evaluating each occurrence of these particles in their syntactic context. 

4.1  and  in Syriac Grammars, Lexica, and Critical Editions of the Greek New 
Testament 
The Syriac  and the Greek ãÜñ, and the Syriac  and the Greek äÝ have perhaps always 
been recognized as formal and syntactical equivalents (compare §3.2). But over and again, 
Syriac grammars and lexica promulgate the view that they are also functional and semantic 
equivalents. It is a perception that has continued from one generation to the next and that 
has helped to shape the way we understand the functions and meanings of  and . This 
is evident in some grammars and lexica from the nineteenth century to the present that treat 
either one or both of these Syriac particles as Greek loanwords,  from ãÜñ and  from äÝ: 

 Jennings, Whish;58 both  and  Goshen-Gottstein, Nestle,59 CSD, Pazzini, 
Phillips,60 Thesaurus Syriacus. 

For H.M. Harman (1885) the semantic equivalence between  and ãÜñ on the one 
hand and äÝ and  on the other was apparently total, for he argued for a Greek text behind 
the Curetonian version of the Old Syriac Gospels based purely on the presence in that 
version of “  and  as the equivalents of ãÜñ and äÝ.”61 

In some notable instances,  and  are not listed as though they were loanwords, 
but ãÜñ and äÝ are alone listed as their respective equivalents (  = ãÜñ Klein;62  = ãÜñ 
and  = äÝ Brockelmann, Coakley’s revision of Robinson,63 Costaz, Nöldeke). These 
resources thus also contribute to the “virtual tradition of consensus among standard Syriac 
works”64 that the Syriac  is to be identified with the Greek ãÜñ and the Syriac  with 

                                                      
56 Thackston, Introduction to Syriac. 
57 Ferrer–Nogueras, Diccionario. 
58 Whish, Clavis Syriaca, 11, does not list  as a loanword in that he has the qualifying comment 

“ , the same as the Gr. äÝ, used in the same way and signification.”  
59 Nestle, Syriac Grammar, 144, 147. 
60 Phillips, Elements of Syriac Grammar, 100–101. 
61 Harman, “Cureton’s Fragments,” 29–30. 
62 Klein, Syrisch-Griechisches Wörterbuch.  
63 Coakley, Robinson’s Paradigms, 152. 
64 Falla, “Questions,” 92. 
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the Greek äÝ.65 This perception is strengthened by comments such as we find in Nöldeke 
(1904) that “  and , are genuine Syriac words which, however, have been employed almost 
entirely to imitate ãÜñ and äÝ” (emphasis added)66 and in Coakley’s revision of Robinson (2002) 
that  is “like Greek ãÜñ” and  “like Greek äÝ.” (KPG aside, Klein is the only resource 
that breaks this cycle. He is correct when he cites ï¤í as a correspondence of  [“  ï¤í”], 
but is misleading in that he makes it seem as if ï¤í is the only correspondence in the corpus 
he treats.) 

Other widely used grammars of this period and lexical works from Brockelmann to the 
present have similar comments. Phillips, for instance, has “  ãÜñ for” and “  äÝ but,” and 
Nestle “  ãÜñ for” and “  äÝ, aber, nämlich; but, for.” In the second volume of Evangelion 
da-Mepharreshe, Burkitt identifies  with äÝ in the telling bracketed notation “  (i.e. äÝ).”67 
For  Brockelmann notes only one Greek equivalent, äÝ, and for  Klein cites only ãÜñ. 
Even Massimo Pazzini’s most useful recent lexical work has the unqualified comment “Gr. 
ãÜñ” under ,68 and his entry on  the comment, “Ha un uso simile al greco äÝ.” 

The assumption of equivalence between the Syriac and the Greek also underlies the 
sometimes erroneous citation of  and  as witnesses to ãÜñ and äÝ in modern editions 
of the Greek New Testament, from Tischendorf (1869–1872) to Nestle-Aland (NA27, 1993). 
One of numerous examples is  cited as a witness to äÝ against ï¤í—which is frequently 
rendered by , especially in the Peshitta text of John (see §4.9)—in Jn 3:25 in Alford,69 
Tischendorf, Von Soden, Vogels, and in Jn 13:22 in Alford, Tischendorf, Von Soden, 
Nestle-Aland27, Aland’s SFG, and Aland’s SQE. 

Another example is  cited as a witness to äÝ against êáß—which is frequently 
rendered by 70—in Mk 4:1 in Von Soden and Legg, Mk 4:5; 11:8; 13:11, 12 in Alford, 
Legg, and Tregelles, in Lk 2:25; 23:35 in IGNTP, and in Lk 7:40 in Von Soden and IGNTP. 

A third example is  which renders äÝ in Mt 23:12. Because they do not acknowledge 
that, for whatever reason,  is sometimes the correspondence of äÝ (compare Lk 2:44; 
4:25; 12:48), Tischendorf, Tregelles, Von Soden, and IGNTP assume that the Greek 
equivalent has to be ãÜñ. One further example is  which renders ”ôé in Lk 2:11. Because 

                                                      
65 Cf. also the comment “Die Konjunktion g r wird im Syrischen ganz nach dem Muster der 

griechischen Partikel ãÜñ gebraucht” by Jändl in “Konjunktionen und Partikeln,” 89. 
66 Nöldeke, Compendious Syriac Grammar, 101, note 1. But note the conclusion by Clemons in his 

comments on the translation of ãÜñ and äÝ in the Peshitta text of Galatians that this statement by 
Nöldeke is “misleading;” “Some Questions,” 29–30.  

67 Burkitt in Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, vol. 2, 89. For Burkitt’s comment in its context see note 108. 
68 “  , congiunzione, infatti, poiché (1085 volte; Gr. ãÜñ).” 
69 Alford, Greek New Testament, vol. 1. 
70 KPG, 1:127–30. 
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IGNTP apparently does not recognize that  is a genuine correspondence of ”ôé 
(compare Lk 6:19; 16:8; 18:14; Jn 5:30; 8:20) it assumes that ”ôé is omitted in the Peshitta.71 

It is true that in Syriac translations of Greek works ãÜñ is frequently rendered by , 
and äÝ by , but to conclude that the Syriac is virtually exclusively dependent on the two 
Greek particles in question is an erroneous assumption in both Syriac and Greek scholarship. 
Neither translationally, nor semantically, nor lexically are we justified in presenting  and 

 in a manner that suggests that they are respectively to be equated with ãÜñ and äÝ. 

4.2  as a Translation of the Greek 
In the Syriac New Testament, the Syriac  and  often have no connection with the 
Greek ãÜñ and äÝ. This is evident in the following analyses, first of  and then of  
(§4.5). When all Greek variant readings are taken into account, we find that between 8% to 
11% (32 to 43 occurrences) of the 384 occurrences of  in the Peshitta Gospels do not 
have ãÜñ as a correspondence,72 and in the three Peshitta Pastoral Epistles 25% of the 42 
occurrences of  do not have ãÜñ as a correspondence.73 A total of 23 of these 
occurrences of  (17 in the Gospels and six in the Pastoral Epistles—between 56% to 
75%)74 do not have a formal correspondence in the underlying Greek (see §4.4.5).75 The rest 
translate other Greek terms: PëëÜ, PëëE ”ôé, PíèE ®í, äÝ, êáß, ìÝí ... äÝ or ìcí ãÜñ ... äÝ = 

  ... , and ”ôé. This analysis of  may be summarized in the following synopses: 
 
 
 

                                                      
71 Examples of the comparable misuse of  as a witness to ãÜñ against a correct correspondence 

may be ascertained from KPG’s entry for . This can be achieved by comparing Greek 
correspondences other than ãÜñ with their citation in critical editions of the Greek New Testament. 

72 References to correspondences are available in KPG, 1:110, and in the collocations cited on 
pages 1:43, 46, and 63. 

73 The occurrences of ãÜñ in the Peshitta Gospels that do have   as their equivalent are listed 
in KPG 1:110 and in the collocations for which there are cross-references. The occurrences of ãÜñ in 
the Pastoral Epistles that have   as their equivalent are: 1 Tim 2:3, 5, 13; 3:13; 4:5, 8, 10, 16; 5:4, 
11, 15, 18; 6:7, 10 (missing in Kiraz, Computer Generated Concordance); 2 Tim 1:7, 12; 2:11, 13, 16; 3:6, 9; 
4:3, 6, 10, 11, 15; Titus 1:7, 10; 2:11; 3:3, 9, 12. The equivalent is äÝ in 1 Tim 2:12; 3:5; 5:8; 6:6. 

74 In its analysis of the Greek correspondences of , KPG (p. 110) incorrectly lists Lk 13:24 
under “n.c.” (no correspondence); it should be under ”ôé. 

75 The six in the Pastoral Epistles are: 1 Tim 1:19; 6:21; 2 Tim 2:23; 3:14; Titus 1:11, 15.  
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  in the Peshitta Gospels 
Total occurrences: 384 
Greek correspondences: 
ãÜñ 338 to 349 
”ôé 7 to 10 
äÝ 4 to 10 
PëëÜ 1 to 3 
PëëE ”ôé 0 to 1 
PíèE ®í (so then, therefore) 1 
êáß 3 
ìcí ... äÝ or ìcí ãÜñ ... äÝ = 1  ...   
No correspondence in the Greek 18

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4.3 The Peshitta Rendering of ãÜñ 

Let us now turn specifically to the treatment of ãÜñ in the Peshitta New Testament. While 
the Greek ãÜñ has the Syriac  as its principal correspondence, there are significant 
exceptions in the Peshitta Gospels. 

4.3.1 The Translation of ãÜñ by Terms Other Than  
When all Greek variant readings are taken into account, the Peshitta Gospels translate 
between 356 to 367 occurrences of ãÜñ. Between fourteen and twenty-four of these 
instances are translated by a term other than . The fourteen about which there is no 
doubt are: 
 

(a)  Lk 6:23(1st occurrence) 
(b)  Mt 6:32; 26:12; Mk 9:6(1st occurrence), 41; Lk 9:26 

  in Titus 
Total occurrences: 8 
Greek correspondences: ãÜñ 6 
No correspondence in the Greek 2 (Titus 1:11, 
15) 

  in 1 & 2 Timothy 
Total occurrences: 33 
Greek correspondences: 
ãÜñ 25 
äÝ 4 (1 Tim 2:12; 3:5; 5:8; 6:6) 
No correspondence in the Greek 4 (1 Tim 1:19; 
6:21; 2 Tim 2:23; 3:14)
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(c)   Mt 9:16 
(d)   = ìx ãÜñ Jn 7:41 
(e)  Mk 9:40 
(f)  Mt 15:2 
(g)   Mk 6:52; 14:40; Jn 18:13; 21:7 

 

The other ten are also likely as it can be argued that the textual evidence is weighted in 
support of ãÜñ as the Greek term underlying the Syriac rather than the variant reading 
introduced in brackets in the following list:  
 

(a)  Mk 13:35(or ”ôé); Lk 6:23(or ”ôé) 
(b)  Mt 6:32(or äÝ); Mk 9:41(or êáß) 
(c)  Jn 9:30(or ï¤í) 
(d)  Mt 25:3(1st occurrence)(or äÝ, or ï¤í); Lk 21:26(2nd occurrence) 
(e)   Mt 23:10(or ”ôé); Mk 11:18(or ”ôé); Jn 10:26(or ”ôé) 

 

From this analysis it is clear that close to 8% of the occurrences of ãÜñ in the Peshitta 
Gospels are rendered by Syriac terms other than . 

If to these two lists we add the agreements of and the differences in the Old Syriac we 
find that of the fourteen Peshitta citations in the first list only three have a precedent in the 
Old Syriac, though seven readings that differ in the Sinaitic version are not extant in the 
Curetonian version, so that we do not know whether these seven readings agreed or 
disagreed with the Peshitta: 
 

(a)  Lk 6:23(1st occurrence) Syr[c]sp 
(b)  Mt 6:32—  in Syrc[s]; 26:12 Syr[c]sp; Mk 9:6(1st occurrence)—  in Syr[c]s, 41—

 in Syr[c]s; Lk 9:26—  in Syrc 

(c)   Mt 9:16 Syr[c]sp 
(d)   = ìx ãÜñ Jn 7:41—  in Syrcs 
(e)  Mk 9:40—  in Syr[c]s 
(f)  Mt 15:2—  in Syrcs 
(g)   Mk 6:52 Syr[c]s; 14:40—  in Syr[c]s; Jn 18:13 Syr[c]p; 21:7 Syr[c]p 

 

Of the ten Peshitta citations in the second list five have a precedent in the Old Syriac. 
The other five readings that differ from the Peshitta are not extant in one or the other of the 
Old Syriac versions, so that we do not know whether these readings agreed or disagreed with 
the Peshitta: 
 

(a)  Mk 13:35(or ”ôé)—  in Syr[c]s; Lk 6:23(or ”ôé) Syr[c]sp 
(b)  Mt 6:32(or äÝ)—  in Syrc[s]; Mk 9:41(or êáß)—  in Syrc[s] 
(c)  Jn 9:30(or ï¤í) Syr[c]p 
(d)  Mt 25:3(1st occurrence)(or äÝ, or ï¤í) Syr[c]sp; Lk 21:26(2nd occurrence) Syrcsp 
(e)   Mt 23:10(or ”ôé) Syrcsp; Mk 11:18(or ”ôé)—  in Syr[c]s; Jn 10:26(or ”ôé) 

Syr[c]sp 
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4.3.2 The Rendering of ãÜñ as a Marker of Inference 
The most recent edition of A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (BDAG) is 
distinguished by the fact that it provides definitions as well as glosses for all words.76 For 
ãÜñ, its latest editor, Frederick Danker, gives three primary definitions. The first is “marker 
of cause or reason,” for which BDAG provides the primary gloss “for.” The second is 
“marker of clarification,” for which the primary gloss is “for, you see.”77 Both of these 
semantic functions apply to the use of the Syriac  in Classical Syriac literature. It is the 
Peshitta’s rendering of ãÜñ where this particle functions in the Greek New Testament and 
other early Christian literature according to BDAG’s third definition, “marker of inference,” 
that is particularly intriguing. BDAG glosses this function as “certainly, by all means, so, 
then.” When BDAG applies these glosses to the function of ãÜñ in actual textual contexts, it 
translates them as “by no means = ìx ãÜñ,” “then,” “[no,] indeed!,” “yes, indeed!,” “[not] 
for a moment,” and “[they decide,] then.” The Peshitta translators, no less than the twenty-
first century BDAG, take a semantically differentiated approach to these seven occurrences 
of ãÜñ, which are translated by five different terms:  
 

(a)  only 1 Pet 4:15 
(b)   for 1 Cor 9:19; 2 Cor 5:4; for or indeed Acts 16:37 
(c)  so, therefore, accordingly, then Heb 12:3 
(d)  so, consequently Jas 1:7 
(e)     because Rom 15:27 

 

In three instances the Peshitta has . Two of these (1 Cor 9:19; 2 Cor 5:4) we may 
translate as “for,” which finds a parallel in the RSV and NRSV. To the other (Acts 16:37) we 
may assign the meaning “for,” “indeed,” which is paralleled by BDAG, NEB, REB, and 
NRSV. But in four places the Peshitta has sought an alternative to . The result is the five 
different renderings for the seven occurrences:  
 

(a)  only, BDAG by no means = ìx ãÜñ 1 Pet 4:15; cf. RSV and NRSV but (but let 
none of you suffer); 

(b)   for; BDAG [though I am free] then 1 Cor 9:19; similarly 2 Cor 5:4; RSV and NRSV 
have for in both verses;  

 for, indeed; BDAG, NEB, and REB [no,] indeed! Acts 16:37; cf. NRSV Certainly 
[not]!; 

(c)  so, therefore, accordingly, then; BDAG yes, indeed! Heb 12:3; 
(d)  so, consequently; BDAG [not] for a moment Jas 1:7; 
(e)     because; BDAG [they decide,] then Rom 15:27. 

                                                      
76 BDAG, 190. 
77 Within the body of the entry, Danker (BDAG, 189) also employs the glosses “well, then,” “you 

see.” For Rom 1:18; 2:25 he uses “indeed,” “to be sure,” and 1 Thess 2:20 and 1 Cor 9:10, “yes, 
indeed,” “certainly.” 
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4.3.3 Cases Where the Syriac Leaves ãÜñ Unrepresented 
In some cases, the Peshitta and Old Syriac do not explicitly represent ãÜñ. The same 
approach is adopted by some contemporary English translations. An example is Acts 4:34: 
 

ïšäc ãNñ díäåÞò ôéò ƒí dí ášôïsò 
     (ïšäÝ =   ... , as can be confirmed by the Syriac 
translation of ïšäÝ elsewhere)  

There were no needy persons among them NIV 
There was not a needy person among them RSV, NRSV 
There was never a needy person among them REB 
None of their members was ever in want JB 

 

Further examples occur in questions. Some English translations parallel the Syriac.  
Mt 23:17 Syrcs reads: 
 

ôßò ãNñ ìåsæùí (or ìåsæïí) 
  

Which is greater …? NIV 
Which is the more important …? REB 

 

Mt 23:19 Syrcsp reads: 
 

ôß ãNñ ìåsæïí (or ìåsæùí) 
  

Which is greater …? NIV 
Which is the more important …? REB 

 

But leaving the Greek ãÜñ unrepresented in rhetorical questions is by no means always 
the case. For instance,  is provided in questions in Mt 9:5 Syr[c]p; 16:26 Syrc[s]p; 23:17 Syrp, 
and 1 Cor 10:29. In these verses  finds a parallel in the English “for” provided in the 
RSV and NRSV, though the first three are not represented in the NIV (compare Mt 23:17, 
19 above). In other words, in the examples cited the Syriac demonstrates the same flexibility 
as contemporary English translations towards the Greek. 

4.3.4 The Pastoral Epistles and the Need for Sample Texts to be Representative 
The relationship between ãÜñ and  in the Peshitta Pastoral Epistles is very different 
from the one between ãÜñ and  in the Peshitta Gospels. Thirty-two of the thirty-four 
occurrences of ãÜñ find their equivalent in . One of the two other occurrences is 
translated by  (2 Tim 3:2), and the other has no Syriac correspondence (2 Tim 2:7). 

With regard to the Peshitta’s treatment of ãÜñ, the Pastoral Epistles demonstrate the 
danger of relying on a sample that is too small to be representative, and the importance of 
analysing more than one book of a chosen corpus, for from the examples discussed in this 
section (§4.3) it is clear that  is not treated in the Peshitta New Testament as if it were a 
mere imitation of ãÜñ. To the contrary, it is evident that the Peshitta translators were aware 
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of differences in the semantic function of ãÜñ, so that when the latter has a connotation that 
lies outside the semantic range of , an alternative rendering was selected. 

4.4 Semantic Functions of   and Appropriate Meanings in English 
Both  and  have wider ranges of meaning than they are usually given in most Syriac 
lexical works.  

As we have seen (§4.3.2), BDAG provides three primary definitions for ãÜñ: marker of 
cause or reason, marker of clarification, and marker of inference. These functions may be 
used as a semantic guideline for  as it is employed in our prescribed corpus so long as it 
is remembered that (a) Syriac translators did not assume that  was always the 
semantically appropriate translational equivalent of ãÜñ, or that  should be restricted to 
the translation of ãÜñ, and that (b) each occurrence of  must be assessed independently 
of the Greek as a Syriac word in its Syriac context. 

4.4.1  as Marker of Cause or Reason 
Like ãÜñ,  often functions as a marker of cause or reason: “for, because, therefore, so 
then” Mk 16:8 Syr[c]p; Lk 12:3 Syrcsp; Jn 2:25 Syr[c]sp; Acts 12:9; 2 Cor 12:12, et al. It is the 
only use acknowledged by Thesaurus Syriacus and CSD in which (as we saw in the section on 
syntax) it is classified as “a causal conjunction.” 

In some instances,  can be represented in English by terms other than “for, 
because, therefore, so then.” James Murdock translates      Rom 3:3 as 
For if some of them have not believed.78 But in this context, it would be appropriate to translate 

 (as well as ãÜñ, which it renders) by “then:” what, then, if some were unfaithful? The use by 
BDAG of the term “pray” for ãÜñ in Jas 4:14 is also applicable to the Syriac:    

 what, pray, is our life?  
As a marker of cause or reason,  is often used with another particle that precedes it: 

     Jn 5:46 Syrcsp;   Mt 5:46 Syrcsp; 6:14 Syrcsp; Lk 6:32 Syr[c]p; Jn 16:7 Syr[c]p;   ...
 Mt 8:9 Syrcsp; 26:73 Syr[c]sp; Mk 10:45 Syr[c]p; 14:70 Syr[c]p; Lk 6:32 Syr[c]p, 33 Syr[c]p, 34 

Syr[c]p; 7:8 Syr[c]sp; 11:4 Syrp; 22:59 Syrcp; Jn 4:23;   ...  Jn 4:23 Syrcs;   Mt 22:28 
Syrcs; Lk 1:44 Syr[c]sp, 48 Syr[c]p; 2:10 Syr[c]p; 6:34 Syr[c]s; 17:21 Syrcsp; 20:33 Syrcs; 22:71 Syrcs; 
Acts 9:11; 2 Cor 7:11. 

Earlier (§4.3.3), we saw that  often occurs in questions as the translation of ãÜñ. In 
such cases  and ãÜñ correspond in meaning. Thus we can use “for” to render  in 
Mt 9:5 Syr[c]p; 16:26 Syrc[s]p; 23:17 Syrp, and 1 Cor 10:29, just as the RSV and NRSV employ it 
to translate ãÜñ. 

Sometimes, however, ãÜñ is used in questions where English must often leave it 
untranslated and add “then, pray,” or prefix “what!” or “why!”79 Where  is the equivalent 

                                                      
78 Murdock, Murdock’s Translation. 
79 BDAG, 189; Blass–Debrunner–Funk, Greek Grammar, §452. 
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it can be treated in exactly the same manner as ãÜñ. An example is the question   
  which translates ôß ãNñ êáê’í dðïßçóåí in Mt 27:23 Syr[c]sp; Mk 15:14 Syr[c]sp; Lk 

23:22 Syrcsp. In this context, say Zerwick and Grosvenor, ãÜñ “seeks a reason for the 
preceding demand.”80 The comment is equally applicable to . Hence the most obvious 
prefix for both the Greek and the Syriac is “why?” “why, what evil has he done?”81 

But the Syriac versions, like English ones, do not always represent ãÜñ where it is used 
in questions. As we have seen, it is an approach that has parallels in both modern English 
translations (Mt 23:17 Syrcs, NIV, REB, 19 Syrcsp, NIV, REB §4.3.3) and in BDAG. In 
accordance with its principle of adding a prefix where ãÜñ is left untranslated, BDAG 
renders ìx ãNñ ïkêßáò ïšê h÷åôå in 1 Cor 11:22 as “What! Have you no houses?” Like 
BDAG, the Peshitta leaves ãÜñ untranslated, but renders ìÞ by the interrogative particle 

:     Why! Have you no houses? 

4.4.2  as a Non-causal Marker in Rhetorical Questions 
To the preceding function of  in questions should be added one that has been identified 
by Jan Joosten in the Peshitta Old Testament and other Syriac literature outside the biblical 
corpus. According to Joosten, there are rare cases where   in a rhetorical question does 
not mean “for, because,” but has a different function. All the clauses in question (Gen 4:9; 
Isa 36:10; Jer 13:12; Job 1:9; 6:22; 21:9, et al.) require the answer “no” (or “yes” in case the 
question contains a negation). “What is certain,” says Joosten, “is that this use of ger is highly 
idiomatic: the particle does not correspond to any formal equivalent in the Hebrew and was 
freely added to enliven the style.”82 

4.4.3   as Marker of Clarification 
As a marker of clarification,  can be glossed as “for,” “for, you see.” Jn 3:16 Syrcsp is an 
example:       For God so loved [the world] (compare Mt 12:40 Syrcp, 50 Syrcsp; 
23:3 Syrcsp; 24:38 Syrcsp; Mk 7:3 Syr[c]p; Lk 8:40 Syrcsp; 9:14 Syrcsp; Jn 4:8 Syrp; Rom 7:2). Two 
further examples, which BDAG defines as “brief, explanatory, parenthetical clauses,” are Mt 
4:18 Syrp//Mk 1:16 Syr[c]p:      for they were fishermen, and Mk 2:15 Syr[cs]p: 

    for there were many (compare Mk 5:42 Syr[cs]p; 16:4 Syr[c]p; Rom 7:1; 
Gal 4:25). One should note, however, that in the Synoptic parallels Mt 4:18 Syrp and Mk 1:16 
Syr[c]p the Old Syriac (Syrcs) interprets the Greek particle as a marker of cause or reason, for it 
has   rather than . 

                                                      
80 Zerwick–Grosvenor, Grammatical Analysis, 93. 
81 BDAG, 189, Blass–Debrunner–Funk, Greek Grammar, §452, NIV, NRSV, REB, RSV, Zerwick–

Grosvenor, Grammatical Analysis, 93. 
82 Joosten, “The Use of Some Particles,” 179. 
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This function of  can also be translated by the terms “well,” “then,” or “indeed:” 
“indeed, to be sure” Rom 1:18; 2:25; 4:3, 9; 5:7 (1st occurrence); 2 Cor 1:12; 10:12; 11:5; 
1 Tim 2:5; “yes, indeed; certainly” 1 Cor 9:10; 1 Thess 2:20.83 

To these references may be added 2 Tim 2:11 where  in the phrase    
 can be understood in one of two ways as a marker of clarification:84 

 

(a) As premised on the previous statement, “the saying is trustworthy,” and accordingly 
translated as “for,” “for, you see:” 

The saying is trustworthy: for (for, you see), 
If we have died with him, we shall also live with him 

 

(b) As helping to reinforce the truth of the preceding statement and accordingly 
translated as “indeed:” 

The saying is trustworthy: 
If, indeed, we have died with him, we shall also live with him 

 

Both meanings would meet the requirements of the context, so that perhaps in an 
English translation we should be open to both. 

4.4.4  as the Rendering of ãÜñ as a Marker of Inference 
Earlier (§4.3), we saw that in three of seven instances where ãÜñ functions as a marker of 
inference as that term is employed in BDAG (1 Cor 9:19; 2 Cor 5:4; Acts 16:37) the Peshitta 
has , but that it employs other terms for the other four occurrences:  only (1 Pet 
4:15);  so, therefore, accordingly, then (Heb 12:3);  so, consequently (Jas 1:7); and     
because (Rom 15:27). In this instance it would seem that the Peshitta translators felt that ãÜñ 
exceeds the semantic range of  and that other Syriac renderings were therefore necessary. 

4.4.5  Where It Lacks a Formal Correspondence in the Greek85 
The seventeen places in the Peshitta Gospels and six in the Pastoral Epistles where  
lacks a correspondence in the Greek are unexceptional. As the following references reveal, 
eight have a precedent in the Old Syriac. Lk 24:37—  in Syrcs, 1 Tim 1:19 and 2 Tim 2:23 are 
apt examples of the particle being used to convert a Greek sentence into two Syriac 
sentences. 

In three places the Syriac converts a Greek participle into a perfect verb followed by 
: Mt 22:43 Syrcsp; Mk 12:6—  in Syr[c]s and Lk 24:22 Syrp. In the two first verses the 

Greek participle is ëÝãùí, which is rendered by the perfect verb  followed by :  

                                                      
83 BDAG also lists ãÜñ in Rom 12:3 as a marker of clarification, but the Peshitta has , not . 
84 Falla, “Translation, Genre, and Lexicography,” 7–54. 
85 The material in §4.4.2, §4.4.5, §4.7.3, and §4.7.4 was presented by Terry Falla in a paper on “The 

Functions of  and   in the Peshitta Gospels Where They Lack a Formal Correspondence in the 
Greek” at a seminar at Whitley College, University of Melbourne, in 2006. 
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 for he said. Lk 24:22 follows the same pattern with its translation of ãåíüìåíáé “ñèñéíáß 
by     for they went early. 

In terms of semantic function, most of the occurrences of  that lack a 
correspondence in the Greek have the function of marker of cause or reason: Mt 22:43 
Syrcsp; Mk 12:6—  in Syr[c]s; Lk 20:37 Syrp; 24:22 Syrp, 37—  in Syrcs; Jn 3:31 Syrcp— 

 ... in Syrs; 4:38 Syr[s]p; 6:45 Syrcsp; 9:24 Syr[c]sp; 10:18 Syr[c]sp, 29—   in Syr[c]s; 11:31 
Syr[c]p; 16:2 Syr[c]sp; 17:16 Syr[c]sp; 1 Tim 6:21; 2 Tim 2:23; 3:14; Titus 1:11. 

In five instances  is probably best viewed as a marker of clarification: Jn 1:9—  in 
Syrc[s]; 4:24 Syrcp; 14:18; 1 Tim 1:19, and Titus 1:15. 

4.5  as a Translation of the Greek  
The disjunction between the Syriac  and the Greek äÝ in the Peshitta New Testament is 
even greater than that between  and ãÜñ.86 There are hundreds of places in the Peshitta 
New Testament where äÝ is translated by terms other than . Conversely, as can be seen in 
the following synopses—which take all known Greek variant readings into account so that 
often more than one Greek term vies for the status of being the actual Greek 
correspondence and consideration as the one that was actually in the Syriac translator’s 
source text—between 126 to 174 occurrences of  in the prescribed corpus translate terms 
other than äÝ. 
 
 
 

 in the Gospels 
Total occurrences: 1073 
Greek correspondences: 
äÝ 879 to 957 
äÝ =   ...  2 
äÝ =   ...  2 
Terms other than äÝ 122 to 170:  
êáß 44 to 74 
ï¤í 37 to 55 
PëëÜ 5 
ìÝíôïé 4 
ãÜñ 3 to 5 
êáß =   ...  2 
ðëÞí 2 
dNí ìÞ ôéò =     1 
êáß =   ... 1 

                                                      
86 For details on the Peshitta Gospels provided by KPG, vol. 1, it is necessary to refer not only to 

the primary entry on  , but also to all the relevant analytical categories (collocations) that follow it, 
which in some cases are cross-referenced to where they are cited in full elsewhere in the volume.  
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”ìùò ìÝíôïé êáß =   ...  1 
”ôé 1 
ôÝ 1 
No correspondence in the Greek 17

 

 in 1 & 2 Timothy 
Total occurrences: 42 
Greek correspondences: 
äÝ 33 
äÝ =   ...  (1 Tim 3:15) 
ï¤í 1 (1 Tim 3:2) 
ãÜñ 1 (1 Tim 6:10) 
No correspondence in the Greek 5 (1 Tim 
6:2; 2 Tim 2:12, 17; 4:13, 15)

 

 in Titus 
Total occurrences: 7 
Greek correspondences: äÝ 5 
No correspondence in the Greek 2 (Titus 
1:11, 15) 

 
In the Gospels, the terms translated by  include PëëÜ, ãÜñ, and ðëÞí, but especially 

êáß, ìÝíôïé, and ï¤í. As the entry on  in KPG records, close to a quarter of the Peshitta 
Johannine occurrences of  translate ï¤í (see §4.9). Four of the five occurrences of ìÝíôïé, 
which is used only in John, are rendered by . In Jn 15:6 dNí ìÞ ôéò corresponds to   

 but if anyone does not, anyone who does not (Syr[c]s has   and whoever does not). 
In contrast to John and Matthew, both Mark and Luke often employ  to render êáß. 

Mark uses  to translate êáß in twenty-one to thirty-seven instances, and Luke in twenty-
three to thirty instances. 

In two places, Mark renders êáß by   ...  (Mk 15:29, 32; Syr[c]s does not include 
the clause concerned in the first verse and has only  for the second). In one instance 
Luke translates êáß by   ...  (Lk 2:36—  in Syr[c]s). In Mk 14:59 the phrase êár ïšäÝ 
is rendered by   but not even, yet not even (  in Syr[c]s), and in Jn 12:42 ”ìùò ìÝíôïé 
êáß is translated by   ...  (   ...  in Syr[c[s). In seventeen instances—three in 
Matthew, two in Mark, four in Luke, and eight in John—  has no corresponding Greek 
term (see §4.7.4). 

These Peshitta translational patterns differ greatly from the approach of the two Old 
Syriac versions to the Greek particles in question. But the three do share in common the fact 
that none of them conforms to the relationship between  and äÝ that has been assumed 
by Syriac and Greek scholarship. 
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An intimation of the range of Greek terms—which do not involve variant Greek 
readings—rendered by  in the Old Syriac is evident in the following examples of 
agreements between the Old Syriac and the Peshitta: 
 

(a)   PëëÜ Lk 6:27 Syr[c]sp; Jn 16:25 Syr[c]sp 
(b) ãÜñ Mt 26:12 Syr[c]sp 
(c)  êáß Mk 6:44 Syr[c]sp, 47 Syr[c]sp; 8:17 Syr[c]sp; 14:57 Syr[c]sp; Lk 1:7 Syr[c]sp; 2:25 Syr[c]sp, 

33 Syr[c]sp, 51 Syrcsp, 52 Syrcsp 
(d)   êár käïý Mt 9:3 Syr[c]sp 
(e)   ìÝíôïé Jn 7:13 Syrcsp; 20:5 Syr[c]sp 
(f)   ”ôé Lk 19:43 
(g)  ï¤í Jn 4:1 Syrcsp; 6:14 Syrcsp; 7:11 Syrcp, 40 Syrsp; 12:3 Syrsp; 18:10 Syr[c]sp, 19; 20:6 

Syr[c]sp; 21:7 Syr[c]sp 
(h)  åk ï¤í ïšäÝ =      Lk 12:26 Syrcsp 

4.6 The Peshitta Rendering of äÝ 
The Peshitta New Testament employs a number of terms to render äÝ. Numerically,  
stands at the head of the list, and  in second place. Aland’s Vollständige Konkordanz lists sixty-
three occurrences of äÝ in the Pastoral Epistles. Fifty-eight of these are translated by the 
Peshitta. Thirty-eight find their correspondence in  and twenty (34%) in another term: 
eighteen in ,87 four in ,88 and one in   .89 A similar pattern is to be observed in 
the Peshitta Gospels where  claims äÝ as its second most frequent equivalent,90 while other 
renderings, though significant, are in the relative minority. 

But frequency can divert attention away from semantic subtlety. It can overshadow, for 
instance, the important part played by a Syriac particle that is used infrequently to translate a 
high-frequency Greek term because the actual function that it renders is of comparatively 
low frequency. Under the function of äÝ as “marker of contrast,” BDAG (page 213) has the 
subcategory “after a negative rather.” This function seems to have been appreciated by the 
Syriac translators, who render it mainly by   (which is the primary equivalent of PëëÜ), in 
one instance by , and in three by : 
 
 

(a)    Lk 10:20 Syrcsp (“but rejoice that your names are written in heaven”); compare 
Acts 12:14; Eph 4:15; Heb 4:13, 15; 6:12; 9:12; 12:13 = äc ìOëëïí 

(b)   Acts 12:9 (“for he had supposed that he had been seeing a vision”) 
(c)   Mt 6:33 Syrc[s]p (“rather [but] seek first the kingdom of God”); compare  

 = äc ìOëëïí Mt 10:6—  in Syr[c]s, 28 Syr[c]sp 

                                                      
87 1 Tim 4:7; 5:4(1°), 13(1°), 24(2°); 6:11(1°); 2 Tim 1:10(1°), 10(2°); 2:5, 16, 20, 22(1°); 3:5; Titus 

1:1(1°), 3; 3:14. 
88 1 Tim 2:12; 3:5; 5:8; 6:6. 
89 1 Tim 6:8. 
90 Falla, KPG, 2:43. 
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In summary, the evidence contradicts the thesis that on the one hand  is little more 
than the Syriac counterpart of the Greek äÝ, and on the other that äÝ finds its semantic 
equivalence in . 

4.7 Semantic Functions of  and Appropriate Meanings in English  
As with , the following analysis is based on the use of  in the prescribed corpus, 
though the examples that are cited are not limited to it. 

4.7.1  Expressing Continuation or Contrast 
In its function expressing continuation or contrast, the conjunctive/connective particle  
(see §3) is used as a marker: 
 

(a) (i) Connecting lines of narrative as in relating one teaching to another: “and, as for, 
now” Mt 5:29 Syrcsp; 6:16—  in Syrc[s]; Rom 14:1; 1 Cor 7:1  
(ii) Linking narrative segments: “now, then, so, that is” Mt 1:18 Syrcsp; 2:1—  in 
Syrcs; Jn 1:39—  in Syrcs; 4:46—  in Syrc[s]; Rom 3:22 

 

(b) Of contrast:  
 

(i) “but, however, on the other hand” Mt 18:7—  in Syrcs; 19:8 Syrcsp; Lk 10:6 in 
 —   in Syrc; 1 Cor 11:7; “nevertheless” 2 Tim 2:19 

(ii) after a negative, “but, rather” Mt 6:33 Syrc[s]p 
(iii) forming a transition to something new Lk 12:7; Jn 16:25 Syr[c]sp 

 

(c)  Of contrast with heightened emphasis in combination with : 
 

(i)   “but even,”             but as for you, 
even the strands of the hair of your head91 are all numbered Mt 10:30—  in Syr[c]s 
(ii)   ...  “but, but indeed:”      but these are written that 
you might believe Jn 20:31—Syr[c]s does not include  

 

(d)  Of an implied clause of concession:92 “nevertheless, and yet, yet, however” Jn 12:42, 
where  .. .  (   ...  in Syrcs) renders ”ìùò ìÝíôïé êáß:      

 nevertheless/and yet ( ) many even ( ) among the leaders believed in him 

4.7.2  Introducing the Result of an Inference 
As a marker denoting that what it introduces is the result of an inference from what 
precedes,  is a primary equivalent of ï¤í in the Peshitta Fourth Gospel (see §4.9): “now, 
so, consequently, accordingly, then, so then” Mk 16:19 Syrcp; Lk 20:29 Syrp; 21:14—  in 
Syrcs; Jn 4:46—  in Syrc[s]; 5:19 Syrp; 9:8—  in Syr[c]s; 10:7 Syr[c]p; 18:17 Syr[c]p; 20:21 Syr[c]p et 
al. 

                                                      
91 Or even the very hairs of your head. 
92 Cf. Louw–Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, §89.75.  
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In Mt 12:12 the context is a rhetorical question: “how much more valuable, then (  
in Syrcs), is a human being than a sheep?”    

4.7.3  in Wishes and Apodoses93 
Joosten’s study of  alerts us to the fact that a semantic investigation of a particle in a 
particular corpus may well miss an important function either because it is not employed in 
that corpus, or because attention has not been drawn to it previously.94 His concern is with 
the use of  in wishes or in apodoses incapable of fulfilment. This use, says Joosten, is “a 
survival of the original Semitic meaning of den: ‘then, thereupon’.”95 He gives many examples 
from various sources including the Peshitta Old Testament and the Old Syriac (in wishes Mt 
23:23 Syrcs; Lk 19:42 Syrc; in apodoses Mt 17:20 Syrs; Lk 19:23 Syrcs). 

Joosten notes that none of the cases he cites from the Old Syriac are to be found in the 
Peshitta New Testament. There are, however, two occurrences that have escaped his notice. 
In the synoptic parallels Mt 11:21 and Lk 10:13 the Peshitta as well as the two Old Syriac 
versions have , which does not have an equivalent in the Greek, in the apodosis. Like Mt 
17:20 in Syrs cited by Joosten, the construction begins with    :         

        (the word  is lacking in Lk 10:13) for if the 
deeds of power done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, then they would have repented long ago in 
sackcloth and ashes. Even if these occurrences are seen as remnants of Old Syriac readings 
preserved in the Peshitta, they are nevertheless two of six witnesses in the Early Syriac 
versions of the Gospels to the function Joosten has so helpfully brought to light. 

4.7.4   Where It Lacks a Formal Correspondence in the Greek96 
In seventeen instances in the Peshitta Gospels (the same number as  §4.4.5) and seven in 
the Pastoral Epistles  lacks a correspondence in the Greek. Eight have a precedent in the 
Old Syriac (the same number as  §4.4.5). These additions are a witness to the use of 
functions of  in the early Syriac versions that were introduced by a translator free from the 
influence of a specific correspondence in the source text. With the exception of an 
ambiguous occurrence in Jn 5:28, all the additions serve one or another of the functions 
described in the preceding section: 
 

(a)  In Mt 4:2  introduces the result of the preceding sentence:    and/then 
afterwards he was hungry, which translates œóôåñïí dðåßíáóåí afterwards he hungered. The 
Peshitta addition simplifies the rendering of the underlying Greek construction and 
adds clarity to the Syriac construction. The NRSV has a parallel addition: “and 

                                                      
93 See note 85.  
94 Joosten, “The Use of Some Particles,” 180–82. 
95 Joosten, “The Use of Some Particles,” 180. 
96 See note 85. 
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afterwards he was famished.” In the Peshitta text of Mk 4:28  again follows the 
adverb  . 

(b) (i) Connecting lines of narrative: “and, as for, now” Lk 21:19 Syrcp—  in Syrs; 2 
Tim 2:17; 4:13, 15; Titus 2:7; 3:13 
(ii) Perhaps also denoting emphasis: “now, and” (in contrast to Syrc[s] which adds 

)      now/and by their fruits you will know them Mt 7:16 
(c) (i) Denoting contrast: “but the child Jesus remained in Jerusalem” Lk 2:43—  in 

Syr[c]s; see also Lk 13:3; Jn 3:33 Syrcsp; 4:22—  in Syrcs; 6:50 Syrcp, 54 Syrsp; 9:25 
Syr[c]sp; 12:29—  in Syr[c]s; 14:24 Syr[c]p; 1 Tim 6:3 
(ii) The addition of  (and of two occurrences of ) as an indicator of contrast in 
the versicle in 2 Tim 2:11b–13 is an example of a particle that performs at an 
aesthetic as well as syntactic and semantic level. It heightens the antithesis between 
the fourth line of the versicle and the two that precede it, and contributes to the 
strongly alliterative and assonantal dimension of the poem.97 

(d)  In a rhetorical question, perhaps for the purpose of emphasis: “indeed, but:”   
   Indeed/but, who rolled away the stone for us? Mk 16:3 Syr[c]sp 

(e)  Introducing an apodosis (see §4.7.3): “then” Mt 11:21 Syrcsp; Lk 10:13 Syrcsp 

(f)  As Murdock acknowledges in his translation, the punctuation of the Peshitta text of 
Jn 5:27–28 makes the text difficult to understand.98 For this reason we have not 
assigned a function to  in Jn 5:28. 

4.8 Particles Other Than  and  
In this essay we have focussed on  and . But these are not the only particles that have 
been misused in textual criticism and misrepresented in Syriac lexica. Both Syriac and Greek 
scholarship have imposed uninformed limitations on the relationship between the Greek êáß 
and the Syriac . Again, from Tischendorf to the present, êáß and  are often treated as if 
they were the only authentic equivalents of each other. But , which has several uses,99 is also 
a significant equivalent of äÝ, and also of ï¤í, ôÝ, and ôc êáß, åqôá and hðåéôá; it translates } 
in several instances, and is employed to render other Greek terms in particular contexts.100 

Conversely, êáß is the principal equivalent of    and , and, as we have seen, is often 
translated by . 

The following readings which employ three different Syriac terms—none of them —
reflect the apparent responsiveness of Syriac translators to syntactic and semantic nuances of 
êáß:101 

                                                      
97 Falla, “Translation, Genre, and Lexicography.”    
98 Murdock, Murdock’s Translation, 174.  
99 Falla, KPG, 2:42–53. 
100 Falla, KPG, 2:42–43. 
101 Falla, KPG, 2:44, column a. 
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(a)    although, even though:        although I have begun to speak with 
you Jn 8:25 (no equivalent in Syr[c]s) may be regarded as a creative solution to the 
syntagm ”ôé êáß, for which modern Greek scholarship and translations offer 
multiple solutions.102 

(b) : êár í™í =   but now, nevertheless, now Acts 3:17 
(c)  temporal use of  in Lk 19:43 Syrcsp to match the temporal use of êáß:103  

 when your enemies will surround you = êár (ðáñåìâáëï™óéí) ïj d÷èñïß óïõ 
(÷ÜñáêÜ óïé êár) ðåñéêõêëþóïõóßí óå [Syrcsp omit words in brackets] 

 

These examples demonstrate that a proper estimate of the Old Syriac and Peshitta 
particles  and , and of other particles as well, requires an analysis of the full cycle of 
Syriac and Greek terms involved. 

4.9 A Comparison of the Peshitta Gospels with Each Other 
Our observations regarding  thus far concern the selected corpus as a totality. But a 
comparison of the Peshitta Gospels with each other reveals that their approach to  and the 
Greek they use it to translate is by no means uniform.  

The Peshitta Gospel  frequently translates êáß. But with only two exceptions, the 
Peshitta never renders êáß by  in Matthew and John, but only in Mark and Luke, which 
together use  to translate êáß in thirty-one to forty-two places.104 

In the Peshitta text of John,  is the principal equivalent of ï¤í. Conversely, when all 
Greek variant readings have been taken into account, between a third to a half of the 
Johannine occurrences of  translate ï¤í.105 In the following list of instances where  is 
the equivalent of ï¤í, ï¤í is the only term that  could have translated; according to the 
evidence that is available in critical editions of the Greek New Testament, there are no 
variants that also have to be taken into account as conceivable correspondences of . The 
list identifies the nine instances where  has a precedent in the Old Syriac: Jn 4:1 Syrcsp, 46; 
5:19; 6:14 Syrcsp, 15; 7:11 Syrcp—  in Syrs, 40 Syrsp—  in Syrc; 8:12; 9:8; 10:7; 11:20(1st 
occurrence), 33; 12:1, 3 Syr[c]sp, 7; 18:10(1st occurrence) Syr[c]sp, 17, 19 Syr[c]sp, 28, 29, 33; 
19:23(1st occurrence), 31; 20:6 Syr[c]sp, 21, 30; 21:7 Syr[c]sp, 13. 

Sixteen of these twenty-eight Peshitta Johannine instances of  have no precedent in 
the Old Syriac: Jn 4:46—  in Syrc[s]; 5:19 Syrcs; 6:15—  in Syrcs; 8:12 Syrcs; 9:8—  in Syr[c]s; 
10:7 Syr[c]s; 11:20(1st occurrence of  in Syrp)—  in Syr[c]s, 33—  in Syr[c]s; 12:1—  in Syr[c]s, 
                                                      

102 Blass–Debrunner–Funk, Greek Grammar, §300 (2); Zerwick–Grosvenor, Grammatical Analysis, 
312. 

103 On the temporal use of êáß see Moulton–Howard, Grammar of New Testament Greek, vol. 2, 421; 
Robertson, Grammar of the Greek New Testament, 1183. On the temporal use of  to translate ”ôå see 
Falla, KPG, 1:116, §II. 

104 Falla, KPG, 1:127–28.  
105 In Peshitta John ï¤í is also translated by  (eleven to thirteen times; see KPG, 2.26–27), 

and by  in numerous instances (see KPG, 2.44). 
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7 Syr[c]s; 18:17 Syr[c]s, 28—  in Syr[c]s, 29—  in Syr[c]s; 20:21 Syr[c]s; 30—  in Syr[c]s; 13—  in 
Syr[c]s. 

Were we able to check both Old Syriac versions at the places where one of them has no 
precedent for the Peshitta , but the other is not extant (twelve in the Curetonian and one 
in the Sinaitic), and the three places for which neither version is extant (Jn 18:33; 19:23, 31) 
we might find other occurrences of . But even were that the case the evidence suggests 
that  in the Peshitta is the consequence of deliberate lexical choice. As an equivalent of 
ï¤í, the Johannine   presents itself as more than a remnant of occurrences that were not 
corrected to  , which is the conclusion of Sebastian Brock.106 Rather, in its Johannine 
Peshitta context, it may be accepted as a particle that was considered by its translator 
(revisor) to be a semantically appropriate rendering of ï¤í (see §4.7.2).107 

5. CONCLUSION 
To subject Syriac particles to an exhaustive investigation is helpful, to say the least, for the 
insights to be gained are many and varied. First, we have seen that syntactically the two 
particles chosen for study can be defined more precisely than they have been previously and 
that semantically they cannot be yoked to their formal Greek counterparts. To the contrary, 
we have seen that it is linguistically perilous to make assumptions and draw conclusions on 
the basis of general rather than detailed observations, or without entering into the labyrinth 
of textual facts required by the complex relationship between source and target texts. 

Secondly, the study reveals that Syriac particles no less than other parts of speech 
demand that they be assessed on an instance-by-instance basis. A critical point of exegesis 
in the target text can turn on a syntactic and semantic interpretation of a particle in the 
source that informed it. In this regard, choices exercised by the Syriac translators often reveal 
a sensitivity to the semantic functions of the underlying Greek particles—functions that in 
the modern period are often recorded only in major resources such as BDAG, Blass, 
Debrunner and Funk, and Robertson. It is a phenomenon that draws attention to the 
significance of detail in the study of particles, not only for a proper understanding of the 
particles themselves, but also of the text of the Early Syriac versions and their relationship to 
their source texts. 

Thirdly, the study of Syriac particles is a window into translation techniques employed 
in the Peshitta New Testament. We have observed that distinct patterns of usage and 
different approaches in different books suggest deliberate vocabulary choices across a 
spectrum of material, and not just in specific instantiations. It underlines the need to treat 
                                                      

106 Brock, “Limitations,” 94.  
107 Cf. the comments of Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, vol. 2, 89: “The rendering of ï¤í 

presents some interest on account of its extraordinary frequency as a connecting particle in S. John. 
The natural Syriac equivalent is , but like the English ‘therefore,’ to which it very nearly 
corresponds, it is slightly stronger than ï¤í. Consequently, we find in the Ev. da-Mepharreshe that  and 

 (i.e. äÝ) are used to render ï¤í. Simple omission also is not infrequent.” 
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the two Syriac particles  and  independently of each other. In conjunction with other 
evidence it also points to the collective authorship of the Peshitta New Testament. 

Fourthly, the subject matter of our essay has inevitably again drawn attention to the fact 
that Syriac particles are frequently cited in textual criticism in support of either a primary or 
variant Greek reading, but often incorrectly. The situation can be rectified only through an 
exhaustive comparison of the Greek with the Syriac, and the treatment of Syriac as a natural 
language. 

Fifthly, the continuing study of particles is critical for lexicography, especially for the 
lexicon that desires to provide grammatical classification in the form of taxonomy and parts 
of speech, and meanings that will do justice to the lexicalized vocabulary. In this regard, 
many of the syntactic, semantic, and text-critical insights could not have been accomplished 
without a detailed analysis of the Greek term underlying a Syriac term. The study therefore 
illustrates the need for the provision of source-text correspondences in a future lexicon of 
the Syriac New Testament, and for a sound methodology for the citation of those 
correspondences.   

Finally, it must be said that the insights we have gained are to a restricted corpus. They 
therefore call for an examination of  and  in other parts of the Syriac New Testament 
and in other Syriac literature, and for a detailed study of other Syriac particles. For the Syriac 
New Testament such studies promise further insights into the origins of the Peshitta and the 
number of translators involved in it.  

As we have seen, particles are part of the literary, stylistic, and rhetorical fabric of the 
early versions. They deserve no less attention than that given to their Greek, Latin, and 
Hebrew counterparts.  
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To justify the dominance of the translational perspective the accessibility of the 
version’s Greek model is demonstrated by an analysis of the translator’s philological 
principles. The second part continues to determine the non-Peshitta vocabulary of the 
Harklean for possible inclusion in a future Syriac lexicon. 1 

1. THE TRANSLATIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE CONCORDANCE 
In the domain of Syriac studies the first computer-assisted analytical concordance is the 
Konkordanz zum syrischen Psalter (1976) produced by N. Sprenger under the direction of W. 
Strothmann († 1995).2 Although the epithet “analytical” is absent from the title of this 
concordance and from the subsequent volumes published by Strothmann himself,3 it can be 
regarded as a model of an “analytical” concordance because of its lexical and morphological 
analysis as well as its translational information. A concordance for the New Testament 
Peshitta based on identical (and even more developed) analytical principles was produced by 
G.A. Kiraz (1993).4 The special analytical importance of these concordances has become 
clearer since the publication of the Old Testament Peshitta concordance issued by the 
Peshitta Institute Leiden (1997).5 This concordance produces the same analytical data as 
those of Strothmann, Sprenger, and Kiraz, but the data are arranged differently, and do not 

                                                      
1 I am indebted to the volume editor Peter J. Williams, to the managing editor Beryl Turner, and 

to the series editor Terry Falla for their criticism, encouragement, and patience. 
2 Sprenger, Konkordanz zum syrischen Psalter. The analytical concordance of Winter, Concordance to the 

Peshitta Version of Ben Sira was created by hand. Strothmann’s Konkordanz des syrischen Koheletbuches was 
created by hand too, and offers no morphological analysis. 

3 Strothmann, Konkordanz zur syrischen Bibel: Die Propheten; Der Pentateuch; Die Mautbe; Strothmann, 
Wörterverzeichnis der apokryphen-deuterokanonischen Schriften.  

4 Kiraz, Computer-Generated Concordance. 
5 Old Testament in Syriac According to the Peshitta Version, part V: Concordance, vol. 1: The Pentateuch. 
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reflect the more detailed morphological analysis of the others. The alphabetical arrangement 
of the articles and the sequential order of the entries according to biblical book, chapter, and 
verse are the sole principles of organisation in this concordance. Morphological information 
is reduced to the verbal stems of any given verb and attached to each entry by a Roman 
number.6 On the other hand, the Leiden concordance includes translational information 
about the corresponding Hebrew and Greek word(s), which is absent from the volumes of 
Strothmann and Kiraz. The existence side-by-side of concordances with different analytical 
features in the domain of Syriac studies makes it desirable to introduce the epithet 
“analytical” into the titles of concordances with explicit analytical arrangement of the 
entries.7 

With regard to an analytical concordance of the Harklean New Testament the 
translational analysis will be the most characteristic feature. As the Harklean version is 
remarkably transparent in its representation of the Greek model it allows for a retroversion 
which goes far beyond the mere enumeration of the corresponding Greek-Syriac vocabulary. 
Full analysis of the Harklean will prepare the ground not only for a concordance but also for 
a Harklean Greek-Syriac lexicon and grammar of its own. This translational perspective of 
the version is the topic of the present article. 

1.1 Two Basic Principles of the Concordance 
An essential precondition for the lexical and morphological analysis of the Harklean is a 
critical and vocalized edition of the Syriac text to analyse the (most) original8 stage of the 
version and to avoid morphological ambiguity.9 Recently published texts of the Harklean 
Gospels, St. Paul and the Catholic Epistles included in comparative editions10 offer (although 
printed in unvocalized Estrangela-type11) convenient starting points for new and non-
comparative editions of the Harklean in vocalized Serto-type. The existing comparative 

                                                      
6 Concordance of the Peshitta Version published by “The Way International” reduces the morphological 

analysis to the verb stems too, but introduces this analysis as the basic principle for the arrangement 
of the articles which are organized according to roots. 

7 The concordance of Lund, Old Syriac Gospel of the Distinct Evangelists includes an analytical 
arrangement of the context lines. 

8 The small number of manuscripts of Acts, the Epistles, and Revelation does not allow for much 
criticism but forces one to rely on single “best” manuscripts. Only the Harklean Gospels are extant in 
a good number of manuscripts, but again a single witness (Vat. Syr. 268, ca. 8th–9th cent.) preserves the 
most original text; see Juckel, “Die Bedeutung des Ms. Vat. Syr. 268.” 

9 Most of the Harklean manuscripts are written in Estrangela and furnished with the well-known 
dots for vocalization. This primitive system of vocalization, however, is not consistently used in the 
manuscripts; therefore it should be standardized by the editor or “translated” into the sytem of the 
five “Greek” vowels. 

10 Kiraz, Comparative Edition of the Syriac Gospels; Aland–Juckel, Das Neue Testament in syrischer 
Überlieferung. 

11 The only vocalized Harklean edition in Serto-type was published by Bernstein, Das Heilige 
Evangelium des Iohannes, who adopted the vocalization of Ms Vat. Syr. 271 (CE 1483). 
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editions of St. Paul and the major Catholic Epistles also paved the way for the translational 
analysis by the retroversions they offer.12 Although the detailed design of the future 
analytical concordance of the Harklean New Testament is still under discussion, there are, 
however, two basic principles which derive from the translational perspective of the version.  

The first basic principle is that the concordance will follow Brockelmann’s Lexicon 
Syriacum (2nd ed. 1928) in being organized according to root. The reason for this decision is 
the impact of translational analysis and the unexpected good access to the Greek model of 
the version. An analysis of the Harklean translation reveals that there is a striking 
correspondence between Greek words derived from the same root and the Syriac words 
used to translate them, which will also be derived from the same Syriac root; that is, one 
Syriac word and its derivatives will be consistent in the translation with the one Greek word 
and its derivatives. In order to represent the version’s translational consistency satisfactorily 
in a concordance, the arrangement by root and by verbal stems respectively is the natural 
way to present the lexical and semantic correspondences.  

The second basic principle is that the concordance will be presented in two sections: 
the first provides an analysis of the Syriac, providing the Greek correspondences used for 
each Syriac word; and the second is a reconstruction of the hypothetical Greek-Syriac 
lexicon. 

A summary of translational information, however, will be located at the beginning of 
the entry, and will provide a condensed list of all Greek words corresponding to all 
derivations of a given Syriac root. For the article “ ” the translational information is 
summarized as follows: 
 
 

   (i) o‡khma (ii) o„k…a (iii) ïqêïò  
    (i) o„ke‹oj (ii) o„kšthj 

    (i) o„konÒmoj (ii) [o„konomšw] 
   (i) o„kiakÒj (ii) o„ke‹oj (iii) o„kete…a (iv) o„kšthj 
    (i) o„konom…a 

 
 

Entries formed by the status constructus  are fully presented in the articles of the genitive 
respectively, but are given by a simple list in the article “ ”: 
 
 

  .  .   .  .  .  .  .  .
  .  .  .  .  .    . . 

 

The root  (  = aÙl…zomai Mt 21:17; Lk 21:37) is a separate entry in Brockelmann’s 
lexicon and in the future concordance. 

The Syriac-Greek list gives an extract of the Greek-Syriac lexicon from the perspective 
of a single Syriac root. This reduced perspective shows the root-to-root correspondence and 
the correspondence of word formation at a single glance. The Roman numbers will be 

                                                      
12 For the remaining NT writings the present writer has provisional retroversions at his disposal. 
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attached to the single Syriac citations in the analytical section of the future concordance to 
refer to the Greek background of a given key word (according to the model of Hatch and 
Redpath’s concordance of the Septuagint and the Leiden concordance of the Peshitta). 

The information drawn from the translational Syriac-Greek summary at the beginning 
of an article is restricted to the single roots, thus suppressing translational information about 
different Syriac renderings of the same Greek word. It is the Greek-Syriac lexicon which 
opens the full translational perspective by assembling complete Greek-Syriac information. In 
fact this part is a Greek-Syriac index of the analytical part. The translator(s) had to note all 
Syriac correspondences of a given Greek word, to which they probably added 
correspondences of idiomatic phraseology; occasionally rather than consistently they quoted 
where within the biblical books the entries occurred. The Eusebian sections in the Gospels 
and the stichoi-numbers in the Apostolos offered an unfailing system of reference and were 
introduced into the Harklean manuscripts from the Greek model of the version. A page of 
the translator’s Greek-Syriac lexicon may have looked like the following list: 
 

o„ke‹oj (i)   Eph 2:19; 1 Tim 5:8; (ii)   Gal 6:10 
o„kšthj (i)   Acts 10:7; (ii)   Lk 16:13; Rom 14:4; (iii)  1 Pet 2:18 
o„kete…a  Mt 24:45 
o„kšw always   
o‡khma  Acts 12:7 
o„kht»rion  2 Cor 5:2; Jude 6 
o„k…a always   
o„kiakÒj  Mt 10:25, 36 
o„kodespotšw    1 Tim 5:14 
o„kodespÒthj   Mt 10:25; Lk 22:11/   Mt 13:27, 52; 20:1, 11; 21:33; 

24:43; Mk 14:14; Lk 12:39; 13:25; 14:21 
o„kodomšw always   
o„kodom» always   
o„kodÒmoj  Acts 4:11 
o„konomšw    Lk 16:2 
o„konom…a (i)   Lk 16:2, 3, 4; (ii)  1 Cor 9:17; Eph 1:10; 3:2, 9 
o„konÒmoj (i)  /  Lk 12:42; 16:1, 3, 8; Rom 16:23; 1 Cor 4:1, 2; Titus 

1:7; 1 Pet 4:10; (ii)  Gal 4:2 
ïqêïò always   
o„koumšnh always  

 

This list constructed from the Greek-Syriac correspondences gives full translational 
information including the different renderings of the single Greek words. For example, 
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o„konom…a is rendered by   in the Gospels, but by  in the Pauline letters 
(on semantic grounds). From this list we also learn that o„kšthj can be rendered by .  

1.2 Approaching the Greek Model of the Harklean Version13 
The special attention paid to the translational analysis in the analytical concordance of the 
Harklean New Testament requires an explicit justification of the claimed level of accessibility 
to the Greek model by retroversion. From the very beginning of the project it was clear that 
the general limitations14 imposed on Syriac in representing Greek would affect the detailed 
restoration of the Greek model. However, the translator’s thorough principle of “mirror 
translation,” weakens these limitations and allows for a retroversion which is detailed enough 
to serve the translational perspective of the concordance. The actual possibility of 
retroversion is closely connected with the historical setting at the version’s origin and with 
the philological principles adopted by the translator. Decisive help, however, to restore the 
Greek model comes from the fact that Greek manuscripts survived which are closely related 
to this model. 

1.2.1 The Historical Setting 
In the second decade of the 7th century the Sassanids invaded the Byzantine Empire and 
occupied Syria, Palestine (611 capture of Antioch, 613 of Damascus, 614 of Jerusalem), and 
Egypt (619). In 615 Persian troops reached the Bosphorus at Chalcedon and threatened 
Constantinople. The ongoing political and military crises forced Emperor Heraclius (610–
641)15 to strengthen the Empire by seeking to reconcile doctrinal controversies between the 
Christian communities (Chalcedonians and Miaphysites). In 616 this policy was successful in 
reconciling the schism between Syrian and Egyptian Miaphysites, which dated from the time 
of the Syrian Patriarch Peter of Kallinikos (581–591) and the Coptic Pope Damian (578–
607).16 After his brilliant campaigns of 622–628,17 which caused the Sassanids to withdraw 
from the Eastern provinces and Egypt, the Emperor was in a powerful enough position to 
pursue the reconciliation of christological controversies by political pressure. In circa 631 he 
assembled the hierarchy of the Syriac Miaphysite Church at Mabbug to propose a 

                                                      
13 Sections 1.2 and 1.3 are based on an (unpublished) paper I read at the Third Birmingham 

Colloquium on the Textual Criticism of the New Testament in April 2003. The following 
interpretation of the Harklean version mainly derives from the project Das Neue Testament in syrischer 
Überlieferung under the direction of B. Aland. I received essential further insights from my co-operation 
with George A. Kiraz in the comparative study of the Syriac Gospels. 

14 On these limitations see Brock, “Limitations of Syriac.” 
15 On his reign see Reinink and Stolte, The Reign of Heraclius. 
16 On this schism and the reunion see Müller, “Damian, Papst und Patriarch von Alexandrien,” 

and Müller, “Papst Anastasios;” on the controversy and the opponents see pp. vii–xxvi in Ebied–van 
Roey–Wickham eds. Petri Callinicensis Patriarchae Antiocheni tractatus. The general historical context is 
treated by Maspero, Histoire des Patriarches d’Alexandrie; and Frend, Rise of the Monophysite Movement. 

17 Howard-Johnston, “Heraclius’ Persian Campaigns.” 
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christological formula for union.18 The rejection of the formula by the Miaphysites was 
followed by severe restrictions and persecutions. 

Persecutions of the Syriac Miaphysites by the Chalcedonians in 598–599 during the 
reign of Emperor Maurice (582–602) resulted in the expulsion of Thomas of Harqel19 
(bishop of Mabbug) and several of his fellow bishops from their sees;20 they fled to Egypt 
and stayed in the Enaton near Alexandria.21 During the Persian invasion the Syrians could 
have returned to their former sees as the Persians now expelled the Chalcedonian clergy; but 
it is more likely that the Syrians stayed in Egypt to reunite with the Egyptian Miaphysites and 
to accomplish the vast translation project they started in the Enaton.22 This reunion and this 
translation project were the last participations of the Syrian Miaphysites in “ecumenical” 
Byzantine activities before Syria/Palestine and Egypt were lost to the Arabs shortly after 
Heraclius’ death. Thomas of Harqel was involved in both projects. His excellent Greek 
education qualified him not only for the translation work but also to serve his Church on the 
“ecumenical” stage. He doubtless could speak Greek fluently and was the leading figure in 
the negotiations with the Egyptian Miaphysites and with the Chalcedonians. 

1.2.2 The Translation Project and Its Ecumenical Dimension 
The translation project of the Old and New Testaments resulted in the Syro-Hexapla and the 
Harklean version. Both translations were prepared by the same team (headed by Paul of 
Tella and Thomas of Harqel), at the same location (the Enaton) and were based on identical 
philological principles. Their outward appearance is dominated by the extensive use of 
critical signs inside the text (asterisks/obeloi) and of Greek and Syriac words in the margins. 
It was an official project inaugurated and supervised by Patriarch Athanasius I (Gammala).23 

A Greek “ecumenical” perspective of the project is reflected by the Greek canon of 
biblical books as well as by the adoption of a “mirror translation,” which gives a calque of 
the Greek original. The intention was not to produce a better Syriac New Testament version 

                                                      
18 Barhebraeus, Eccl. Hist. I, 50 = vol. 1, 271–73 and Michael Syrus, Chronicon xi, 3 = vol. 3, 409–

410,  record this meeting, on which Hage, “Athanasios Gammala.” 
19 Gwynn, “Thomas Harklensis.” 
20 The leading figure of the Chalcedonians in this persecution was Domitian, the emperor’s 

nephew and bishop of Melitene; see Honigmann, “Two Metropolitans.” 
21 The Enaton was a monastic district nine miles S.W. of Alexandria, a conglomeration of 

autonomous monasteries and cells. Its population was of international provenance. Famous 
Miaphysite refugees were Julian of Halicarnassus and Severus of Antioch after his deposition (518), 
who died in Egypt and was buried in the Enaton. See Atiya ed. Coptic Encyclopedia vol. 3 (1991): 954–
58. 

22 According to the subscriptions of the Harklean version the work was executed “at the Enaton of 
(i.e. near) Alexandria, the great city, in the holy Convent of the Antonines … in the year 927 of 
Alexander, in the fourth indiction” (i.e. CE 615/16); see Zuntz, Ancestry of the Harklean New Testament, 
13–18 and 24–26. The subscriptions of the Syro-Hexapla refer to the progress of the work between 
615 and 617; see Vööbus, The Hexapla and the Syro-Hexapla, 36–44. 

23 On this patriarch see Hage, “Athanasios Gammala.” 
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but to adopt the Greek texts themselves. The creation of the Harklean and the Syro-Hexapla 
certainly responded to the challenge of reunion, and was designed to supply the Syrians with 
tools for theological and dogmatic discussion. In fact it was the Greek original of these tools 
the Syrians used in their discussions and negotiations; the Syriac adaptation probably was the 
official inner-Syriac promulgation of the “ecumenical” texts. As the Harklean was completed 
in 615/616 and the Syro-Hexapla in 619 the adoption of the Greek texts and their Syriac 
promulgation may have been stimulated by the reunion with the Egyptian Miaphysites of the 
year 61624 and not by the more general perspective of a union with the Chalcedonians. 

1.2.3 The Comparative Design of the Translation 
Besides the decisive turn to the Greek it is also the comparative presentation of Greek textual 
traditions (in Syriac translation) which reflects the “ecumenical” perspective of the project. 
This comparative presentation can be traced best in the Syro-Hexapla which is a translation 
of Origen’s Septuagint text, of the fifth column of his Hexapla. The Hexapla can duly be 
described as a comparative edition. Its first column gives the Hebrew text, the second the 
transcription of the Hebrew in Greek letters, followed by the translations of Aquila and 
Symmachus, Origen’s revision of the LXX, and the translation of Theodotion. The Syrians 
did not translate the Hebrew text, because only Greek texts were of “ecumenical” currency. 
They relied on the philological authority of Origen and his LXX which was handed down by 
Pamphilus and Eusebius and carefully quoted the additions and omissions (by asterisks and 
obeloi) of the LXX compared with the Hebrew text. The intention of the Syro-Hexapla is to 
adopt Origen’s text in full and represent the other three Greek texts by quotation, thus 
preserving the Greek portions of the Hexapla en miniature. The Syro-Hexapla is a compressed 
comparative translation of the four different Greek Old Testament versions extant in the 
Hexapla which reduces the translations of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion to marginal 
quotations. 

The comparative purpose is also the ruling principle of the Harklean version. The 
subscriptions explicitly say that Greek manuscripts were used to “compare” the text, but 
nothing is said about the character or origin of the texts compared (while in the Syro-
Hexapla the marginal quotations are labelled with Olaf, Semkath, and Taw according to the 
translators Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion respectively). From the present-day text-
critical perspective one can say that comparison in the Harklean version (grosso modo) 
refers to an early Byzantine text of the New Testament which was adopted for the main text 
of the version, and to non-Byzantine texts which were represented by selected readings in 
the margins. Thomas’ version, however, is of explicit Byzantine character only in the 
Gospels; in the Corpus Paulinum this character is reduced and its existence in the Acts–
Catholic Epistles has been doubted. To understand the uneven textual character of Thomas’ 
text we have to take into account the gradual development of the Byzantine text in the 

                                                      
24 The first time suggested by Gwynn, “Thomas Harklensis,” 267. 
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different parts of the New Testament canon. At the beginning of the 7th century this text 
was developed most in the Gospels, less in St Paul, and hardly at all in Acts and the Catholic 
Epistles.25 

Of course the Syrian Miaphysites had no knowledge of texttypes as modern critics have, 
but they were aware of the non-uniformity of the Greek text. For Thomas the basic contrast 
between text and margin was the one of “ecclesiastical” and “non-ecclesiastical,” 
“ecumenical” and “non-ecumenical” texts; for modern critics it is the one of different 
texttypes. The Syrian Miaphysites knew that the Greek text offered different textual 
traditions which should be presented according to their “ecumenical” or “marginal” 
dissemination. 

The Greek model of the Harklean version we can expect to be a carefully chosen 
“ecumenical” text. But how should we identify this “ecumenical” text which certainly was of 
varying textual character in the individual parts of the New Testament? How did Thomas 
identify it? Thomas’ choice was not based on text-critical considerations, but on authority. 
With the exception of the Gospels the Byzantine text of his time was too undeveloped to be 
identified by him as an undisputed ecclesiastical authority. As Origen’s Hexapla had no New 
Testament correspondence, the Syrians themselves had to select the authoritative texts. The 
authority behind their selected texts is likely to be identical with that behind the Syro-
Hexapla: the textual tradition of Caesarea represented by Eusebius, Pamphilus, and Origen. 

1.3 The Philological Principles of the Harklean Version 
The search for a Greek New Testament text that would be acceptable in an ecumenical 
context prompted the Syriac Miaphysites to examine and compare existing textual traditions 
and to adopt the high standards of Alexandrian philology. This investigation enabled the 
Syrians to select approved Greek texts and avoid relying on arbitrary or accidental sources. 
Their expertise in selecting Greek manuscripts is now the primary means by which we can 
identify the Harklean’s Greek model. The second means is the translator’s philological 
procedure for presenting the textual traditions. 

1.3.1 Revising the Philoxenian Version 
The translator of the Harklean refers to his foundational philological principle in the 
subscriptions of his version. He declares his translation to be a “revision” of the Philoxenian 
version (of 507/508), executed with three Greek manuscripts in the Gospels, two in the 
Corpus Paulinum, and one only in Acts–Catholic Epistles.26 What does this basic principle 
mean? How did the “revision” work? 

                                                      
25 This makes the Harklean version give valuable information about the formation of the 

Byzantine texttype in the individual parts of the New Testament at the beginning of the 7th century; 
see Wachtel, Der Byzantinische Text der Katholischen Briefe. 

26 Zuntz, Ancestry of the Harklean New Testament, 13–33. 
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The adoption of a Syriac text to be revised by Greek manuscripts seems to undermine 
the Greek “ecumenical” perspective of the version. But in fact the opposite is true. 
According to the Harklean subscription to the Corpus Paulinum (which includes the subscription 
to the Philoxenian version) the latter is of Caesarean provenance by its underlying Greek text 
for which an explicit affiliation from Pamphilus is reported.27 Although this provenance is 
not mentioned in the subscriptions to the Gospels and Acts/Catholic Epistles, the Caesarean 
affiliation of the whole version or at least of the Praxapostolos could easily be taken for 
granted. An explicit Caesarean imprint on the Philoxenian (and consequently on the Harklean) 
are the Eusebian sections, canon tables, and the letter to Carpian in the Gospels and the 
“Euthalian apparatus” in the Praxapostolos. 

Provided the Caesarean affiliation of the Philoxenian was not in question for the 
Syrians, and that this affiliation was the reason for making this earlier version the starting 
point for the new, we can be sure that the Harklean revision could not introduce substantial 
alterations to the Philoxenian version. It is likely that the revision actually was a check and 
update28 of the Philoxenian Syriac in order to produce a “mirror translation;” it also 
introduced additional Greek textual materials into the existing version but kept them 
separate from the Greek substance of the version by either quoting them in the margins or 
by putting them with critical signs (asterisks and obeloi). Regarding the purpose of these 
quotations there is no substantial difference between text and margin. Additions and 
omissions could be marked in the main text, while alternative readings had to be placed in 
the margins. This procedure is intended to include and to distinguish at the same time. It was 
important from the “ecumenical” perspective to offer a maximum of Greek traditions 
without mixing and distorting their characteristic textual features. 

From our knowledge of the Harklean Greek model (see §1.4) we are in a good position 
to observe the reviser’s principle of distinguishing between the various textual traditions he 
adopted for his work. We can see that neither the marginal quotations nor the words put 
with asterisks were part of the original Greek model.29 This implies the consistent use of one 

                                                      
27 According to Zuntz, Ancestry of the Harklean New Testament, 23, the Greek model of the 

Philoxenian stated that it was compared (collated) with an exemplar in the Library of Pamphilus of 
Caesarea which was written by Pamphilus himself. Zuntz points to the manuscripts H015 and 88 
(Gregory–Aland) with the same reference to Pamphilus and his library and to the “Euthalian” 
subscriptions of Acts and Catholic Epistles in the manuscripts 181, 623, 1836, and 1898. This 
reference testifies to the reputation and authority of Pamphilus and his library; it does not necessarily 
testify to the existence of a local Caesarean texttype. For such a local texttype Zuntz argues in chapter 
III of Ancestry of the Harklean New Testament, especially pp. 113–21. 

28 This interpretation is already given by Brock, “The Resolution of the Philoxenian/Harclean 
Problem.” 

29 The comparative material is occasionally attested by the descendants of the Greek model. As these 
descendants are late 10th/15th cent. manuscripts (see below in §1.4) this attestation is mainly due to the 
influence of the Byzantine text.  The obelos is used for the sake of translation technique to mark 
Syriac words which are not matching the Greek Vorlage but are necessary for an intelligible rendering 
of the Greek.  
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single authoritative Greek manuscript for revising the Philoxenian (that is, producing the 
Harklean), while additional Greek manuscripts are the source of the comparative quotations 
in the Harklean margins.30 This knowledge of the revisional procedure cannot be drawn 
from an interpretation of the Harklean subscriptions but solely from a text-critical 
investigation. Thomas’ strict adoption of a single Greek manuscript for the main text of his 
version is one more essential condition for the identification of the Greek model. 

1.3.2 The Substantial Identity of the Philoxenian and the Harklean 
Probably to bring his own new version in parallel with the Caesarean–Palestinian origin of 
the Syro-Hexapla, Thomas adopted the Philoxenian as the starting point for his work. An 
essential result of this adoption was that the underlying Greek texttype was not changed 
while the translation was being revised with Greek manuscripts. Selecting a Greek model of 
identical or similar type was the best way to avoid substantial changes. As the Philoxenian 
was created more than one hundred years ago, Thomas’ revision may also have introduced 
minor modifications to the Greek text behind the Philoxenian according to the actual Greek 
model he selected; comparative material, however, he drew from manuscripts of different 
types. The Syriac translation was thoroughly updated, and developed from being a fairly 
exact rendering into a “mirror translation.” 

A proof of the substantial identity of both versions can be given by comparing the 
Greek model of the Harklean with Syriac quotations of the Philoxenian extant in writings of 
Philoxenos of Mabbug. The result of this comparison is presented below.31 Although there is 
a total of about 330 verses in the Corpus Paulinum attested by quotations of Philoxenos, only 
19 differences could be traced in the Greek background of both versions (provided the 
quotations of Philoxenos are reliable representatives of the version). In twelve cases the 
Harklean is opposed to the Philoxenian (that is, the Philoxenian is revised by the Harklean); 
in seven more cases (underlined in the list below) the Philoxenian is revised but retained in 
the margin of the Harklean. A characteristic feature of the Philoxenian Syriac is numerous 
anticipations of the Harklean syntax and vocabulary as well as the reproduction of Peshitta 
elements. 

                                                      
30 In Acts and the Catholic Epistles the Philoxenian is said to be compared with one manuscript 

only. According to the interpretation offered here this manuscript is the one Thomas used for the 
comparative quotations, not the authoritative one. If there were really no second manuscript besides the 
authoritative one, the marginal quotations in Acts and the Catholic Epistles would all derive from the 
Philoxenian. But this is very unlikely because of the explicit “Western” type of these quotations in 
Acts. In the Catholic Epistles, however, the Harklean margin actually offers quotations from the text 
published by Gwynn, Remnants of the Later Syriac Versions of the Bible. These textual facts are difficult to 
explain conclusively, because Thomas’ marginal quotations are drawn from Greek sources, not from 
Syriac. The impact of revision on the Greek substance of the Philoxenian in the Catholic Epistles 
could have been stronger than elsewhere in the Harklean New Testament. 

31 The quotations are presented in Aland–Juckel, Das Neue Testament in Syrischer Überlieferung. 
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The following writings of Philoxenos are among those composed after 507/508 CE, 
when the new version was created: PhComm.Jh = Philoxenian quotation according to the 
edition of de Halleux, Philoxène de Mabbog. Commentaire du prologue johannique.  PhComm.Mt.Lk = 
Philoxenian quotation according to the edition of Watt, Philoxenus of Mabbug.  PhEp = 
Philoxenian quotation according to the edition of de Halleux, Lettre aux moines de Senoun.  
PhDe trin = Philoxenian quotation according to the edition of Vaschalde, Philoxeni Mabbugensis 
tractatus de trinitate et incarnatione.  PhEuthal = Philoxenian quotation drawn from “Euthalian 
material” preserved in Ms BL Add. 17,193; cf. Wright, Catalogue II, 989–1002 and de Halleux, 
Philoxène de Mabbog. Sa vie, ses écrits, sa théologie, page 125, note 42. 

Hk = Harklean version, Hkmg = Syriac marginal reading of the Harklean version, Hkgr 
= the Greek model of the Harklean version. 
 

Rom 1:2 NA27 Hkgr profhtîn aÙtoà] PhComm.Jh 40,13; 50,22; 139,14 om. aÙtoà  Rom 
2:15 NA27 PhComm.Jh 96,6 tÕ œrgon … graptÒn] Hkgr t¦ œrga … grapt£  Rom 4:3 
(citation of Gen 15:6) NA27 Hkgr dš] PhComm.Jh 98,15 g£r  Rom 9:12 NA27 Hkgr ™rršqh] 
PhDe trin 211,12 + g£r (= Hkmg, syrp)  Rom 9:20 NA27 Hkgr ¢ntapokrinÒmenoj] PhComm.Jh 
90,24 ¢pokrinÒmenoj  1 Cor 3:17 NA27 Hkgr toàton] PhEp 4,1 aÙtÒn (= Hkmg)  1 Cor 
11:24 NA27 Hkgr œklasen] PhEp 5,24 + doÝj (or ™d…dou) to‹j maqhta‹j (aÙtoà); cf. Mt 
26:26   1 Cor 12:2 NA27 Hkgr æj ¨n ½gesqe] PhComm.Jh 219,6    is not 
matching the Greek text  1 Cor 12:13 NA27 gn pneàma ™pot…sqhmen] Hkgr.txt gn pÒma 
™p. and Hkmg.graece pÒma ¦ PhComm.Jh 214,22 e„j gn pneàma ™p.  1 Cor 12:27 NA27 Hkmg 
PhComm.Jh 199,5 211,17 ™k mšrouj] Hkgr ™k mšlouj  1 Cor 15:46 NA27 Hkgr yucikÒn] 
PhComm.Jh 50,7 coikÒn (  syrp; cf. vv. 47, 48, 49)  1 Cor 15:50 NA27 Hkgr basile…an qeoà] 
PhComm.Jh  169,15 b. oÙranoà (= Syrp)  Gal 4:7 NA27 Hkgr PhEp 28,28 eê doàloj … uƒÒj 
… uƒÒj … klhronÒmoj] PhComm.Jh 241,25 eê doàloi … uƒo… … uƒo… … klhronÒmoi (= 
Hkmg)  Gal 6:15 Hkgr „scÚei] NA27 PhEuthal fol. 3v ™stin (= Hkmg)  1 Tim 3:16 NA27 Ój 
Hkgr Ó]  PhComm.Jh 65,1 Ój  (= Hkmg). It is not evident whether the Harklean margin  refers 
to Ój or Ó (my interpretation is Ój)  1 Tim 6:15 NA27 Hkgr mak£rioj] PhComm.Jh 229,7 
mak£rioj kaˆ eÙloghtÒj (cf. Syrp)  Titus 3:5 NA27 Hkgr di¦ loutroà paliggenes…aj] 
PhComm.Jh 34,28 om. loutroà (the omission is not attested in Greek or Syriac)  Heb 8:9 
NA27 PhComm.Jh 248,1.8 Hkmg ™po…hsa] Hkgr dieqšmhn  Heb 11:2 NA27 Hkgr oƒ 
presbÚteroi] p£ntej oƒ p. PhComm.Jh 149,11 (not attested in Greek and Syriac). 
 

The philological principles of the Harklean version are (1) revision of the Philoxenian 
based on a Greek manuscript of identical or similar texttype; (2) the introduction of 
comparative material taken from Greek manuscripts of different texttype; (3) strict 
separation of the comparative material from the main body of the text; (4) a new (“mirror”) 
translation of the substantial Greek text common to both versions. These principles 
contributed to the protection of the selected Greek traditions in general and to the 
protection of the Greek model from being mixed with comparative material in particular. 
These principles paved the way for the recognition and restoration of the Greek model to be 
possible even after almost fifteen hundred years. 
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1.4 The Identification of the Greek Model (Hkgr) 
To identify the Greek model of the Harklean we have to apply ourselves to: (1) a group of 
manuscripts related to this model, (2) the Greek margin of the version, and (3) the 
translation technique (“mirror translation”). 

1.4.1 The Manuscripts Related to the Greek Model (GR2138) 
The original Greek model of the Harklean is lost. But there is a group of four 10–15th 
century manuscripts32 which by their archetype are closely related to the Greek model of the 
Harklean. This archetype (ZZ, ca. 6th/8th century) and the model Hkgr (ca. 5th/6th century) go 
back to a 5th/6th century ancestor (UU). The reason of the group’s indirect relation to Hkgr is a 
number of significant disagreements between ZZ and Hkgr; their significant agreements, 
however, give proof of relationship. The following list gives (almost) all exclusive agreements 
between GR2138 and Hkgr in the Corpus Paulinum: 

The lemma is taken from NA27, the variant from Hk/GR2138. 
See NTSyr II, 1 p. 25; II, 2 p. 33: II, 3 pp. 44–45. 

 

Rom 4:16  tù spšrmati] tù pisteÚonti  Rom 14:11 tù qeù] tù kur…J  Rom 
16:15 p£ntaj] om. (in Syrh excluded from the main text by asterisk)  1 Cor 5:13 Ð qeÕj 
krine‹] krine‹ Ð qeÒj  1 Cor 7:30 oƒ ca…rontej] add ™n kt»sesin  1 Cor 8:5 ésper] 
add oân  1 Cor 12:28 glwssîn] add ˜rmhne…a glwssîn  2 Cor 3:2 ¹ ™pistol»] ¹ g¦r 
™pistol»  2 Cor 5:11 toà kur…ou] toà qeoà  2 Cor 6:4 ™n ¢n£gkaij] add ™n diwgmo‹j 

 2 Cor 7:8 ™n tÍ ™pistolÍ] ™n tÍ protšrv ™pistolÍ  2 Cor 8:10 ™n toÚtJ] ™n toÚtoij 
 2 Cor 10:13 mštrou] mštrJ  2 Cor 12:16 ™gè] add dš  Gal 1:20 toà qeoà] kur…ou  

Gal 5:3 poiÁsai] plhrîsai  Gal 5:14 ˜nˆ lÒgJ] Ñl…gJ  Eph 2:10 ™n aÙto‹j] ™n aÙtù 
 Eph 2:10 ¢pÕ tîn a„ènwn] add kaˆ ¢pÕ tîn geneîn  Phil 1:10 †na Ãte] add tšleioi 

ka…  Phil 3:12 Cristoà] toà kur…ou  Col 2:19 kefal»n] add CristÒn  Col 3:24 
kur…ou] qeoà  1 Thess 1:2 tù qeù p£ntote]  p£ntote tù qeù  1 Thess 2:14 toà qeoà] 
toà Cristoà  1 Thess 4:1 ¢delfo…] add mou  1 Thess 4:13 qšlomen] qšlw  1 Thess 
5:3 e„r»nh kaˆ ¢sf£leia] e„r»nhn kaˆ ¢sf£leian  2 Thess 1:11 tÁj kl»sewj Ð qeÕj 
¹mîn] tÁj kl»sewj ¹mîn Ð qeÒj  2 Thess 3:3 ¢pÕ toà ponhroà] ¢pÕ pantÕj ponhroà 

 1 Tim 1:9 ¢sebšsi] kaˆ ¢sebšsi  2 Tim 1:18 ™n ’EfšsJ dihkÒnhsen moi] moi ™n 
’EfšsJ dihkÒnhsen  2 Tim 3:6 ¡mart…aij] add polla‹j  2 Tim 3:6 ™piqum…aij] add 
kaˆ ¹dona‹j  2 Tim 4:1 dimartÚromai] add oân  Titus 1:3 ™stˆn ¢lhq»j] ¢lhq»j 
™stin  Titus 2:9 eÙaršstouj] eÙcar…stouj  Heb 1:2 ™p’ ™sc£tou] ™p’ ™sc£twn  
Heb 4:10 ¢pÕ tîn œrgwn]  ¢pÕ p£ntwn tîn œrgwn  Heb 7:11 œti] ™sti  Heb 8:9 
™po…hsa] dieqšmhn  Heb 9:1 te] dš  Heb 10:1 oÙdšpote] a‰ oÙdšpote  Heb 10:17 

                                                      
32 The minuscules 1505 (12th cent.), 1611 (10th cent., formerly assigned to the 12th cent.), 2138 (CE 

1072), and 2495 (15th cent.). The siglum for this group is GR2138. It was discovered by Amphoux, “La 
paranté textuelle;” “Quelques témoins grecs;” and independently by Aland, Das Neue Testament in 
syrischer Überlieferung, vol. 1. 
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ka…1] tÒte e‡rhken ka…  Heb 10:9 ¢delfoˆ parrhs…an] parrhs…an ¢delfo…  Heb 
10:36 kom…zhsqe] add ›kastoj  Heb 11:11 œlaben] add e„j tÕ teknîsai  Heb 11:29 
dišbhsan] add oƒ uƒoˆ ’Isra»l  Heb 12:4 ¢ntagwnizÒmenoi] ¢gwnizÒmenoi 
 

As GR2138 is a group of rather late manuscripts it is affected by the influence of the 
Byzantine text. In accordance with the development of the Byzantine text in the individual 
parts of the New Testament GR2138 is most consistent in the Catholic Epistles. In the 
Corpus Paulinum it is often divided by this influence; for the Gospels the consistency of the 
group cannot sufficiently be checked as the Gospels are extant only in 1505 and 2495. The 
Byzantine text certainly did not only affect the members of GR2138 (and the original text of 
their archetype), but also the Harklean version itself (see below in note 38). This influence of 
the Byzantine text is the reason for the general distortion of the textual traditions involved. It 
is a heavy charge for the reconstruction of the original text of the Harklean version.33 

Usually the Harklean “mirror translation” is a transparent reflection of the Greek text 
of the model Hkgr; additional guidance comes from the texts of GR2138. Even the total 
disagreement of GR2138 and Hkgr seldom leaves Hkgr in darkness, as other manuscripts can 
offer a matching Greek text. With very few exceptions this guidance results in a satisfactory 
retroversion, although minor details cannot be traced with certainty and should be marked as 
uncertain in a printed retroversion. Identification of the Greek model requires full collation 
of GR2138 and of the early manuscript tradition. Fortunately the resources and projects of 
the Institute for New Testament Textual Research have provided the necessary detailed 
information for the retroversions of the Corpus Paulinum and the major Catholic Epistles.34 

Two important insights derive from the attempts of retroversion. First, that the 
accessibility of the Greek model is not limited to individual New Testament writings or 
corpora of New Testament texts. At a minimum the whole Praxapostolos of the Greek 
model is accessible through the members of GR2138, and the Gospels at least in part. 
Secondly, that the archetype ZZ of GR2138, Hkgr itself and UU (the archetype of Hkgr and ZZ) 
represent three codices of similar textual character. This clearly reflects their common 
background and membership of the Greek model used for the translation when taken in the 
broader context of the history of the New Testament text.35 It is this common background 

                                                      
33 Another reason for the distortion of the textual relation between members of GR2138, Hk and 

Hkgr and the Greek model is the supplementation of codices by portions of different texttype. In later 
copies of the formerly supplemented codices the supplement becomes invisible and can be traced 
only by collation. 2138 was supplemented in all Rom–1 Cor, and 2495 in Phil–Tit. 

34 The volumes of Text und Textwert published by the Institute for New Testament Textual 
Research (see below in the bibliography) are extremely helpful for identifying GR2138 in the different 
parts of the New Testament. As this project is based on Teststellen, full collations are necessary to 
confirm the relationships of the group members. 

35 For the Catholic Epistles this context was studied by Aland in Das Neue Testament in syrischer 
Überlieferung, vol. 1, 41–90 and by Spencer–Wachtel–Howe, “The Greek Vorlage of the Syra 
Harclensis.” 
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and membership which enabled the Greek model of the Harklean to be traced in a group of 
manuscripts indirectly related to this model. 

1.4.2 The Greek Margin 
The following list gives the complete Greek margin of the Harklean Corpus Paulinum 
(excluding, however, the numerous proper nouns).36 It presents the Greek margin and the 
Syriac text to which it is attached. In an earlier stage of the preparation of this article I 
believed that it was an extract of the translator’s Greek-Syriac lexicon. The obvious purpose 
for presenting Greek words and expressions which were difficult to mirror in Syriac in order 
to illustrate and justify the Syriac rendering seemed to originate from the translator himself. 
An additional original feature seemed to be the presence and consistency of this material in 
the early Harklean manuscripts. But when I realized the “massoretic” imprint of this 
material, especially represented by the glosses and transliterations of the Greek, I changed 
my mind. The Greek margin is more likely to derive from those who transmitted, checked, 
and studied the Harklean version. Although of secondary character, the Greek margin 
reflects the earliest lexicographical work on the Harklean already attested for the 8th century 
in Ms Plut. I.40 of the Biblioteca Laurenziana (Florence), dated Kanun I 1068 AGr (= Dec. 
CE 756). 

Sigla: ms J = ms syr. 37 of St Mark Monastery (Jerusalem); ms O = ms New Coll. 333 
(Oxford); in ms C = ms Add. 1700 of the University Library Cambridge; in this ms no 
margin (neither Syriac nor Greek) is extant. Usually the marginalia are included in the 
manuscripts J and O. To those which are extant in one manuscript only the siglum “J” or 
“O” is attached.  Glosses and Syriac transliterations of the Greek are not explicitly given 
but indicated by “+ gloss” and “+ transliteration.” For 1 Cor 2:14 I give the transliteration 
for illustration. 
 

Romans 
1:13 (¥cri) toà deàro/ ) (  
1:20 kaˆ qeiÒthj/   
1:29 ponhr…a/   
1:29 kak…a/   
1:29 kakohq…aj (sic)/    
2:1 ç (ms O)/  
2:3 ç (ms O)/  
4:17 katšnanti/   
5:20 pareisÁlqen/     
6:3 Ósoi/   
6:9 kurieÚei/   

                                                      
36 The Greek margin is printed in full in the Das Neue Testament in syrischer Überlieferung volumes. 
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7:13 (toà) ¢gaqoà/   
8:7 e„j (qeÒn) (ms O + gloss)/    
8:11 qnht£/   
8:15 ¢bba (ms O + Ð pat»r)/     
8:19 ¢pokaradok…a/   
8:25 ’/  
8:26 Øperentugc£nei/    
9:4 kaˆ (> ms J) diaqÁkai/  
9:28 suntelîn/    
11:7 ™pwrèqhsan/   
11:8 katanÚksewj (sic)/   
11:12 kaˆ ¼tthma/   
11:17 piÒthtoj/   
11:22 aˆ ¢potom…an/   
11:33 ç (ms O)/  
11:33 æj/ /   
12:3 æj/  
12:13 ta‹j cre…aij/   
13:4 fore‹/   
13:6 proskarteroàntej/   
13:7 t¦j Ñfeil£j/   
14:5 plhrofore…sqw/    
15:14 ¢ll»louj/   
15:20 filotimoÚmenon/   
15:23 ™n to‹j kl…masin/  
16:18 ¢k£kwn  /   
16:19 tÕ ™f' Øm‹n/   
 

1 Corinthians 
2:14 ¢nakr…netai (ms O + transliteration )/    
3:10 ¢ citšktwn/    
4:3 À ¢pÕ [NA27 ØpÕ] ¢nqrwp…nhj ¹mšraj (mss JO + gloss; ms O + transliteration)/   

  
4:15 paidagwgoÚj/   
5:7 ™tÚqh/   
6:9 malako…/   
6:18 ‡dion/   
6:19 naÒj/   /   
7:6 oÙ kat' ™pitag»n/     
7:25 gnèmhn/   
7:29 sunestalmšnoj/   
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7:40 gnèmhn (ms O + transliteration)/  
9:2 sfrag…j/   
9:18 qÚsw [NA27 q»sw] (ms J)/  
9:26 pukteÚw/   
10:2 e„j tÕn MwãsÁn/   
10:5 katestrèqhsan (mss JO + gloss)/  
10:11 katap»nthsen/  (ms J); ¢p»nthen (sic)/  (ms O) [NA27 kat»nthken] 
10:25 m£kel wn [= m£kellon ? NA27 ™n makšllJ]/   
11:19 de‹/   
11:19 aƒršseij (ms O + gloss)/  
12:3 ¢n£qema 'Ihsoàn/     
12:9 „am£twn/   
12:11 „d…v/   
12:13 pÒma/   
12:28 eqta [NA27 œpeita]/   
13:1 ¢lal£zon/   
13:10 œlqV (ms J)/  
15:2 e„ (> ms O) katšcete/     
15:5 eqta/   
15:32 ™qeriom£chsa/     
15:52 ™n ¢tÒmJ (> ms O; mss JO + gloss)/    
16:1 log…aj (sic)/   
16:2 log…ai (sic)/   
16:13 krataioàsqe/   
16:22 maranaqa/    
 

2 Corinthians 
1:8 ™bar»qhmen/   
2:4 kaˆ sunocÁj/  (sic in ms J; mss CO ) 
2:11 t¦ no»mata/   
2:14 qriambeÚonti/   
3:1 sustatikîn/     
3:3 ™n plax…n/   
3:14 ™pwrèqh [sc. t¦ no»mata]/    
4:11 ¢e…/   
5:7 e‡douj (mss JO + gloss)/  
6:3 mwmhqÍ (mss JO + gloss)/   
6:14 ˜terozugoàntej/    
6:15 Beli£n [= v.l. in NA27; txt Beli£r]/   
8:3 aÙqa…retoi/     
8:5 ºlp…samen/   
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8:19 ceirotonhqe…j (ms O + transliteration)/    
8:20 ¡drÒthti/   
9:4 ™n tÍ Øpost£sei (ms O + transliteration)/  
9:10 gen»mata/   
10:4 kaqa…resin/   
11:2 ¹rmos£mhn/   
11:9 oÙ katen£rkhsa (ms O + gloss)/    
11:17 (™n taÚtV) tÍ Øpost£sei/    
11:25 nucq»meron/    
11:26 ™n pÒlei  (ms O >  )   /  
11:32 Ð ™qn£rchj/   
11:32 `Aršta/  (mss JO + gloss) 
11:33 kaˆ œfugon [NA27 kaˆ ™x-]/   
12:7 skÒloy/   
12:7 Sat©n [= v.l. in NA27; txt Satan©]/     
12:13 oÙ katen£rkhsa Ømîn/      
 

Galatians 
1:8 par' Ó/      
1:13 kaˆ ™pÒrqoun (mss JO + gloss)/   
1:16 ¢neqšmhn [NA27 prosan-]/  
1:18 ƒstorÁsai/   
1:21 e„j t¦ kl…mata/   
2:2 kat' „d…an dš/     
2:4 kataskop»sai/   
2:6 diafšrei (mss JO + gloss)/  
2:14 „oudaÀzein/    
2:18 parab£thn/     
3:24 paidagwgÒj/   
3:24 e„j (CristÒn)/   
4:1 diafšrei/   
4:6 ¢bba Ð pat»r/     
4:16 ¢lhqeÚwn/    
4:19 çd…nw/     
4:23 gegšnnhtai (ms O -gšnhtai) /   
6:12 eÙproswpÁsai/   
 

Ephesians 
1:10 ¢nakefalaièsasqai/    
2:2 a„îna toà kÒsmou/    
2:14 t¦ ¢mfÒtera (ms O + transliteration)/  
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2:16 toÝj ¢mfwtšrouj (sic) (ms O + transliteration)/  
2:18 oƒ ¢mfÒteroi/   
3:15 patri£/   
4:3 t¾n ˜nÒthta/   
4:9 mšrh/   
4:14 kludwnizÒmenoi (mss JO + gloss)/  
4:16 mšrouj/   
4:19 ¢phlghkÒtej/     
4:29 tij/    
5:4 t¦ oÙk ¢n»konta [NA27 § oÙk ¢nÁken]/      
5:16 tÕn kairÒn/   
5:32 e„j (CristÕn kaˆ) e„j (t¾n ™kklhs…an)/    
6:12 ¹ p£lh/   
6:12 pneumatik£/   
6:13 ¢ntistÁnai/     
6:14 t¾n ÑsfÚn/   
6:14 qèraka/   
6:16 quraiÒn [NA27 qure-]/   
 

Philippians 
1:10 t¦ diafšronta/    
1:13 proterion (sic) [NA27 praitwr…J] (ms O, not in White’s edition)/  
3:8 skÚbala/   
3:14 brabe‹on/    
3:21 e„j tÒ/     
4:3 sun»qlhs£n moi/     
4:8 Ósa ™st…n/      
4:10 ¢neq£lete (ms O ™nq£lete)/   
4:12 memÚhmai/     
 

Colossians 
1:2 ™n Kolassa‹j [= NA27 v.l., txt Koloss-]/  
1:7 sundoÚlou (ms O + transliteration)/  
1:19 pl»rwma (ms O + transliteration)/  
2:2 sumbibasqšntwn (ms O + transliteration)/  
2:14 ceirÒgrafon (ms O + transliteration)/  
2:14 proshlèsaj (ms J)/  
2:18 katabrabeuštw/   
2:18 kaˆ qrhske…v/   
2:19 kaˆ sumbibazÒmenon/   
2:20 dogmat…zesqe/    
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2:22 tÍ ¢pocr»sei/    
2:23 ™n ™qeloqrhsk…v (ms J)/   
3:13 momf»n (ms O + transliteration)/  
3:15 brabeuštw (ms O + transliteration)/  
4:10 Ð ¢neyiÒj/    
 

1 Thessalonians 
1:2 ¢diale…ptwj/   
1:5 plirofor…v (sic) (ms O + transliteration)/  
2:7 ™n b£rei/   
3:3 sa…nesqai/   
4:3 Ð ¡giasmÒj/   
5:8 qèraka (ms O + transliteration)/  
5:9 e„j peripo…hsin (ms O + transliteration)/  
5:22 e‡douj/   
 

2 Thessalonians 
1:7 ¥nesin/   
2:4 sšbasma/   
2:14 e„j peripo…hsin/   
3:5 e„j t¾n Øpomon»n (ms O + transliteration)/  
3:14 shmeioàsqe (ms O + transliteration)/  
3:17 shme‹on (ms O + transliteration)/  
 
 

1 Timothy 
1:4 kaˆ genealog…aj/    
1:9 ¢ndrofÒnoij (ms O -fÒnoi + transliteration)/   
1:10 ¢ndropodista‹j [NA27 -dra-] (ms O + transliteration)/   
1:12 œcw/     
1:16 ™p' aÙtù/   
1:18 tšknon/   
2:9 polutele‹/    
2:12 aÙqente‹n/   
2:15 teknogon…aj (ms J)/   
3:6 m¾ neÒfuton (ms J)/      
3:10 eqta/   
4:1 ·htîj/     
5:4 eÙsebe‹n (ms O + transliteration)/    
5:6 spatalîsa (ms O + transliteration)/  
5:13 kaˆ flÚaroi/    
6:11 ç/  
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6:20 ç/   
6:20 paraq…kh (sic) (ms O)/  
6:20 ˆ ¢ntiqšseij/   
 

2 Timothy 
1:2 tšknJ (ms J)/  
1:6 ¢nazwpurÁsai [NA27 -re‹n]/   
1:9 prÒqesin (ms O)/   
2:17 g£ggraina/   
2:19 ›sthken/   (or  ?) 
2:26 ™zwgrhmšnoi/     
3:13 kaˆ gÒhtej/   
3:16 qeÒpneustoj/       
4:5 eÙaggel…stou/   
4:5 plhrofÒrhson/   
4:13 tÕn felènhn [NA27 fai-] (mss JO + transliteration + gloss)/  
4:13 membr£naj (mss JO + transliteration + gloss)/  
4:17 plhroforhqÍ/     
 

Titus 
1:7 aÙq£dh (ms O + transliteration)/  
1:7 pl»kthn (ms O + transliteration)/  
2:3 ƒeroprepe‹/     
2:5 o„kouroÚj/    
2:5 blasfimeqÍ (sic) [NA27 blasfhmÁtai] (ms O)/  
2:7 ¢diafqor…an/     
2:7 ¢fqars…an/      
2:8 faàlon/    
3:9 nomik£j/   
 

Philemon 
12 spl£gcna (ms O)/  
 
Hebrews 
2:1 pararuîmen (ms O + transliteration + gloss)/   
 

Ms JJ breaks off at Heb 2:5; ( ); henceforth ms OO is the only representative of the 
Harklean Greek margin. 
 

2:16 ™pilamb£netai (+ transliteration + gloss)/  
3:14 tÁj Øpost£sewj (+ transliteration)/  
4:7 tin£/   
5:11 nwqro…/   
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5:12 stoice‹a (+ transliteration + gloss)/  
6:7 eÜqeton /   
6:19 ¥gkuran/   
6:20 prÒdromoj (+ transliteration)/   
7:1 ¢pÕ tÁj kopÁj (+ transliteration)/   
7:4 ¢kroqin…wn (+ transliteration)/  
8:1 kef£laion (+ transliteration)/  
9:4 st£mnoj/   
9:4 kaˆ [NA27 + aƒ] pl£kej/   
9:19 kaˆ Øsèpou [NA27 Øss-] (+ transliteration)/  
10:7 ™n kefal…di (+ transliteration)/  
10:29 koinÒn/   
10:34 pr©xin [NA27 Ûparxin]/   
11:1 ØpÒstasij/   
11:11 œteken ›sthken  . /  
11:16 ™pouran…ou (+ transliteration)/  
11:24 mšgaj genÒmenon (+ transliteration)/    

1.4.3 “Mirror Translation” (Sample) 
Finally, a sample of “mirror translation” will illustrate the transparency of the Syriac to the 
Greek model. Phil 3 (taken from Das Neue Testament in syrischer Überlieferung II,2 526–27) is 
chosen for its simple syntax and well-balanced combination of Harklean textual features. 
The purpose of this sample text is to show that the accessibility of the Greek model is hardly 
affected by ambiguity with regard to the lexical level. There are only three ambiguities (in 
verse 1 “knhrÒn/“knhtšon, verse 6 zÁloj/zÁlon, and verse 10 summorf…zomai/ 
summorfÒomai) which do not concern prepositions and articles (verses 1, 3, 8, 9). 

We can find quasi-exclusive agreements of Hkgr/GR2138 in verses 4, 12 (twice), and 17; 
agreements including the Byzantine text in verse 16, 20, and 21. Disagreements of 
Hkgr/GR2138 are in verses 3 and 13. 

The Greek gives the text of Hkgr/GR2138 (= 1505.1611.2138.2495). Deviating members 
of GR2138 are explicitly quoted in the apparatus. Underlined words indicate differences 
between the retroversion and the NA27 text. Besides NA27 the sources of the Greek variants 
presented in the apparatus are Das Neue Testament auf Papyrus II. Die Paulinischen Briefe, Teil 2: 
Gal, Eph, Phil, Kol, 1 u. 2 Thess, 1 u. 2 Tim, Tt, Phlm, Hebr37; H. Freiherr von Soden, Die 
Schriften des Neuen Testaments, vol. 2: Text und Apparat. Usually manuscripts from von Soden’s 
edition are summarized rather than listed individually; variants attested only by him are, with 
few exceptions, omitted. 

                                                      
37 Bearbeitet von K. Wachtel und K. Witte. ANTT 22. Berlin: de Gruyter, 1994. 
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(MT) = Majority Text of the Greek NT according to NA27 p. 55*; HHkms O = ms New 
Coll. 333 (Oxford); HHkms J = ms syr. 37 of St Mark’s Monastery (Jerusalem);  HHkms C = ms 
Add. 1700 of the University Library Cambridge; HHkgr = the Greek model of the Harklean; 
Hk = the Syriac text of the Harklean. See the Introduction of NA27 for a key to other sigla 
used here. 
 

Philippians 3:1 TÕ loipÒn, ¢delfo… êmou, ca…rete ™n kur…J. ät¦ aÙt¦å gr£fein ê1Øm‹n 

™moˆ mcn oÙk ÝÑknhrÒn, Øm‹n dc Þ ¢sfalšj.  
      .  .         .  
.  

ê P46  ä tauta *FGP  ê1 056 075 0142  Ý oknhteon 22495  Þ to 0150 
104.323.614.629.945.2464 al 
Hkgr oknhron or oknhteon 
 

2  Blšpete toÝj kÚnaj, blšpete toÝj kakoÝj ™rg£taj, blšpete t¾n katatom»n. 
  .   . .  

 

3  ¹me‹j g£r ™smen ¹ peritom», oƒ Þ pneÚmati Ýqeù latreÚontej èkaˆ kaucèmenoi 

™n àCristù Ihsoà kaˆ æoÙk ™n sarkˆç pepoiqÒtej.é 
             

  
Þ en P46  Ý qeou (MT) Hkmg *ABCD2FG 0278vid 33.1739.1881  1611.1505.2138.2495 Hkmg 
¦ om P46 [qew  2 D*PY 075 365.1175 pc]  è 075 (homoiotel.)  à kuriw 22495  æ ou sarki 
D 
Hkgr pneumati or en pneumati  GR2138 (MT, Hkmg) qeou against Hkgr qew. Thomas 
quotes the (MT) qeou in the margin  Hkgr ouk en sarki or ou sarki 
 

4  ka…per ä™gë œcwnå pepo…qhsin  ækaˆ ™n sark…ç. e‡ tij â¥lloj doke‹á pepoiqšnai è™n 

sark…,é ™gë m©llon: 
        .       . 

ä ecw egw 11505  æ en sarki D*FG ¦ toiauthn ecwn en kuriw C2  â (MT) ¦ dokei 
allwj 075 ¦ de allwj dokei FG @alloj dokei D I 11505.1611.2138.2495, and 206.1758 
acc. to vSod #  è 0151 
Hkgr/ GR2138 and a small number of witnesses alloj dokei 
 

5  peritomÍ Ñkta»meroj, ™k gšnouj Isra»l, fulÁj Beniam…n, Ebra‹oj ™x Ebra…wn, 

kat¦ ÝnÒmon Farisa‹oj, 
   .   .     .   . 

 .  
Ý ton nomon FG ¦ nofon P46 
Hk (by mistake?) peritom» 
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6 kat¦ ÝzÁloj dièkwn êt¾n ™kklhs…an Þ, kat¦ dikaiosÚnhn t¾n ™n nÒmJ genÒmenoj 

¥memptoj. 
    .        .  

Ýzhlon (MT) 2 D1KLPY 056.075.0142.0150.0151 33.1739.1881  ê P46 D*FG  Þ qeou 
FG ¦ tou qeou 0282 
Hkgr zhloj or zhlon  Hk thj ekklhsiaj (caused by misunderstanding of diwkwn) 
 
7 ê¢ll¦ ¤tina âÃn moiá kšrdh, taàta ¼ghmai di¦ tÕn CristÕn zhm…an. 

             +) Hkms C (   .  
ê P46.61vid *AG 0282 33.81.1241s  â B 056.0142 614 pc 
 

8 ¢ll¦ ämcn oânå êkaˆ ¹goàmai æt¦ p£ntaç zhm…an eqnai di¦ tÕ Øperšcon tÁj 

gnèsewj âCristoà Ihsoàá toà kur…ou à¹mîn, di  Ön t¦ p£nta ™zhmièqhn, kaˆ 

¹goàmai skÚbala ê1eqnai †na CristÕn kerd»sw 
                 

      .       .  
ämenounge (MT) P46.61vid AP 0150.0282 [and Min. in vSod]¦[men oun BDFGKLY 
056.075.0142.0151 1505.1611.2138.2495 (and Min. in vSod)]  ê P46vid * 6.33.1739.1881 pc 

 æpanta (MT) 2495 [ta panta P61 075 1505.1611.2138, and 81.547.920.2005 acc. to vSod] 
 â AKPY 056.075.0142 2495 [and Min. in vSod]¦ tou Cr. I. P46.61 B  à mou (MT) [hmwn 

AP 1505.1611.2138.2495, and 88.330.1149.1872.1891 acc. to vSod]  ê1 *BD*FG 33 
Hkgr/ GR2138  men oun  Hkgr?/ GR2138  ta panta  Hkgr / GR2138 and few witnesses   hmwn 
 

9 kaˆ eØreqî ™n aÙtù, m¾ œcwn ™m¾n dikaiosÚnhn t¾n ™k nÒmou ¢ll¦ t¾n di¦ 

p…stewj ê+ Ihsoà! Cristoà, t¾n ™k qeoà dikaiosÚnhn ä™pˆ tÍå p…stei, 
                 

       .  
ê (MT) 11505.1611.2138.2495 [Ihsou 056.0142 177.255.256.337.1319.1518.2127]  ä en D* 
Hkgr/ GR2138 and (MT) omit Ihsou (Hk by asterisk). Either Ihsou really was part of the 
Harklean’s Greek model, or a later reviser marked it with an asterisk to indicate the absence 
from the MT.  Hkgr en? 
 

10 toà gnînai aÙtÕn kaˆ t¾n dÚnamin tÁj ä¢nast£sewj aÙtoàå kaˆ êt¾n koinwn…an 
ê1tîn paqhm£twn aÙtoà, èsummorfoÚmenoj tù qan£tJ aÙtoà.é 

      .      .  
ä anastasewj D* ¦ gnwsewj autou *  ê P46 *AB 1241s.2464 pc  ê1 P46 *B  è P46 
(homoiotel.) ¦ summorfizomenoj t. q. a. (MT) * (sunm-) AB1 (B* sum-) D* (sunm-) P ¦ 
sunfortizomenoj t. q. a. FG ¦ [summorfoÚmenoj t. q. a. 2 (sunm-) Dc (sunm-) KLY 
056.075.0142.0150.0151 11505 (kai summ-) 11611.2138.2495 (and Min. in vSod) ] 
Hkgr?/ GR2138 thn and twn  Hkgr summorfizomenoj or summorfoumenoj 
 

11 e‡ pwj katant»sw e„j t¾n ™xan£stasin ät¾n ™kå nekrîn. 
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     .  
ä twn ek FG ¦ twn (MT) KL 056.075.0142.0150.0151 1739*.1881.22495 [and Min. in vSod]; 
[thn ek P46 ABDRY 33.81.104.365.1175.11505.1611.1739c.22138 pc ] 
Hkgr/1505.1611.2138 thn ek 
 

12 OÙc Óti ½dh œlabon Þ À ½dh tetele…wmai, dièkw dc e‡ ège kaˆé katal£bw, ™f  ú 

kaˆ katel»mfqhn ØpÕ ätoà kur…ou Ihsoà.å 
         .    .        

 .  
Þ À hdh dedikaiwmai P46 D*.c (FG dik-)  è * D*FG 056.0142 22495 [and Min. in vSod]¦ 
kai (MT) P46.61vid 2ABD2Y 075 33.1739.1881 [ge kai 11505.1611.2138 (and 2005 acc. to 
vSod)]  Ý ei * ¦ om D*FG 056.0142   ä Cristou Ihsou (MT) P46.61vid AP 075 
1739.1881 Hkmg?¦ Cristou BD* (D2 tou Cr.) FG 33.22495 pc ¦ I. Cr. 056.0142 ¦ tou Cr. I. 
KLY 0150.0151 Hkmg? [tou kuriou I. 11505.1611.2138 (and 1867.2005 acc. to vSod)] 
Hkgr /GR2138 and one additional witness ge kai  Hkgr/GR2138 and few witnesses tou 
kuriou. Hkmg Cristou Ihsou or tou Cr. Ihsou 
 
13 ¢delfo…, ê™gë Ý™mautÕn àoÜpw log…zomai Ý1kateilhfšnai: gn dš, ät¦ mcn Ñp…swå 
™pilanqanÒmenoj æto‹j dcç œmprosqen Ý2™pekteinÒmenoj, 

      )Hkms O sub aster(     .  .    
  .       

ê D*  Ý pon. post log…zomai P61vid [and Min. in vSod] ¦ emautw P  àou (Hkms O MT) P46 
BD2FGY 11505.1611.1739.1881.22138.2495 [oupw Hkms J  AD*P 056.075.0150 
33.81.104.365.614.(629 ante em.).1175.1241s al]  Ý1 katelifota FG  ä ta men oun opisw 
K ¦ twn men opisw 2.547.1518 [acc. to vSod # ¦ twn men opisqen 056.0142  æ eij de ta 
D*FG  Ý2 apekt- FG 
It is difficult to decide whether the original Hk reading is   (= ou Hkms O, 
omittance of  by asterisk) or   (= oupw Hkms J). As Gr2138 attests ou, the 
asterisk can be original. On the other hand, a later reviser could have introduced the asterisk 
to change the text in order to bring it in agreement with the Byzantine text. I prefer the latter 
interpretation. 
 
14 kat¦ skopÕn Ýdièkw àe„j tÕ brabe‹on tÁj ä¥nw kl»sewjå ætoà qeoà ™n Cristù 
Ihsoà.ç 

             .  
Ý diwkwn IY 056 pc  à epi (MT) DFGKLP 056.075.0142.0150.0151 22495 [and Min. in 
vSod]  ä anegklhsiaj 1739v.l.  æ qeou P46 ¦ t. q. en kuriw I. Cr. D* ¦ en kuriw Ihsou 
Cristw FG ¦ t. q. en Cr. 242 [acc. to vSod# 
Hkmg [69.33.104 acc. to vSod] kataskopwn  Hk renders brabeion (prize of victory) by 

  because “victory” is not explicitly expressed in brabeion. 
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15 “Osoi oân tšleioi Þ, toàto Ýfronîmen, kaˆ e‡ ti ˜tšrwj àfrone‹te, kaˆ Ý1toàto  êÐ 

qeÕj Øm‹n ¢pokalÚyei: 
      .              .  

Þ en Cristw Ihsou FG  Ý fronoumen 2 L 0142  326.1241s pc ¦ oun fronoumen * (Hkgr 
more likely fronwmen than fronoumen)  à fronhshte 075  Ý1auto 11505.1611.22138.2005 
[acc. to vSod#  ê D* 
 
16 pl¾n e„j Ö Ý™fq£samen, ätù aÙtù stoice‹n kanÒni, tÕ aÙtÕ frone‹n.å 

        .   .  
Ý -sate P16vid  äto auto fronein tw autw (autoi D*)  stoicein (+ kanoni D2; kanoni 
st. 629; sunst. FG) D1.2FG 81.104.365.629.1175.1241s.1881 al ¦ tw autw st. P16.46 

*ABIvid 0150 6.33.1739 pc [tw autw st. kanoni to auto fronein (MT) * KLPY 
049.056.075.0142.0151 11505.1611.2138.2495] 
Hkgr/GR2138 and (MT) with addition 
 
17 Summimhta… mou g…nesqe, ¢delfo… êmou, kaˆ skope‹te toÝj oÛtw peripatoàntaj 

kaqëj œcete tÚpon ¹m©j. 
             .  

ê (MT) 22495 
Hkgr/11505.1611.2138.2005 [acc. to vSod] mou 
 
18 polloˆ g¦r peripatoàsin oÞj poll£kij Ýœlegon Øm‹n, nàn dc êkaˆ kla…wn lšgw 
Þ, toÝj ™cqroÝj toà stauroà toà àCristoà, 

          .     
    .  .  

Ý elegomen D*  ê P46 D* 0142  Þ blepete P46  à kuriou 049 
In v. 18  (eterwj cf. v. 15) is not attested in Greek. This is the reason why Hk puts it 
with an obelos. In a short comment Thomas says: “In two exact Greek manuscripts  
is not found.” Accordingly the word is not from the Greek model but from the Philoxenian. 
 
19 ïn tÕ tšloj ¢pèleia, ïn Ð qeÕj ¹ koil…a kaˆ ¹ dÒxa ™n tÍ a„scÚnV aÙtîn, oƒ 

t¦ ™p…geia fronoàntej. 
    .       .  .  

 
20 ¹mîn Ýg¦r tÕ pol…teuma ™n oÙrano‹j Øp£rcei, ™x àoá kaˆ swtÁra 
ê¢pekdecÒmeqa kÚrion Ihsoàn CristÒn, 

              
ê P46  Ý Hkmg [88.436 acc. to vSod] de  à Hkmg ïn 
Hkgr /GR2138 are twice (gar and ou) agreeing with the (MT) reading. 
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21 Öj metaschmat…sei tÕ sîma tÁj tapeinèsewj ¹mîn èe„j tÕ genšsqai aÙtÕé 
sÚmmorfon ætù sèmatiç tÁj dÒxhj aÙtoà kat¦ t¾n ™nšrgeian toà dÚnasqai aÙtÕn 

kaˆ Øpot£xai ÝaÙtù t¦ p£nta. 
              

          .  
è ABD*FG 0150 6.81.323.1175.1241s.1739.1881 pc [eij to genesqai auto (MT) D1Y 
049.056.075.0142.0151 33.11505.1611.2138.2495]  æ tou swmatoj FG ¦ to swma 1836 
[acc. to vSod#  Ý eautw 2D2LY 6.104.326.630.1175.1241s.11611.2138 pm 
Hkgr/GR2138 and (MT) eij to genesqai auto 

1.4.4 Summary 
To justify the dominance of the translational perpective in the future analytical concordance 
of the Harklean it was necessary to trace the accessibility of the version’s Greek model. The 
historical setting, the inclusion of the Syro-Hexapla, and the philological principles of the 
translator/reviser contributed to the possibility of identifying the Greek model almost fifteen 
centuries after the completion of the version. The remaining ambiguity in the recognition of 
this model hardly prevents access to the Greek lexical level and the reconstruction of the 
translator’s Greek-Syriac lexicon. 

In 619 when the Persians sacked the Enaton the Harklean happily escaped destruction. 
But there were new and subtle dangers waiting for it. Due to the complicated layout of the 
version not all scribes were capable of transmitting the text properly: some of them omitted 
the marginal quotations and the asterisks and obeloi completely. Outside the original context 
the version was handed over to philology in a Syriac Church which no longer was part of the 
Byzantine Oikumene. Philologists were not interested in preserving the original text but in 
changing and updating it according to the contemporary Greek text of the New Testament. 
The original Greek model of the 5th–6th century was replaced by the increasingly dominant 
Byzantine text which was definitely fixed in the 12th century by an ecclesiastical edition. 

The development of the Byzantine text corresponds to a revisional development of the 
Harklean which mainly affected the comparative material.38 Revisional updates gradually 
removed the non-Byzantine heritage and considerably changed the whole design of the 
version. The omission of asterisks and obeloi mixed the textual traditions that Thomas had 
carefully distinguished. Non-Byzantine readings of the original text were dropped, put with 
asterisks, or removed to the margins; non-Byzantine marginal readings were also dropped, 
because revisers failed to find them in their Greek Byzantine manuscripts. Fortunately the 
Syrian Miaphysites founded their work on excellent Greek manuscripts, sound philological 

                                                      
38 On the revisional development of the Harklean see Juckel, “The Revisional Development of the 

Harklean Margin;” “Towards a Critical Edition of the Harklean Gospels;” and “Die Bedeutung des 
Ms. Vat. Syr. 268.” 
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principles, and on an amazing skill of translation. This protected it from irreversible 
distortion. The future analytical concordance will be a late fruit of their labour. 

2. THE HARKLEAN VOCABULARY 
The following pages continue to determine the non-Peshitta vocabulary of the Harklean 
version started in volume 1 of the Foundations for Syriac Lexicography (FSL) with the Gospels 
(pages 167–94). Now the starting point is the Corpus Paulinum, but again all occurrences of a 
given word are traced throughout the whole Harklean New Testament (excluding the non-
Peshitta texts 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude, and Revelation). Pauline quotations already given 
in the Gospel-lists are repeated in the present volume and are linked with a reference (• and 
FSL I + page number) to these former lists. By this arrangement the non-Peshitta vocabulary 
of the individual New Testament corpora (Gospels, Corpus Paulinum, Acts–Catholic Epistles) 
can be presented completely in one FSL volume respectively; and a considerable portion of 
the vocabulary in the earlier or subsequent corpora is either already quoted or can later be 
referred to. A final list will treat 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, Jude, and Revelation as a corpus of its 
own. The Peshitta text is taken from the British and Foreign Bible Society volume of 1920. 
Due to the different translation technique of the Harklean and the Peshitta the lexical 
correspondence of the Peshitta cannot always be given by a simple equivalent. In numerous 
cases there is no correspondence at all or there is one disagreeing with both the Greek and 
the Harklean. Therefore the Peshitta correspondences in the following lists simply give a 
report of the corresponding Peshitta text. 

2.1 Simple Words That Do Not Exist in the Peshitta 

  /qeiÒthj/deity (Syrp   ) Rom 1:20 
/tÕ eÙp£redron/devotion (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 7:35 
/prÒscusij/sprinkling (of blood) (Syrp ) Heb 11:28 

 /flÚaroj/gossipy person (Syrp    ) 1 Tim 5:13 
 /¢qšthsij/nullification (of a command); removal (of sin) Heb 7:18 (Syrp ); 

9:26 (Syrp ) 
/¢pÒlausij/enjoyment, pleasure 1 Tim 6:17 (Syrp ); Heb 11:25 (Syrp  ) 

/porqšw/destroy (Syrp ) Gal 1:13 
porqšw/  Acts 9:21 (Syrp )  porqšw/  Gal 1:23 (Syrp ) 

•   (FSL I, 173)/fulak»/prison Heb 11:36 (Syrp ); 
fulaka… are  (without ) 2 Cor 6:5; 11:23 

•  (FSL I, 174)/ o„ke‹oj /member of the household (Syrp  ) Eph 2:19; 1 Tim 
5:8  
o„ke‹oj/   Gal 6:10 (Syrp id.)  o„kšthj/   Rom 14:4 (Syrp )  o„kšthj/  1 
Pet 2:18 (Syrp id.) 
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/suzhtht»j/skillful debater, reasoner (Syrp ) 1 Cor 1:20 
•  (FSL I, 174)/¢pall£ssw/(trans.) set free (Syrp ) Heb 2:15 
•  (FSL I, 174)/¤ptomai/take hold of, touch (Syrp  and  ) 1 Cor 7:1; 2 Cor 

6:17; Col 2:21 
/¡f»/ligament (Syrp ) Eph 4:16 

¡f»/  Col 2:19 

/p£lh/struggle, fight (Syrp ) Eph 6:12 
/pararršw/drift away (Syrp ) Heb 2:1 

 /piÒthj/richness (Syrp ) Rom 11:17 
/talaipwr…a/misery, trouble (Syrp  ) Rom 3:16; Jas 5:1 

/fant£zomai/appear (Syrp  ) Heb 12:21 
/katastrof»/ruin, destruction (Syrp ) 2 Tim 2:14 

/diaparatrib»/constant arguing or irritation (Syrp ) 1 Tim 6:5 
/kube…a/trickery, cunning (Syrp  ) Eph 4:14 

•  (FSL I, 175)/¢sf£leia/safety, full truth Lk 1:4 (Syrp ); Acts 5:3 (Syrp ); 
1 Thess 5:3 (Syrp ) 

/qriambeÚw/triumph over (someone) (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 2:14 
qriambeÚw/  Col 2:15 (Syrp  ) 

/stenocwr…a/difficulty, calamity Rom 2:9; 8:35 (Syrp both  ); 2 Cor 6:4 (Syrp 
) 

stenocwr…a/  2 Cor 12:10  stenocwršomai/  or  2 Cor 4:8  
stenocwršomai/     2 Cor 6:12 

/˜nÒthj/unity Eph 4:3 (Syrp   ), 13 (Syrp  ) 
•( )  (FSL I, 175)/kÚklJ/round about Rom 15:19 (Syrp  ) 
•  (FSL I, 176)/tÕ prÒqumon/eagerness (Syrp ) Rom 1:15 

proqum…a/  2 Cor 8:11 (Syrp ), 12 (Syrp  ), 19 (Syrp  ) 9:2 (Syrp  ) 

/Ñp»/opening, hole, cave (Syrp ) Heb 11:38 
Ñp»/  Jas 3:11 (Syrp no c.) 

 (sic ms J;  mss CO)/sunoc»/distress, anxiety (Syrp   ) 2 Cor 2:4 
sunoc»/  Lk 21:25 (Syrp id.) 

/™leuqer…a/freedom (Syrp ) Rom 8:21 
™leuqer…a/  (Syrp id.) in all other instances 

/¼abd…zw/whip, beat (with a stick) (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 11:25; Acts 16:22 
•   (FSL I, 176)/qhr…on/(wild) animal (Syrp    ) Titus 1:12; Heb 12:20 
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/kn»qomai/feel an itching (Syrp ) 2 Tim 4:3 
/™req…zw/stir up; make resentful (Syrp    ) 2 Cor 9:2 

/sfrag…j/seal; evidence, proof (Syrp ) Rom 4:11; 1 Cor 9:2 
sfrag…j/  2  Tim 2:19 

/™pipÒthsij/longing (Syrp ) 2 Cor 7:7, 11 
•  (FSL I, 176)/salp…zw/sound a trumpet (Syrp ) 1 Cor 15:52 

/spoud»/diligence, eagerness (Syrp ) Rom 12:11 
spoud»/  Rom 12:8; 2 Cor 7:11, 12; 8:7, 8, 16; Heb 6:11 

/™kka…omai/be inflamed (of lust) (Syrp  ) Rom 1:27 
/¢porfan…zomai/be separated from (Syrp  ) 1 Thess 2:17 

ÑrfanÒj/  Jn 14:18; Jas 1:27 

/™ntršpw/make ashamed (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 4:14 
™ntršpw/  Lk 18:2, 4; 20:13; 2 Thess 3:14; Titus 2:8; Heb 12:9  ™ntršpw/  Mt 21:37; Mk 
12:6 

/a„dèj/propriety, modesty (Syrp ) 1 Tim 2:9 
a„dèj/  (Syrp ) Heb 12:28 

•  (FSL I, 177)/Ñsfàj/waist (Syrp ) Eph 6:14; Heb 7:5, 10 
/™piswreÚw/accumulate, collect (Syrp ) 2 Tim 4:3 

swreÚw/  Rom 12:20 (Syrp )  swreÚw/  2 Tim 3:6 (Syrp id.) 

/™noclšw/trouble; cause trouble (Syrp  ) Heb 12:15 
™noclšomai/  Lk 6:18 (Syrp  ) 

 /sa…nomai/be disturbed or upset (Syrp  ) 1 Thess 3:3 
/¡rmÒzomai/promise or give in marrigae (Syrp ) 2 Cor 11:2 

/sunarmologšomai/be joined together (Syrp  ) Eph 2:21; 4:16 

 /mwra…nw/make foolish Rom 1:22 (Syrp  ); 1  Cor 1:20 (Syrp  ) 
mwra…nw/  Mt 5:13; Lk 14:34  mwr…a/  (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 1:18, 21, 23; 2:14; 3:19 
(Syrp  )  mwrÒj/  (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 1:25 (Syrp  ); 3:18; 2 Tim 2:23; Titus 3:9; Mt 
5:22 (Syrp ); 7:26; 23:17; 25:2  mwrÒj/  1 Cor 1:27; 4:10 (Syrp  both id.)  
mwrolog…a/   (Syrp   ) Eph 5:4 

/Østšrhma/what is lacking (Syrp  ) 1  Cor 16:17 
Østšrhma/  (Syrp id.) Lk 21:4; 2 Cor 8:14 (twice); 9:12; 11:9; Col 1:24; 1 Thess 3:10 (Syrp 

 )  Østšrhma/   Phil 2:30 (Syrp    ) 

•  (FSL I, 177)/fÒroj/tax, tribute (Syrp  ) Rom 13:6, 7 (twice) 
/mimht»j/imitator (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 4:16; 11:1; Eph 5:1; 1 Thess 1:6; 2:14; Heb 6:12 

(Syrp ) 
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•  (FSL I, 177)/ÐdhgÒj/guide Acts 1:16; Rom 2:19 (Syrp both  ) 
/¢gwg»/manner of life, conduct (Syrp ) 2 Tim 3:10 

/parapikrasmÒj/rebellion (Syrp ) Heb 3:8, 15 
parapikra…nw/  (Syrp  ) Heb 3:16 

/dika…wsij/putting into a right relationship (with God) (Syrp   ) Rom 4:25 
/dika…wma/righteous deed, acquittal (Syrp  ) Rom 5:16, 18 
/tÕ ¼tthma/defeat; failure (Syrp ) Rom 11:12; 1 Cor 6:7 (Syrp ) 

/™gkr£teia/self-control 1 Cor 7:7 (Syrp ); Gal 5:23 (Syrp ) Acts 
24:25 (Syrp ) 

/proskartšrhsij/perseverance (Syrp  ) Eph 6:18   / ¢krat»j (Syrp 
 ) 2 Tim 3:3 

/kludon…zomai/be tossed by the sea (Syrp ) Eph 4:14 
klÚdwn/  Lk 8:24 (Syrp id.); Jas 1:6 (Syrp     ) 

/™legmÒj/refutation of error (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 3:16 
/œlegcoj/verification, certainty (Syrp    ) Heb 11:1 

/sÚmbouloj/counselor, advisor (Syrp  ) Rom 11:34 
/yiqurist»j/one who bears harmful gossip against another Rom 1:29 (Syrp no c.) 

yiqurismÒj/  (Syrp ) 2 Cor 12:20 

    /fwtismÒj/illumination; bringing to light (Syrp     ) 2 Cor 4:6 
fwtismÒj/  2 Cor 4:4 (Syrp id.) 

/qer£pwn/servant (Syrp ) Heb 3:5 
/ØpÒnoia/suspicion (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 6:4 

/™n parÒdJ/in passing (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 16:7 
/™peisagwg»/bringing in (Syrp ) Heb 7:19 

/prÒsklisij/favouritism (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 5:21 
/mesiteÚw/confirm, guarantee (Syrp ) Heb 6:17 

/¡giasmÒj/sanctification (Syrp ) 2 Thess 2:13; 1 Tim 2:15 
¡giasmÒj/  (Syrp ) Rom 6:19, 22 (Syrp ) 1 Thess 4:3, 4, 7; Heb 12:14  
¡giasmÒj/  (Syrp id.) 1 Cor 1:30; 1 Pet 1:2 

/a‡sqhsij/insight, judgement (Syrp  ) Phil 1:9 
a„sq£nomai/  Lk 9:45 (Syrp ) 

/prokalšomai/irritate, make angry (Syrp  ) Gal 5:26 
/Ôsfhsij/sense of smell (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 12:17 
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•  (FSL I, 178)/di£boloj/the devil (Syrp  and   ) Eph 4:27; 6:11; 1 Tim 
3:11; 2 Tim 3:3; Titus 2:3 
di£boloj/      1 Tim 3:6, 7; 2 Tim 2:26; Heb 2:14 

/qigg£nw/touch Col 2:21 (Syrp ); Heb 11:28 (Syrp  ) 
qigg£nw/  Heb 12:20 (Syrp  ) 

I /metršw/measure 2 Cor 10:12 (Syrp no c.) 
metršw/  (Syrp id.) Mt 7:2; Mk 4:24; Lk 6:38 

/ko…th/bed; marital relationship; sperm; sexual impurity (Syrp ) Heb 13:4 
ko…th/  Rom 9:10 (Syrp ); 13:13 (Syrp id.) 

/kat£rtisij/being made complete (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 13:9 
/teleiÒthj/completeness; maturity (Syrp  ) Heb 6:1  /teleièthj/ 

perfecter (Syrp  ) Heb 12:2 

/™p…gnwsij/knowledge, recognition (Syrp ) Rom 1:28; 3:20 (Syrp  ); 
10:2; Eph 1:17; 4:13; Phil 1:9; Col 1:9, 10; 2:2; 3:10; 1 Tim 2:4; 2 Tim 2:25 (Syrp ); 
3:7; Titus 1:1; Philem 6; Heb 10:26 

•  (FSL I,178)/œndeixij/evidence, indication Rom 3:25 (Syrp no c.), 26 (Syrp 
) 

œndeixij/  2 Cor 8:24; Phil 1:28 

•  (FSL I, 178)/o„koumšnh/world, inhabited earth Rom 10:18 (Syrp ); Heb 
1:6; 2:5 (Syrp twice ) 

/prÒslhmyij/acceptance (Syrp ) Rom 11:15 
  /¢podoc»/acceptance (Syrp ) 1 Tim 1:15; 4:9 

/prosagwg»/freedom, right to enter Rom 5:2 (Syrp  ); Eph 2:18 (Syrp 
); 3:12 (Syrp ) 
/¢pobol»/loss, rejection (Syrp ) Rom 11:15 

¢pobol»/  Acts 27:22 (Syrp  ) 

/¢nazwpuršw/stir into flame, rekindle (Syrp ) 2 Tim 1:6 
/met£lhmyij/receiving, accepting (Syrp ) 1 Tim 4:3 
/eÙyucšw/be encouraged, cheered (Syrp  ) Phil 2:19 

/fusiÒomai/be conceited or arrogant 1 Cor 4:6 (Syrp  ) 4:18; Col 2:18 (both Syrp 
 ) 

fusiÒomai/  (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 13:4  fusiÒomai/  1 Cor 4:19 (Syrp  ); 5:2 
(Syrp )  fusiÒw/  1 Cor 8:1 (Syrp  )   /fus…wsij (Syrp ) 2 Cor 
12:21 

/katanark£w/be a (financial) burden to (Syrp ) 2 Cor 11:9; 12:13, 14 
/gunaik£rion/morally weak woman (Syrp    ) 2 Tim 3:6 
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/tumpan…zw/torture (Syrp  ) Heb 11:35 
 /plhsmon»/satisfaction (Syrp ) Col 2:23 

/sšbasma/object or place of worship (Syrp  ) 2 Thess 2:4 
sšbasma/  Acts 17:23 (Syrp  ) 

•  (FSL I, 179)/¢pokaradok…a/eager longing Rom 8:19 (Syrp ); Phil 1:20 (Syrp 
) 
/™kdoc»/expectation, prospect (Syrp  ) Heb 10:27 

•  (FSL I, 179)/sÚnesij/understanding, power of comprehension (Syrp  ) 
Col 1:9 
sÚnesij/  1 Cor 1:19 (Syrp ); Col 2:2 (Syrp id.)  sÚnesij/   Eph 3:4 (Syrp ) 
2 Tim 2:7 (Syrp ) 

 /suschmat…zomai/be conformed to, be shaped by (Syrp  ) Rom 12:2 
suschmat…zomai/  1 Pet 1:14 (Syrp  ) 

/˜dra…wma/support, foundation (Syrp ) 1 Tim 3:15 
   /ƒkanÒthj/capacity (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 3:5 

II /kat£laloj/slanderer (Syrp no c.) Rom 1:30 
/kaqa…resij/destruction (Syrp ) 2 Cor 10:4, 8; 13:10 (Syrp both )  

/·izÒw/be firmly rooted Eph 3:17 (Syrp   ); Col 2:7 (Syrp  ) 
/doulÒw/enslave Rom 6:18 (Syrp ), 22 (Syrp  )  

doulÒw/  1 Cor 7:15; 9:19; Gal 4:3; Titus 2:3; Acts 7:6 (Syrp all id.)  / douleÚw 
Rom 6:6; 7:6, 25; 9:12; 12:11 

/par£basij/overstepping, breaking Rom 2:23 (Syrp ); 4:15 (Syrp ); 1 Tim 2:14 
(Syrp ) 
par£basij/  Rom 5:14 (Syrp ); Gal 3:19 (Syrp ); Heb 2:2; 9:15 (both Syrp 

) 

/mšmfomai/find fault with, blame (Syrp ) Rom 9:19; Heb 8:8 
 /kategnwsmšnoj/condemned (Syrp  etpe or etpa) Gal 2:11    / 
¢nep…lhmptoj/above reproach 1 Tim 3:2 (Syrp     ); 5:7 (Syrp   ); 6:14 
(Syrp   )     /¥memptoj (Syrp  ) Phil 3:6; Heb 8:7   /mÒmfh/ (cause for) 
complaint (Syrp ) Col 3:13 

 /˜ort£zw/observe a feast (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 5:8 
 /katastol»/manner of dress, deportment (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 2:9 

/™gkop»/obstacle, hindrance (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 9:12 
/Ôleqroj/destruction, ruin (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 5:5 
Ôleqroj/  ) 1 Thess 5:3; 2 Thess 1:9  Ôleqroj/  1 Tim 6:9 

 /pare…saktoj/brought in (under false pretences) (Syrp no c.) Gal 2:4 
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/Øperšcw/be better than, surpass (Syrp  ) Rom 13:1; Phil 4:7; 1 Pet 2:13 
Øperšcw/  Phil 2:3  /Øperoc»/position of authority (Syrp ) 1 Cor 2:1; 1 Tim 
2:2 (Syrp )  /tÕ Øperšcon Phil 3:8 (Syrp ) 

/Øpwpi£zw/to keep under control (Syrp ) 1 Cor 9:27 
Øpwpi£zw/  wear out (somebody) (Syrp  ) Lk 18:5 

•  (FSL I, 179)/cwršw/make or have room for (Syrp ) 2 Cor 7:2 
/™mplškomai/be mixed up in or involved in (Syrp ) 2 Tim 2:4 
/kop»/slaughter, defeat (Syrp ) Heb 7:1 

/diastol»/distinction, difference (Syrp ) Rom 3:22; 10:12; 1 Cor 14:7 (Syrp 
) 
/di£krisij/ability to discriminate (Syrp ) Heb 5:14 

/par£klhsij/help; comfort; appeal 2 Cor 8:4, 17 (Syrp both ); 1 Thess 2:3 (Syrp 
) 

par£klhsij/  Heb 12:5 (Syrp ); 13:22 (Syrp )  in all other cases par£klhsij = 
 

/kl…mata/regions, districts (Syrp   ) Rom 15:23; 2 Cor 11:10; Gal 1:21 
/spatal£w/live in self-indulgence or luxury (Syrp   ) 1 Tim 5:6; Jas 5:5 

(Syrp  ) 
/tomÒj/sharp, cutting (Syrp ) Heb 4:12 
/™pitag»/command, order; authority (Syrp  ) Titus 2:15 

™pitag»/  Rom 16:26; 1 Cor 7:6, 25; 2 Cor 8:8; 1 Tim 1:1; Titus 1:3; 2:15 

/mhlwt»/sheepskin (Syrp no c.) Heb 11:37 
•  (FSL I, 180)/¢poršw/be at a loss Gal 4:20 (Syrp    ) 

¢poršw/  2 Cor 4:8 – ™xaporšomai/    1:8 –  ™xaporšomai/  or   4:8 

•  (FSL I, 180)/¢ten…zw/look straight at, stare (Syrp ) 2 Cor 3:7, 13 
/q»ra/trap (Syrp no c.) Rom 11:9 
/morfÒw/form (Syrp ) Gal 4:19 
mÒrfwsij/  Rom 2:20 (Syrp ); 2 Tim 3:5 (Syrp  )  morf»/  Mk 16:12; Phil 
2:6, 7 (Syrp id.) 

  /kat-, di-, aÙg£zw [v.l. in NA27]/see (Syrp ) 2 Cor 4:4 
/proshlÒw/nail to (Syrp ) Col 2:14 

/st£sij/standing (Syrp ) Heb 9:8 
/skÚbalon/dung, garbage (Syrp  ) Phil 3:8 
/kerameÚj/potter (Syrp ) Rom 9:21 
kerameÚj/  Mt 27:7, 10 (Syrp both ) 
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/kiqar…zw/play a harp (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 14:7 
/™painšw/commend, praise (Syrp ) 1 Cor 11:2, 17, 22 
™painšw/  (Syrp id.) Lk 16:8; Rom 15:11 

/ØpÒstasij/confidence, conviction 2 Cor 9:4 (Syrp no c.); 11:17 (Syrp ); Heb 1:3 
(Syrp  ); 3:14 (Syrp no c.); 11:1 (Syrp no c.) 
/›xij/use, practice (Syrp   ) Heb 5:14 

/¢pous…a/absence (Syrp ) Phil 2:12 
•  (FSL I, 180)/¢rc»/authority, ruling power Rom 8:38 (Syrp no c.); 1 Cor 15:24 (Syrp 

); Eph 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; Col 1:16; 2:10, 15 (Syrp all six  ); Titus 3:1 (Syrp ) 
/a‡nigma/obscure image (Syrp ) 1 Cor 13:12 

 /trÒmoj/trembling (Syrp ) 1 Cor 2:3 
trÒmoj/  (Syrp id.) Mk 16:8; 2 Cor 7:15; Eph 6:5; Phil 2:12 

/paralog…zomai/deceive, lead astray (Syrp  ) Col 2:4 
paralog…zomai/  Jas 1:22 (Syrp id.) 

/¢nastatÒw/agitate, unsettle (Syrp ) Gal 5:12 
¢nastatÒw/  Acts 17:6 (Syrp ); 21:38 (Syrp  ) 

/sabbatismÒj/a Sabbath day’s rest (Syrp  ) Heb 4:9 
/kolake…a/flattery (Syrp  ) 1 Thess 2:5 
/peripo…hsij/gaining; possession; preserving (Syrp ) 1 Thess 5:9; 2 Thess 2:14 

(Syrp no c.); Heb 10:39 (Syrp  ); 1 Pet 2:9 (Syrp ) 
peripo…hsij/  (Syrp   ) Eph 1:14 

/prokop»/progress Phil 1:12 (Syrp   ); 25 (Syrp ); 1 Tim 4:15 (Syrp  
 ) 

/c£risma/gift (as an expression of divine grace) (Syrp ) Rom 6:23; in all other 
cases c£risma =  

•  (FSL I, 181)/car…zomai/bestow on; deal graciously with (Syrp ) Rom 8:32; 1 Cor 
2:12; 2 Cor 2:7, 10; 12:13; Gal 3:18; Eph 4:32 (twice); Phil 1:29; 2:9; Col 2:13; Philem 22 
/met£qesij/removal, change; taking up (of Enoch) Heb 7:12 (Syrp ); 11:5 (Syrp 

); 12:27 (Syrp ) 
/beba…wsij/confirmation (Syrp ) Phil 1:7; Heb 6:16 

/purÒomai/burn (with sexual desire) (Syrp ) 1 Cor 7:9; 2 Cor 11:29 
/pepurwmšnoj/inflamed (Syrp ) Eph 6:16  /flog…zw/set on fire Jas 

3:6 (Syrp  ) 
/½suc…a/silence, quietness (Syrp ) 2 Thess 3:12 

¹suc…a/  1 Tim 2:11, 12; Acts 22:2 
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•  (FSL I, 181)/ cal£omai/lower, let down 2 Cor 11:33 (Syrp ) 
/e„likr…neia/sincerity (Syrp ) 1 Cor 5:8; 2 Cor 1:12; 2:17 (Syrp ) 

/filotimšomai/endeavour, aspire (Syrp  ) 1 Thess 4:11 
filotimšomai/  2 Cor 5:9  filotimoÚmenon/  Rom 15:20 

/p£resij/passing by, overlooking (Syrp no c.) Rom 3:25 
•   (FSL I, 181)/¢kras…a/lack of self-control 1 Cor 7:5 (Syrp  )  

¢krat»j/  /lacking self-control 2 Tim 3:3 

/katale…pw/leave; neglect, abandon (Syrp ) Heb 4:1, 9 
In all other cases katale…pw =   /¢pole…pomai/leave behind; abandon Heb 4:6 

•  (FSL I, 181)/qemeliÒw/found; establish firmly (Syrp   ) Eph 3:17; 
Col 1:23 
qemeliÒw/   Mt 8:25; Heb 1:10  qemeliÒw/  1 Pet 5:10 

/Ôgkoj/impediment (Syrp ) Heb 12:1 
•  (FSL I, 181)/Ðr…zw/determine; appoint, designate Rom 1:4 (Syrp ); Heb 4:7 (Syrp 

) 
¢for…zw/separate; set apart, appoint is  or  in Syrh  and Syrp 

/tr£goj/he-goat Heb 9:12 (Syrp ), 13 (Syrp  ); 10:4 (Syrp ) 
•  (FSL I, 182)/eÙqÚthj/uprightness Heb 1:8 (Syrp  ) 
•     (FSL I, 182)/trof»/food, nourishment Heb 5:12, 14 (Syrp both    ); 

diatrof»/  1 Tim 6:8 (Syrp ) 

2.2 Proper Nouns 
The following sample of proper nouns is from Romans 16. The Massora is taken from Das 
Neue Testament in syrischer Überlieferung II,1 503–545. 

Sigla: ms J = ms syr. 37 of St Mark Monastery, Jerusalem; ms O = ms New Coll. 333 
(Oxford); ms C = ms Add. 1700 of the University Library, Cambridge. The lemma is always 
ms J, the spelling(s) of the Cambridge and Oxford manuscripts are explicitly given where 
different from J.  Ms J which ends with Heb 2:5 ( ) does not adopt the extreme Greek 
spelling of the Greek words as ms C and especially O:  

/OÙrbanÒj Rom 16:9 (Syrp  ) 
Massora:  and   
/ ms C /’I£swn Rom 16:21 (Syrp  ) 
Massora: , , and   

/ ms C /ms O /’AcaÀa Rom 16:5 (Syrp  ) 
Massora:  

  /’Olump©j Rom 16:15 (Syrp   ) 
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Massora:  , , and  
/’Ampli©j Rom 16:8 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:   
/’AndrÒnikoj Rom 16:7 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:  and   
 /’AsÚgkritoj Rom 16:14 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:  (sic), , and   
 / ms C  /St£cuj Rom 16:9 (Syrp   ) 

Massora:  ,   
/ ms C  /ms O /’ApellÁj Rom 16:10 (Syrp   ) 

Massora:  and   
/ ms C / ms O /’Epa…netoj Rom 16:5 (Syrp  ) 

Massora: , , , and  
/ mss C and O /’AkÚlaj Rom 16:3 (Syrp  ) 

Massora: , , and   
/ms C /’AristÒbouloj Rom 16:10 (Syrp    ) 

Massora:   
/‘Erm©j Rom 16:14 (Syrp ) 

Massora:   
/‘ErmÁj Rom 16:14 (Syrp ) 

Massora:   
/ms O /G£úoj Rom 16:23 (Syrp     ) 

Massora:   
/mss C and O /‘HrJd…wn Rom 16:11 (Syrp ) 

Massora: , , and  
/ms O /Tšrtioj Rom 16:22 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:  and   
/ms C /TimÒqeoj Rom 16:21 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:   
/ ms O    /Trufîsa Rom 16:12 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:  and   
/ms O /TrÚfaina Rom 16:12 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:  and   
/ms C /’Ioul…a Rom 16:15 (Syrp ) 

Massora:   
/ms C /’Iouni©j or ’Ioun…a Rom 16:7 (Syrp ) 
Massora:  and   
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/LoÚkioj Rom 16:21 (Syrp ) 
Massora:   
/Mar…a Rom 16:6 (Syrp ) 
Massora:  and   
/ms C /ms O /NhreÚj Rom 16:15 (Syrp  ) 

Massora:   
/mss C and O /N£rkissoj Rom 16:11 (Syrp  ) 

Massora: , , and   
/mss C and O /Sws…patroj Rom 16:21 (Syrp ) 

Massora:   
/mss C and O /Fo…bh Rom 16:1 (Syrp ) 
Massora:   

/mss C and O /Patrob©j Rom 16:14 (Syrp ) 
Massora: ,  , and   

/FilÒlogoj Rom 16:15 (Syrp ) 
Massora: , , and   

/Flšgwn Rom 16:14 (Syrp ) 
Massora: , , and   

 /mss C and O  /Pr…skilla Rom 16:3 (Syrp  ) 
Massora:   

/ms C /Pers…j Rom 16:12 (Syrp ) 
Massora:   

/KoÚartoj Rom 16:23 (Syrp id.) 
Massora:  and   

/ms C /Kegcrea… Rom 16:1 (Syrp   ) 
Massora: , , and   

/‘Roàfoj Rom 16:13 (Syrp ) 
Massora:  and   

2.3 Greek Words 

/eÙaggelist»j/evangelist (Syrp  ) Eph 4:11; 2 Tim 4:5; Acts 21:8 
/eqta/after all or in the case of  Heb 12:9 (Syrp  ) 
eqta /  Mk 4:17 (Syrp ), 28 (Syrp ); 8:25 (Syrp ); Lk 8:12 (Syrp ); Jn 13:5 (Syrp ); 
19:27 (Syrp ); 20:27 (Syrp ); 1 Cor 15:5 (Syrp ), 24 (Syrp ); 1 Tim 2:13 (Syrp ); 
3:10 (Syrp ); Jas 1:15 (Syrp )  

/o„konÒmoj/steward; treasurer; trustee (Syrp  ) Gal 4:2 
o„konÒmoj/    (Syrp id.) Rom 16:23; 1 Cor 4:1, 2; Titus 1:7; 1 Pet 4:10 
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 /Ð ¢neyiÒj/cousin (Syrp  ) Col 4:10 
/¥gkura/anchor (Syrp  ) Heb 6:19 

/™piskop» 1 Tim 3:1 (Syrp  ); Acts 1:20 (Syrp  ) 
™piskop»/  Lk 19:44 (Syrp   ); 1 Pet 2:12 (Syrp   )  ™piskopšw/  Heb 
12:15 (Syrp  )  ™piskopšw/  1 Pet 5:2 (Syrp  id.) 

•  (FSL I, 184)/¥ra/therefore, then (Syrp  or no c.) Acts 7:1; 8:22; 11:18; 12:18; 17:27; 
21:38; Rom 5:18; 7:3, 21, 25; 8:1, 12; 9:16, 18; 10:17; 14:12, 19; 1 Cor 5:10; 6:20; 7:14; 
15:14, 15, 18; 2 Cor 1:17; 5:14; 7:12; Gal 2:21; 3:7, 29; 4:31; 5:11; 6:10; Eph 2:19; 
1 Thess 5:6; 2 Thess 2:15; Heb 4:9; 12:8 

• /«ra/interrogative particle expecting a negative response Gal 2:17 (Syrp ) 
/¥qlhsij (Syrp   ) Heb 10:32 

  /sunaqlšw/fight or work together with Phil 1:27 (Syrp    ); 4:3 
(Syrp   )  ¢qlšw/  2 Tim 2:5 (Syrp id.) 

/a†resij/religious party; division (Syrp ) 1 Cor 11:19; Gal 5:20 (Syrp ); Acts 
5:17; 15:5; 24:5, 14; 26:5; 28:22 (in Acts Syrp all  ) 

/aƒretikÒj/causing divisions (Syrp ) Titus 3:10 

  /™ntupÒw/engrave, carve (Syrp ) 2 Cor 3:7 
 /ceirotonšw/appoint; choose (Syrp   ) 2 Cor 8:19 

ceirotonšw/   (Syrp  ) Acts 14:23 

/lVst»j/robber (Syrp   ) 2 Cor 11:26 
In the Gospels lVst»j =   

•    (FSL I, 184)/   / m©llon/(much) more (Syrp mainly , or no c.)  Acts 4:19; 
5:29; 20:35; 27:11; 2 Cor 8:13; 12:9; Gal 4:9, 27; Eph 4:28; 1 Thess 4:10; 2 Tim 3:4; 
Philem 9; Heb 12:13 
In all other cases m©llon is rendered by  

 /membr£na/parchment (Syrp   ) 2 Tim 4:13 
/nauagšw/be shipwrecked (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 11:25; 1 Tim 1:19 (Syrp  ) 

•   (FSL I, 185)/nomikÒj/pertaining to the law; lawyer Titus 3:9, 13 (Syrp ) 
 2+1 /sustatikÒj/commendatory 2 Cor 3:1 (twice) (Syrp  / 

) 
  /st£mnoj/jar (Syrp ) Heb 9:4 

 /stoice‹a/elements; basic principles (Syrp    ) Gal 4:3, 9; Col 2:8, 20 
  /stoice‹a (Syrp  ) Heb 5:12 

/paidagwgÒj/instructor, teacher (Syrp ) 1 Cor 4:15; Gal 3:24, 25 
 /failÒnhj/cloak (Syrp   ) 2 Tim 4:13 
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/filosof…a/philosophy (Syrp ) Col 2:8 
  / /pl£kej/tablets (Syrp ) 2 Cor 3:3; Heb 9:4 
/plroforšw/be accomplished, carried out fully (Syrp  ) Rom 4:21; 2 Tim 4:5, 

17 (Syrp ) 
plhroforhmšnoj/  (Syrp id.) Col 4:12  /plhrofor…a/full assurance, 
certainty Col 2:2; 1 Thess 1:5 (Syrp both  ); Heb 6:11 (Syrp ); 10:22 (Syrp ) 

•  (FSL I, 185)/paraggšllw/command, order (Syrp ) 1 Cor 7:10; 11:17; 1 Thess 
4:11; 2 Thess 3:4, 6, 10, 12; 1 Tim 1:3; 4:11; 5:7; 6:13 (Syrp ), 17 
paraggel…a/  (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 1:5 

  (ms J)/  (ms C)/   (ms O [= Ed. White]/proqesm…a/ set 
time (Syrp   ) Gal 4:2 

/paraq»kh/what is entrusted to one’s care 1 Tim 6:20 (Syrp   ); 
2 Tim 1:12, 14 (Syrp both   ) 

 ms C/  ms O /kef£laion/main point, summary (Syrp  ) Heb 8:1 
 ms C/  ms O/kef£laion/sum of money (Syrp ) Acts 22:28 

/kubšrnhsij/ability to lead (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 12:28 
 / îlon/dead body, corpse (Syrp  ) Heb 3:17 
 /kanèn/limits, sphere, area; rule, principle 2 Cor 10:13 (Syrp ), 15, 16 (Syrp both 

); Gal 6:16 (Syrp  ) 
 /kaphleÚw/peddle for profit (Syrp ) 

2.4 Syriac “Compounds” 

 /prÒgonoi/parents, forefathers (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 1:3 
prÒgonoi/  (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 5:4 

 /kako»qeia/meanness (Syrp  ) Rom 1:29 
  /crhstolog…a/smooth, plausible talk (Syrp  ) Rom 16:18 

 /eÙwd…a/sweet smell (Syrp   ) Eph 5:2; Phil 4:18 
eÙwd…a/    2 Cor 2:15 

 /¢pÒkrima/sentence (of death) (Syrp ) 2 Cor 1:9 
 /tetrachlismšnoj/laid bare, exposed (Syrp   ) Heb 4:13 

   /yeudènumoj/falsely called, so-called (Syrp   ) 1 Tim 6:20 
 /™qeloqrhsk…a/self-imposed piety or religion (Syrp     ) Col 2:23 

  /˜terozugšw/be mismated (Syrp    ) 2 Cor 6:14 
  /o„kodespotšw/run the household (Syrp   ) 1 Tim 5:14 
  /zwgršw/catch, capture (Syrp ) 2 Tim 2:26 
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zwgršw/  Lk 5:10 

 /™piqan£tioj/sentenced to death (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 4:9 
 /metriopaqšw/be gentle (with), have feeling (for) (Syrp    ) Heb 5:2 

 /neÒfutoj/recently converted (Syrp    ) 1 Tim 3:6 
 /teknogon…a/childbirth (Syrp ) 1 Tim 2:15 
teknogonšw/   1 Tim 5:14 

 /paliggenes…a/rebirth, new birth; next world (Syrp   ) Titus 
3:5 
paliggenes…a/   (Syrp  ) Mt 19:28 

 /Øperfronšw/hold too high an opinion of oneself (Syrp  ) Rom 12:3 
 /Øperentugc£nw/intercede, plead (for someone) (Syrp   ) Rom 8:26 
 /patrolóaj/one who murders his father (Syrp    ) 1 Tim 1:9 
 /mhtrolóaj/one who murders his mother (Syrp    ) 1 Tim 1:9 

  /¢llhgoršw/speak (of) allegorically (Syrp   ) Gal 4:24 
 /yeudolÒgoj/liar 1 Tim 4:2 (Syrp  , v.l.  ) 

  /katalal…a/slander, insult (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 12:20; 1 Pet 2:1 
 /genealog…ai/genealogies (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 1:4; Titus 3:9 

genealogšomai/   /descent from (Syrp  ) Heb 7:6 

  /piqanolog…a/attractive (but false) argument (Syrp   ) Col 2:4 
 /eÙc£ristoj/thankful, grateful Col 3:15 (Syrp   ); Titus 2:9 (Syrp 

 = eÙ£restoj, cf. NA27) 
  /¢c£ristoj (Syrp  ) Lk 6:35; 2 Tim 3:2 

 /Ðdoipor…a/journey (Syrp   ) 2 Cor 11:26 
Ðdoipor…a/   Jn 4:6 

 /makroqum…a/patience (Syrp  ) Rom 2:4; 9:22; 2 Cor 6:6 (Syrp  
 ); Gal 5:22; Eph 4:2 (Syrp   ); Col 1:11; 3:12 (Syrp   ); 1 Tim 

1:16; 2 Tim 3:10 (Syrp   ); 4:2; Heb 6:12 (Syrp   ); Jas 5:10; 1 Pet 
3:20 
makroqumšw/    (Syrp id.) Mt 18:26, 29; Lk 18:7; 1 Cor 13:4 (Syrp  ); 1 Thess 
5:14; Heb 6:15; Jas 5:7, 8  makroqÚmwj/   (Syrp  ) Acts 26:3 

 /proswpolhmy…a/favoritism (Syrp  ) Rom 2:11; Eph 6:9; Col 
3:15 
proswpolhmy…a/   (Syrp  ) Jas 2:1  proswpolhmptšw/   
(Syrp  ) Jas 2:9  proswpol»mpthj/   (Syrp   ) Acts 10:34 

    /qeÒpneustoj/inspired by God (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 3:16 
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•   (FSL I, 186)/polutel»j/costly; of great value (Syrp ) 1 Tim 2:9 
polutel»j/   (Syrp  ) 1 Pet 3:4 

 /polupo…kiloj/in varied forms (Syrp  ) Eph 3:10 
 /polutrÒpwj/in many ways (Syrp  ) Heb 1:1 

 /polumerîj/little by little, many times (Syrp  ) Heb 1:1 
       /Øperbol»/surpassing or outstanding quality 2 Cor 4:7 (Syrp     ); 12:7 (Syrp 

  ) 
kaq’ Øperbol»n/    Rom 7:13 (Syrp )    1 Cor 12:31 (Syrp 

);    2 Cor 1:8 (Syrp ; 4:17 (Syrp  ); Gal 1:13 (Syrp )   
 2 Cor 4:17 (Syrp   ) 

• (   ) (FSL I, 187)/(¥rtoi tÁj) proqšsewj/bread offered to God (Syrp 
  ) Heb 9:2 (no seyame!); (Syrp  ) 

prÒqesij/  Acts 11:23; 27:13; Rom 8:28; 9:11; 2 Tim 3:10  prÒqesij/   Eph 
1:11; 3:11; 2 Tim 1:9 

  /¢ntilog…a/argument, dispute; hostility, rebellion (Syrp  ) Heb 12:3 
¢ntilog…a/  Heb 6:16; 7:7 (Syrp twice id.) 

•   (FSL I, 187)/dialogismÒj/thought, motive (Syrp ) 1 Tim 2:8 
dialogismÒj/  Rom 1:21; 14:1; 1 Cor 3:20; Phil 2:14; Jas 2:4 

   /mataiolog…a/empty talk (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 1:6 
  /kenofwn…a/foolish talk 1 Tim 6:20 (Syrp   ) 

kenofwn…a/   2 Tim 2:16 (Syrp  ) 

 /prot…qemai/plan, intend Rom 1:13 (Syrp  ) 
prot…qemai/   (Syrp id.) Rom 3:25; Eph 1:9 

  /sunaqlšw/fight or work together with Phil 1:27 (Syrp     ) 4:3 
(Syrp   ) 

/¥qlhsij (Syrp   ) Heb 10:32  ¢qlšw/  2 Tim 2:5 (Syrp id.) 

 /zJopoišw/give life to (Syrp ) 1 Cor 15:45 
zJopoišw/  (Syrp id.) Rom 4:17; 8:11; 2 Cor 3:6; Gal 3:21  zJopoišomai/  (Syrp id.) Jn 
5:21 (twice); 1 Cor 15:22, 36  zJopoišomai/  (Syrp ) 1 Pet 3:18 

 /Øpšrakmoj/past the best age of marriage (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 7:36 
  /™kn»fw/come to one’s senses (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 15:34 

n»fw/  /be sober; be self-controlled 1 Thess 5:6 (Syrp  ), 8 (Syrp  ); 
2 Tim 4:5 (Syrp ); 1 Pet 1:13 (Syrp  ); 4:7 (Syrp  ); 5:8 (Syrp  ) 

 /Ñfqalmodoul…a/service rendered merely for the sake of impressing others 
(Syrp  ) Eph 6:4; Col 3:22 
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 /pareisšrcomai/come in, slip in (Syrp ) Rom 5:20 
pareisšrcomai/  Gal 2:4 (Syrp  ) 

  /per…ergoj/busybody (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 5:13 
t¦ per…erga/  Acts 19:19 (Syrp ) 

 /ƒeroprep»j/reverent (Syrp      ) Titus 2:3 
 /¢ntimisq…a/response, return Rom 1:27 (Syrp  ); 2 Cor 6:13 (Syrp  
 ) 

 /misqapodos…a/reward; retribution Heb 2:2 (Syrp ); 10:35 (Syrp  ); 11:26 
(Syrp id.)    / misqapodÒthj (Syrp ) Heb 11:6 

 /gewrgÒj/farmer; tenant farmer; vinedresser (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 2:6 
gewrgÒj/  (Syrp id.) Jas 5:7  gewrgÒj/  in the Gospels 

•   (FSL I, 187)/douleÚw/serve (as a slave) (Syrp ) Rom 14:18; 16:18; Gal 
4:8, 9, 25; Eph 6:7; Phil 2:22; Col 3:24; 1 Thess 1:9; 1 Tim 6:2; Titus 3:3 
douleÚw/  Rom 6:6; 7:6, 25; 9:12; 12:11  douleÚw/  Gal 5:13 

 /e„dwlolatr…a/idolatry (Syrp  ) Gal 5:20 
e„dwlolatr…a/   Col 3:5  e„dwlolatr…a/   (Syrp   ) 1 Pet 
4:3 

 /panourg…a/trickery, deceit (Syrp ) 1 Cor 3:19 
panourg…a/  2 Cor 4:2 (Syrp id.); 11:3 (Syrp ); Eph 4:14 (Syrp id.) 

 /xen…zw/entertain as a guest (Syrp )  Heb 13:2 
xen…zw/  Acts 10:23 (Syrp    ); 28:7 (Syrp  )  xen…zw/  
Acts 10:6, 18, 32 (Syrp all three [  ] ); 21:16 (Syrp  ) 

•   (FSL I, 187)/prÒqesij/purpose, plan; loyality Eph 1:11 (Syrp  ); 3:11 (Syrp 
); 2 Tim 1:9 (Syrp  ) 

prÒqesij/  Acts 11:23; 27:13; Rom 8:28; 9:11; 2 Tim 3:10  prÒqesij (tîn ¥rtwn)/   
 (  )/bread offered to God (Syrp  ) Heb 9:2 

    /¢ndrofÒnoj/murderer (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 1:9 
 /™lafr…a/vacillation (Syrp   ) 2 Cor 1:17 

tÕ ™lafrÒn/      (Syrp    ) 2 Cor 4:17  ™lafrÒj/  /light, easy to bear 
(Syrp id.) Mt 11:30 

   /prÒdromoj/forerunner (Syrp  ) Heb 6:20 
 /filÒqeoj/loving God (Syrp     ) 2 Tim 3:4 
 /fil»donoj/given over to pleasure (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 3:4 

 /filÒstorgoj/loving, devoted (Syrp   ) Rom 12:10 
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  /filadelf…a/brotherly love Rom 12:10 (Syrp   ); 1 Thess 4:9; Heb 13:1 
(Syrp both  ); 1 Pet 1:22 (Syrp ) 
 /filoxen…a/hospitality (Syrp   ) Rom 12:13 

filoxen…a/   (Syrp id.) Heb 13:2 

 /filanqrwp…a/kindness, hospitality; (God’s) love of mankind Titus 3:4 (Syrp 
); Acts 28:2 (Syrp ) 

 /f…landroj/loving one’s husband (Syrp   ) Titus 2:4 
•   (FSL I, 186)/¢krogwn…a/cornerstone (Syrp   ) Eph 2:20 

    /¢rciereÚj/high priest (Syrp    in Gospels and Acts; in Heb   ) 
 /¢rcitšktwn/expert builder (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 3:10 
 /™qn£rchj/govenor, official (Syrp    ) 2 Cor 11:32 

•   (FSL I, 188)/¢spasmÒj/greeting (Syrp ) 1 Cor 16:21 (one Harklean 
ms); Col 4:18 
¢spasmÒj/  2 Thess 3:17 

 /suggen»j/relative; fellow-countryman (Syrp   ) Rom 9:3; 16:7, 21 
suggen»j/      Rom 16:11 

 /sÚmmorfoj/having the same form (Syrp ) Rom 8:29 
sÚmmorfoj/   (Syrp   ) Phil 3:21  summorfizÒmenoj/   (Syrp 

 ) Phil 3:10 

 /sugklhronÒmoj/who shares together (Syrp  ) Rom 8:17; Eph 3:6; Heb 
11:9; 1 Pet 3:7 (Syrp  ) 
 /sÚmyucoj/united in spirit, as one (Syrp  ) Phil 2:2 

 /„sÒyucoj/sharing the same feelings (Syrp   ) Phil 2:20 

 /sÚmfutoj/one who is united with, at one with (Syrp  ) Rom 6:5 
sumfÚw/   (Syrp    ) Lk 8:7 

  /sÚsswmoj/member of the same body (Syrp  ) Eph 3:6 
 /sunergÒj/fellow-worker (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 3:9 

sunergÒj/  Rom 16:3, 9, 21; Philem 1 (Syrp all four  ); 2 Cor 1:24; 8:23; Phil 2:25; 
4:3; 1 Thess 3:2 (Syrp five times id.)  sunergÒj/   Col 4:11 (Syrp  )  
sustratièthj/   (Syrp  ) Phil 2:25; Philem 2 

 /sunhlikièthj/contemporary (Syrp   ) Gal 1:14 
 /sunaicm£lwtoj/fellow-prisoner (Syrp  ) Rom 16:7; 1 Cor 4:10; Philem 

23 
 /summštocoj/sharer, participant (Syrp ) Eph 3:6 

 /sumfulšthj/fellow-countryman (Syrp  ) 1 Thess 2:14 
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  /a„scrokerd»j/greedy for material gain (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 3:8; Titus 1:7 
a„scrokerdèj/   (Syrp  ) 1 Pet 5:2 

  /a„scrolog…a/obscene speech (Syrp  ) Col 3:8 
•   (FSL I, 188)/eÙgen»j/of high or noble birth (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 1:26 

   /eÙsebšw/carry out one’s religious duties towards one’s family (Syrp 
 ) 1 Tim 5:4 

eÙsebšw/ /worship Acts 17:23 (Syrp id.) 

• (FSL I, 188) eÙsšbeia/  /godliness, godly life 1 Tim 2:2 (Syrp    ); 3:16 
(Syrp ); 4:7, 8 (Syrp both ); 6:3, 5, 6 (Syrp all three     ), 11 (Syrp  ); 2 Tim 3:5 
(Syrp    ); Titus 1:1 (Syrp     )  eÙsebîj/   2 Tim 3:12; Titus 2:12 
(Syrp both    ) 

 /eÜcrhstoj/useful, beneficial 2 Tim 2:21 (Syrp  ); 4:11 (Syrp ); 
Philem 11 (Syrp    ) 

 /¢nqrwp£reskoj/one who acts merely to please men (Syrp   
) Eph 6:6; Col 3:22 

  /eÙprÒsdektoj/acceptable (Syrp  ) Rom 15:16, 31 (Syrp   ); 
2 Cor 6:2; 1 Pet 2:5 
eÙprÒsdektoj/     (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 8:12 

 /eÙpeiq»j/open to reason, willing to give in (to someone else) Jas 3:17 
(Syrp ) 
 /tÕ eÜschmon/good order (Syrp         ) 1 Cor 7:35 

• (FSL I, 188) eÙsc»mwn/       /respected, of high standing Mk 15:43 (Syrp ); Acts 
13:50 (Syrp ); 17:12 (Syrp )  t¦ eÙsc»mona/         1 Cor 12:24  
eÙschmÒnwj/         Rom 13:13; 1 Cor 14:40; 1 Thess 4:12  eÙsc mosÚnh/ 

 1 Cor 12:23 

    /qeosšbeia/religion, piety (Syrp     ) 1 Tim 2:10; 3:16 (v.l. in ms 
O;    in mss CJ) 

 /eÙka…rwj/when the time is right; when convenient (Syrp  ) 
2 Tim 4:2 
• (FSL I, 188) eÙka…rwj/   Mk 14:11  eÙkair…a/   Mt 26:16; Lk 22:6  
eÙkair…a/   Lk 22:6  eÜkairoj/   Mk 6:21; Heb 4:16  eÙkairšw/  Mk 
6:31 (Syrp    ); Acts 17:21 (Syrp  )  eÙkairšw/  1 Cor 16:12 (Syrp  

 ) 

 /eÙdok…a/good will Eph 1:5 (Syrp  ), 9 (Syrp no c.) 
• (FSL I, 189) eÙdok…a/   Phil 1:15 (Syrp   ); 2:13 (Syrp  ) 2 Thess 1:11 (  ) 

 eÙdok…a/  Rom 10:1 
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 /eÙerges…a/service; act of kindness (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 6:2; Acts 4:9 (Syrp 
) 

eÙergetšw/  Acts 10:38 (Syrp no c.)  eÙergšthj/  (Syrp  ) Lk 22:25 

  /aÙt£rkeia/what is necessary; self-sufficiency 2 Cor 9:8 (Syrp   
); 1 Tim 6:6 (Syrp  ) 

aÙt£rkhj/   Phil 4:11 (Syrp id.) 

•   (FSL I, 189)/eÙdok…a/good will Phil 1:15 (Syrp   ); 2:13 (Syrp  ); 
2 Thess 1:11 (Syrp  ) 
eÙdok…a/  Rom 10:1  eÙdok…a/    Eph 1:5, 9 

 /eÙno…a/good will; eagerness (Syrp    ) Eph 6:7 
  /logomac…a/fight or quarrel about words (Syrp ) 1 Tim 6:4 

logomacšw/   (Syrp    ) 2 Tim 2:14 

 /tr…mhnon/(a period of) three months (Syrp  ) Heb 11:23 
 /Ñkta»meroj/on the eighth day (Syrp   ) Phil 3:5 
 /d…logoj/twofaced, insincere (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 3:8 
 /d…stomoj/double-edged (Syrp   ) Heb 4:12 

2.5 “Compounds” with  

 /¢nepa…scuntoj/with no need to be ashamed (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 2:15 
 /¢gen»j/inferior (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 1:28 

  /¢yeud»j/who never lies, trustworthy (Syrp ) Titus 1:2 
 /¢k£qartoj/unclean, defiling (Syrp  ) Acts 10:28; 1 Cor 7:14 
¢k£qartoj/  Gospels (Syrp id.) Acts 10:14 (Syrp id.); 11:8 (Syrp id.); Eph 5:5 (Syrp  )   
¢k£qartoj/  Acts 5:16; 8:7 (both Syrp id.) 

  /¢nÒhtoj/foolish, ignorant (Syrp  ) Lk 24:25; Gal 3:1; 1 Tim 6:9 (Syrp  ) 
¢nÒhtoj/  Rom 1:14; Gal 3:3  ¢nÒhtoj/   Titus 3:3 

 /¢feid…a/severe discipline (Syrp  ) Col 2:23 
 /¢nÒsioj/irreligious, impious (Syrp ) 1 Tim 1:9 
¢nÒsioj/  2 Tim 3:2 

 /¢pÒcrhsij/process of being used (Syrp   ) Col 2:22 
 /¢d»lwj/without a goal in mind (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 9:26 

¥dhloj/   Lk 11:44; 1 Cor 14:8  ¢dhlÒthj/  /uncertainty (Syrp   
) 1 Tim 6:17 

 /¢gnws…a/lack of spiritual perception 1 Cor 15:34 (Syrp   ); 1 Pet 2:15 
(Syrp   ) 
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  /¢gnÒhma (Syrp  ) Heb 9:7 –    /¥gnoia Eph 4:18 (Syrp   ); Acts 
3:17 (Syrp  ); 17:30 (Syrp  ); 1 Pet 1:14 (Syrp    ) 

  /¢phlghkèj/having lost all feeling, insensitive (Syrp   = NA27 v.l. 
¢phlpikèj) Eph 4:19 

 /tÕ ¢nwfelšj/uselessness (Syrp   ) Heb 7:18 
¢nwfel»j/   Titus 3:9 (Syrp   ) 

 /¢metak…nhtoj/immovable 1 Cor 15:58 (Syrp   ); Acts 27:41 (Syrp  
 ) 
 /m¾ metakinoÚmenoj Col 1:23   / ¢s£leutoj/immovable Heb 12:28 

 /¥gamoj/unmarried 1 Cor 7:8 (Syrp    ), 11 (Syrp   ), 32 (Syrp 
   ), 34 (Syrp    ) 

 /¢m…antoj/pure, undefiled Heb 7:26 (Syrp   ); 13:4 (Syrp  ); Jas 1:27 
(Syrp ) 
¢m…antoj/   1 Pet 1:4 (Syrp    ) 

 /¥taktoj/lazy, idle (Syrp ) 1 Thess 5:14 
 /¢t£ktwj (Syrp  ) 2 Thess 3:6, 11  ¢taktšw/    (Syrp 

  ) 2 Thess 3:7    /¢katastas…a/disorder; insurrection (Syrp 
) 1 Cor 14:33; 2 Cor 6:5; 12:20 

 /¥spiloj/pure, spotless (Syrp   ) 1 Tim 6:14; Jas 1:27 
¥spiloj/   1 Pet 1:19 (Syrp    ) 

  /¢genealÒghtoj/without (record of) lineage (Syrp    ) Heb 7:3 
  /m¾ genealogoÚmenoj (Syrp    ) Heb 7:6 

  /¢sÚnetoj/without understanding Rom 1:21 (Syrp  ) 
¢sÚnetoj/   Rom 1:31 (Syrp  )  ¢sÚnetoj/  Rom 10:19 (Syrp  ) 

 ¢sÚnetoj/   Mt 15:16 (Syrp   ); Mk 7:18 (Syrp ) 

 /¢klin»j/without wavering, firmly (Syrp     ) Heb 10:23 
  /¢n»meroj/fierce, vicious (Syrp ) 2 Tim 3:3 
 /¢kat£lutoj/indestructible, without end (Syrp   ) Heb 7:16 
 /¢nexeraÚnhtoj/impossible of explanation by human minds (Syrp     ) 

Rom 11:33 
 /¥fqartoj/perishable, immortal (Syrp   ) Rom 1:23; 1 Cor 9:25; 

15:52 (Syrp    ) 1 Tim 1:17; 1 Pet 1:4, 23 (   ) 
tÕ ¥fqarton/   1 Pet 3:4  ¢fqars…a/   Rom 2:2; 1 Cor 15:42, 50, 53, 
54; Eph 6:24; 2 Tim 1:10 

 /¢Òratoj/invisible (Syrp   ) Col 1:15; 1 Tim 1:17; Heb 11:27 
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 /t¦ ¢Òrata/invisible, unseen things Rom 1:20 (Syrp  ); Col 1:16 (Syrp  
)     /¢fan»j (Syrp  ) Heb 4:13 

 /¢peiq»j/disobedient Lk 1:17 (Syrp    ); Titus 1:16 (Syrp   ); 
3:3 (Syrp   ); Acts 26:19 (Syrp    ) 

 /¢l£lhtoj/that cannot be expressed in words (Syrp    ) Rom 8:26 
 /¢nar…qmhtoj/innumerable (Syrp    ) Heb 11:12 
 /¢dÚnatoj/impossible; weak; crippled (Syrp   ) Mt 19:26; Mk 10:27; Lk 

18:27; Heb 6:4, 18; 10:4; 11:6 
¢dÚnatoj/  Acts 14:8 (Syrp )  ¢dÚnatoj/    Rom 15:1 (Syrp   )  tÕ 
¢dÚnaton/  /what the law could not do (Syrp   ) Rom 8:3 

 /¢kat£gnwstoj/above criticism (Syrp     ) Titus 2:8 
 /¢nexicn…astoj/untraceable (Syrp   ) Rom 11:33; Eph 3:8 
 /™n ¢tÒmJ/in a moment (Syrp ) 1 Cor 15:52 
 /¢prÒsitoj/unapproachable (Syrp      ) 1 Tim 6:16 

  /¢nšgklhtoj/without fault (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 1:8 
¢nšgklhtoj/    (Syrp   ) Col 1:22; 1 Tim 3:10; Titus 1:6, 7 

  /¢metanÒhtoj/unrepentant, obstinate (Syrp   ) Rom 2:5 
 /¢metamšlhtoj/free from regret (Syrp   ) Rom 11:29  /kat£nuxij/ 

numbness (Syrp  ) Rom 11:8 

 /¢prÒskopoj/blameless, faultless (Syrp    ) Phil 1:10 
¢prÒskopoj/   1 Cor 10:32 (Syrp   ); Acts 24:16 (Syrp ) 

 /¢perisp£stwj/without distraction (Syrp     ) 1 Cor 7:35 
•   (FSL I, 178)/¢nÒmwj/without the (Jewish) law (Syrp  ) Rom 2:12 

¥nomoj/   1 Cor 9:21 (three times) (Syrp   /  )  ¥nomoj/   
2 Thess 2:8; 1 Tim 1:9   /¢nom…a/lawlessness, sin (Syrp  ) Rom 4:7; 6:19 (twice); 
2 Cor 6:14; 2 Thess 2:7; Titus 2:14; Heb 1:9; 10:17; 1 Jn 3:4 (twice) 

/nom…mwj (Syrp    ) 1 Tim 1:8; 2 Tim 2:5 
 /¢par£batoj/permanent, untransferable (Syrp    ) Heb 7:24 
 /¢sÚnqetoj/faithless, disloyal (Syrp    ) Rom 1:31 
  /¢fil£gaqoj/enemy to goodness (Syrp   ) 2 Tim 3:3 

2.6 “Compounds” with  

 /prošrcomai/go ahead; go before; pass along (Syrp     ) 2 Cor 9:5; Acts 20:5 
prošrcomai/   Lk 1:17; 22:47  prošrcomai/  Mt 26:39; Mk 14:35  prošrcomai/ 

 Mk 6:33  prošrcomai/  Acts 12:10 

 /proamart£nw/sin previously or in the past (Syrp ) 2 Cor 12:21; 13:2 
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 /prop£scw/suffer previously (Syrp  ) 1 Thess 2:2 
 /proetoim£zw/prepare beforehand (Syrp  ) Rom 9:23; Eph 2:10 (Syrp   

 ) 
 /proginèskw/know already, know from the beginning Rom 8:29 (Syrp   

 ); 11:2 (Syrp   ); Acts 26:5 (Syrp ); 1 Pet 1:20 (Syrp  ) 
 /prolamb£nw/do (something) ahead of time (Syrp no c.) 1 Cor 11:21 
prolamb£nw/  Gal 6:1  prolamb£nw/  Mk 14:8 

 /proaiti£omai/accuse beforehand (Syrp  ) Rom 3:9 
 /prokatart…zw/prepare in advance (Syrp ) 2 Cor 9:5 

 /progr£fw/write above or already; put on public display (Syrp  ) Gal 3:1 
progr£fw/   Rom 15:4 (Syrp   ); Eph 3:3 (Syrp ) 

 /propšmpw/escort, accompany Acts 15:3 (Syrp  ); Titus 3:13 (Syrp  ) 
propšmpw/  Acts 20:38; 21:5; Rom 15:24; 1 Cor 16:6, 11; 2 Cor 1:16 

  /proen£rcomai/begin beforehand (Syrp ) 2 Cor 8:6, 10 
 /prokurÒw/make previously (of a covenant) (Syrp   ) Gal 3:17 
 /proor…zw/decide from the beginning or beforehand Rom 8:29 (Syrp  ), 30 (Syrp 

 ); 1 Cor 2:7 (Syrp  ); Eph 1:5 (Syrp ), 11 (Syrp  ); Acts 4:28 
(Syrp   ) 

2.7 “Compounds” with  

 /suzwopoišw/make alive together with (Syrp   ) Col 2:13 
suzwopoišw/   Eph 2:5 

 /sunesq…w/eat with (Syrp   ) Gal 2:12 
sunesq…w/   Lk 15:2; Acts 10:41; 1 Cor 5:11 

 /sunšrcomai/come together, assemble (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 7:5 [NA27 v.l.] 
sunšrcomai/   Acts 21:16; 28:17  sunšrcomai/   (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 14:23  
sunšrcomai/  (Syrp id.) Mk 3:20; 14:53; Lk 5:15; Jn 18:20; Acts 1:6, 21; 5:16; 19:32; 22:30; 
1 Cor 11:17 (Syrp  ); 18, 20, 33, 34; 14:26  sunšrcomai/  Acts 2:6; 10:27; 16:13  
sunšrcomai/   Lk 23:55; Jn 11:33; Acts 9:39; 10:23, 45; 11:12  sunšrcomai/  Acts 
25:17 

 /susten£zw/groan together (Syrp  ) Rom 8:22 
 /sunwd…nw/suffer great pain together (Syrp ) Rom 8:22 

 /summarturšw/give  evidence in support of Rom 2:15 (Syrp   ); 9:1  (Syrp  ) 
summarturšw/   Rom 8:16 (Syrp   ) 
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2.8 Adjectives, Adverbs 
Adjectives and Adverbs which are “compounds” are quoted in section 2.4. 

/patrikÒj/coming from one’s (fore)fathers Gal 1:14 (Syrp ); Phil 2:1 (Syrp no c.) 
 /¢nqrèpinon/human (Syrp      ) Rom 6:19 

/¢nqrèpinoj/human, characteristic of mankind 1 Cor 2:4 (Syrp no c.); 4:3 (Syrp   ); 
10:13 (Syrp  ); Jas 3:7 (Syrp  ); 1 Pet 2:13 (Syrp    )  ¢nqrèpinoj/  (  ) 
Acts 17:25 (Syrp id.) 

 /sarkinÒj/-kikÒj/belonging to this world, material Rom 7:14 (Syrp ); 1 Cor 3:1 
(Syrp  ), 3 (twice; Syrp / ); 9:11 (Syrp ); 2 Cor 1:12 (Syrp ); 
3:3 (Syrp ); 10:4 (Syrp ); 1 Pet 2:11 (Syrp ) 

/t¦ sarkik£/material things (Syrp ) Rom 15:27  / sarkinÒj/-kikÒj Heb 
7:16 (Syrp  ) 

  /koinÒj/common; profane; unclean (Syrp  ) Titus 1:4; Acts 2:4; 4:32 
koinÒj/  (Syrp   ) Heb 10:29  koinÒj/  Mk 7:2, 5 (Syrp both  ); Rom 
14:141 (Syrp id.), 142+3 (Syrp  ); Acts 10:14, 28; 11:8 (Syrp all three id.) 

/poÚ/somewhere; almost (Syrp no c.) Rom 4:19; Heb 2:6; 4:4 
/pèj 2 Cor 12:20  poÚ/  Acts 27:29 (Syrp id.) 

•  (FSL I, 189)/‡dioj/one’s own, personal Titus 1:12 (Syrp no c.) 
„d…v/     /individually 1 Cor 12:11  in all other cases ‡dioj/  + personal suffix, with 
Syrp , , or simply a personal suffix. 

/Damaskhno…/inhabitants of Damascus (Syrp ) 2 Cor 11:32 
/nÒqoj/illegitimate (as of children) (Syrp ) Heb 12:8 

•  (FSL I, 175)/¹dšwj/gladly 2 Cor 11:19 (Syrp  ); 12:9, 15 (Syrp both ) 
/feidomšnwj/sparingly (Syrp ) 2 Cor 9:6 

fe…domai constantly  (Syrp id.) 

/Ðs…wj/in a manner pleasing to God (Syrp ) 1 Thess 2:10 
Ósioj constantly  (Syrp id.) 

/gn»sioj/genuine; true, loyal (Syrp ) Phil 4:3; 1 Tim 1:2; Titus 1:4 
 /tÕ gn»sion/genuineness 2 Cor 8:8 (Syrp )   /¢kribîj/accurately 

Eph 5:15 (Syrp ); 1 Thess 5:2 (Syrp )  /gnhs…wj Phil 2:20 (Syrp 
 ) 

•  (FSL I, 189)/kalîj/well, rightly (Syrp ) Acts 10:33; 1 Cor 7:37, 38; 14:17; Gal 
4:17; 5:7; Phil 4:14; 1 Tim 3:4, 13; Heb 13:18 
kalîj/  Mt 12:12; 15:7; Acts 25:10; 28:25; Rom 11:20; 2 Cor 11:4; 1 Tim 3:12; 5:17  
kalîj/   Jas 2:3, 8, 19 (v.l. ) 
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•   /mak£rioj (FSL I, 189)/blessed, fortunate (Gospels: , only Jn 13:17     ); 
1 Tim 1:11; 6:15 (Syrp both   ); Titus 2:13 (Syrp   ); Jas 1:12 (Syrp  ), 25 (Syrp 

   ); 1 Pet 3:14; 4:14 (Syrp both  ) 
makarismÒj/  Rom 4:6, 9; Gal 4:15 

/newterikÒj/youthful, associated with youth (Syrp  ) 2 Tim 2:22 
/dexiÒj/right (Syrp ) 2 Cor 6:7 

In all other cases dexiÒj/ ( ) (Syrp id.) 

•  (FSL I, 189)/l…qinoj/made of stone (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 3:3 
/ƒerÒj/sacred, holy; pertaining to the temple (of service and sacrifice) (Syrp  ) 
2 Tim 3:15 

/t¦ ƒer£/sacred, holy things (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 9:13 

/Óloj/whole, complete, entire (Syrp ) Titus 1:11 
In all other cases Óloj/  (Syrp id.) 

/fusikÒj/natural (Syrp ) Rom 1:26, 27 
/Ólwj/wholly, entirely (Syrp ) 1 Cor 5:1; 6:7; 15:29 

Ólwj/  Mt 5:34 

/kÒsmioj/well behaved; befitting (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 2:9; 3:2 (Syrp ) 
/semnÒj/serious; respectable (Syrp ); 1 Tim 3:8, 11; Titus 2:2  / semnÒthj 

Titus 2:7 

 /m¾ gšnoito/no indeed (Syrp ) Lk 20:16; Rom 3:4, 6, 31; 6:2, 15; 7:7, 13; 9:14; 
11:1, 11; 1 Cor 6:15; Gal 2:17; 3:21; 6:14 

  /kaq’ Øperbol»n/beyond measure 2 Cor 1:8 (Syrp  ); 4:17 (Syrp   
 ); Gal 1:13 (Syrp ) 

kaq’ Øperbol»n/    Rom 7:13 (Syrp )  kaq’ Øperbol»n/  
 1 Cor 12:31 (Syrp ) 

/ÑknhrÒj/troublesome, irksome Rom 12:11 (Syrp ); Phil 3:1 (Syrp  ) 
ÑknhrÒj/  Mt 25:26 

/kuriakÒj/belonging to the Lord (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 11:20 
/†lewj/merciful (Syrp ) Heb 8:12 

/˜to…mwj/readily (Syrp    ) Acts 21:14; 2 Cor 12:14 
˜to…mwj/  1 Pet 4:4 

 /katanal…skoj/consuming, devouring (Syrp  ) Heb 12:29 
/qnhtÒj/mortal (Syrp ) Rom 6:12; 8:11 

/tÕ qnhtÒn (Syrp ) 1 Cor 15:53, 54; 2 Cor 5:4 (Syrp )  /qnhtÒj (Syrp ) 
2 Cor 4:11 
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  /p£ntwj/by all means, certainly 1 Cor 5:10 (Syrp no c.); 9:10 ( ), 22 (Syrp 
no c.) 
p£ntwj/  1 Cor 16:12 (Syrp id.)  p£ntwj/  Lk 4:23; Acts 28:4 (Syrp both ) 

/¢phllotriwmšnoj/being a stranger to (Syrp  ) Eph 2:12; 4:18; Col 1:21 
 /¢pÕ mšrouj/partially, partly Rom 11:25 (Syrp   ) 15:15 (Syrp );  
24; 2 Cor 1:14 (Syrp both   );  2:5 (Syrp  ) 
 /c£rin/(prep.) for the sake of, because of 1 Tim 5:14 (Syrp no c.) 
c£rin/  Titus 1:11; 1 Jn 3:12 (Syrp both id.)  toÚtou c£rin/   (Syrp   ) 
Eph 3:1, 14 (Syrp no c.); Titus 1:5 

/peiqÒj/persuasive; skillful (Syrp ) 1 Cor 2:4 
/(di)˜rmhneut»j/interpreter (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 14:28 
/poik…loj/various kinds of; diverse (Syrp  ) Mt 4:24; Mk 1:34; Lk 4:40; 

2 Tim 3:6; Titus 3:3; Heb 2:4; 13:9; Jas 1:2; 1 Pet 1:6; 4:10 (Syrp ) 
 /diestrammšnoj/perverted, distorted (Syrp ) Phil 2:15 

diestrammšnoj/  (Syrp  ) Mt 17:17; Lk 9:4; Acts 20:30 (Syrp id.) 

/lo…doroj/slanderer (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 5:11 
/aÙq£dhj/arrogant, self-willed (Syrp    ) Titus 1:7 
/pareimšnoj/drooping, weakened (Syrp ) Heb 12:12 

par…hmi/  Lk 11:42 (Syrp id.) 

/koinwnikÒj/liberal, generous (Syrp  ) 1 Tim 6:18 
/mštocoj  Heb 1:9 (Syrp )  mštocoj/   Heb 3:14 (Syrp  ) 

/e„rhnikÒj/peaceful; peace-loving (Syrp  ) Heb 12:11 
/e„rhnikÒj Jas 3:17 (Syrp  ) 

/™feuret»j/one who schemes or plans (Syrp ) Rom 1:30 
•   (FSL I, 178)/Øper»fanoj/arrogant, proud (Syrp ) Rom 1:30 (Syrp  ); 2 Tim 

3:2; Jas 4:6; 1 Pet 5:5 (Syrp ) 
Øper»fanoj/    Lk 1:51  Øper n…a/  Mk 7:22 

/stereÒj/firm; solid (food) (Syrp ) 2 Tim 2:19; Heb 5:12, 14; 1 Pet 5:9 
/˜dra‹oj 1 Cor 15:58 (Syrp id.); Col 1:23 (Syrp  )  /steršwma/ firmness, 

steadfastness (Syrp ) Col 2:5  stereÒw/  Acts 3:7 (Syrp ), 16 (Syrp  ); 16:5 (Syrp 
 )  /˜dra‹oj/firm, steadfast (Syrp ) 1 Cor 7:37  ˜dra‹oj/  1 Cor 

15:58 (Syrp id.); Col 1:23 (Syrp ) 

/perioÚsioj/special, belonging only to oneself (Syrp ) Titus 2:14 
/yhlafwmšnoj/able to be touched (Syrp ) Heb 12:18 

/didaktÒj/taught; imparted (Syrp ) 1 Cor 2:13 (twice) 
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•      (FSL I, 190)/dunatÒj/possible; powerful; able (Syrp   ) Rom 4:21; 11:23; 
2 Cor 10:4; 2 Tim 1:12; Titus 1:9; Acts 20:16  
dunatÒj/  /    Rom 12:18; Gal 4:15; Heb 11:19; Acts 2:24; Jas 3:2  dunatÒj/      Rom 
15:1; 1 Cor 1:26; 2 Cor 12:10; 13:9; Acts 7:22; 18:24; 20:16   tÕ dunatÒn/       Rom 9:22 

/Ðmologoumšnwj/undeniably (Syrp ) 1 Tim 3:16 
/swfrÒnwj/showing self-control (Syrp ) Titus 2:12 

/profhtikÒj/prophetic (Syrp  ) Rom 16:26 
/puknÒj/often, frequently 1 Tim 5:23 (Syrp  ) 
/graèdhj/silly, foolish (Syrp ) 1 Tim 4:7 
 ( )/(q£lassa) ™ruqr£/Red (Sea) Heb 11:29 (Syrp   ) 
/¢risterÒj/left (Syrp  ) 2 Cor 6:7 

In all other cases ¢risterÒj/  (Syrp id.) 

/propet»j/rash, reckless Acts 19:36 (Syrp ); 2 Tim 3:4 (Syrp ) 
/™qnikîj/like a Gentile (Syrp  ) Gal 2:14 

/æra…oj/beautiful; welcome; pleasant (Syrp  ) Rom 10:15 
æra…oj/  (Syrp id.) Mt 23:27; Acts 3:2, 10 

 /t¦ ¢sc»mona/private bodily parts (Syrp   ) 1 Cor 12:23 
/ƒlarÒj/cheerful (Syrp ) 2 Cor 9:7 

/swt»rioj/bringing salvation (Syrp  ) Titus 2:11 
/˜kous…wj/willingly; deliberately (Syrp ) Heb 10:26; 1 Pet 5:2 

˜koÚsioj/   Philem 14 

•  (FSL I, 191)/prîton/first (Syrp  or no c.) Rom 1:8, 16; 2:9, 10; 3:2; 15:24; 
1 Cor 11:18; 12:28; 15:46; 2 Cor 8:5; 1 Thess 4:16; 2 Thess 2:3; 1 Tim 1:16; 2 Tim 1:5 
(ms O); 3:10; Heb 7:2; Acts 3:26; 7:12; 11:26; 13:46; 15:15; 26:20; Jas 3:17; 1 Pet 4:17; 
1 Jn 4:19 (Syrp  , v.l.  ) 
prîton/  2 Tim 1:5 (mss JC) 

/KrÁthj/Cretan (Syrp  ) Titus 1:12 
 /Ñrg…loj/quick-tempered (Syrp  ) Titus 1:7 

/pneumatikîj/spiritually (Syrp ) 1 Cor 2:14 
•  (FSL I, 181)/a„scrÒj/shameful; dishonest (Syrp  ) 1 Cor 11:6; 14:35 (Syrp 

 ); Eph 5:12 (Syrp  ); Titus 1:11 (Syrp  ) 
/¥topoj/wrong, evil; harmful (Syrp ) 2 Thess 3:2 

•     (FSL I, 191)/tr…toj/third (adj.) 1 Cor 15:4 (Syrp ) 2 Cor 12:2 (Syrp  ) 
tr…toj/  1 Cor 12:28; 2 Cor 12:14; 13:1 
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CHAPTER 6 
LEXICA AND GRAMMARS IN THE LATE SYRIAC TRADITION: 
THE THREE BISHOPS: AUDO, MANNA, AND DAVID 

George A. Kiraz 
Beth Mardutho: The Syriac Institute 

 

Indeed, a single word, or one syllable only of a noun or a verb, 
gives no pleasure to the soul because it shows no meaning… 

but when we add nouns to verbs, 
and noun and verb have thus been joined together, 

then the soul is pleased. 
Job of Edessa (760–835?)  

Book of Treasures 
 

This paper describes the lexical and grammatical works of eastern scholars in the 
second half of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the twentieth century. 
Three authors and their works are examined: Toma Audo and his simtâ, Awgen Manna 
and his Syriac-Arabic lexicon, and Clemens Joseph David and his lexicon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries produced a number of lexicographers and 
grammarians from within the Syriac tradition. The best known amongst the lexicographers is 
Toma Audo (1853–1918), a bishop of the Chaldean Church, whose Syriac-Syriac simtâ is not 
unknown to many western scholars. Next to Audo comes Awgen Manna (1867–1928), also a 
bishop of the Chaldean Church, who composed a Syriac-Arabic lexicon. The grammarians 
are less well known in the west. Worth mentioning is Mor Clemens Joseph David (1829–
1890),1 Syrian Catholic bishop of Damascus, whose al-lum a al-shahiyya fi na w al-lugha al-
suryaniyya, first published in 1879 with a second revised edition in 1896, is the largest 
grammar produced in the east after the time of Bar Ebroyo. David’s grammar is hardly 
found in libraries in the west, but is available in the eBethArké: The Syriac Digital Library.2 
David’s Grammar is not included in Moss’s Catalogue,3 but neither is Nöldeke’s. 

                                                      
1 See Vosté, “Clément-Joseph David.” 
2 Online: http://www.hmml.org/vivarium/BethArke.htm. 
3 Cyril Moss, ed., Calalogue of Syriac Printed Books and Related Literature in the British Museum. 
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During the same period, similar activities took place in the west. The Thesaurus Syriacus 
was published between 1868 and 1901, and Brockelmann issued the first edition of his 
Lexicon Syriacum in 1895 (2nd ed. 1928). As for grammars, Nöldeke wrote his Compendious 
Syriac Grammar in 1880 (English translation 1904, reprint Eisenbrauns, 2001). 

In what follows, I aim to give an overall review of these lexical and grammatical works. 
I shall pay special attention to features that differ from those familiar in western works. 

2. TOMA AUDO’S SIMTÂ 
The simtâ was first published in two volumes at the Dominican Press in Mosul, Iraq, in 1897. 
It was later reprinted under two competing English titles: Assyrian Dictionary4 by the Assyrian 
Language and Culture Classes Incorporated (Chicago, 1978) and The Assyrian Federation in 
Sweden (Stockholm, 1979), and Treasure of the Syriac Language5 by St. Ephrem the Syrian 
Monastery. All three reprints retained the original Syriac title intact,   , 
and produced the work in one volume. 

Audo was aware of the lexical works of both eastern and western scholars, whom he 
explicitly mentions in the preface. The Easterners include Bar Bahlul, Hunayn ibn Ishaq, 
Jaqob Qtarblaya (d. 1783), Kheder of Mosul (1679–1751), and Gabriel Qardahi (1887, 1891); 
the Westerners include Giovanni Ferrari (1622), Michaelis (1788), and Payne Smith (1868).6 
Audo acknowledges using these sources, and many of the idioms found in Payne Smith’s 
Thesaurus can be found in the simtâ. Audo’s admiration of Payne Smith and his work is worth 
citing in full: 

              
            
            

             
         .   

               
       .      

        .     
        . 

He who is worthy of much praise, and is elevated above all who endeavoured in 
this tiresome and difficult work [of compiling lexica] is Payne Smith, the chief 
mallpanâ and most excellent archdeacon of the Church of England which is called 
Great, who ordered, arranged, gathered, and piled up, with much labour, great 
exhaustion, patient work, mighty and vigorous perseverance, and a broad education 
the vocabulary of the Syriac language, all explained in Latin, while he showed his 
scholarship in Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Sanskrit, etc. And he also 
added to it [the lexicon] the words of the vernacular language, that is to say, the 

                                                      
4 Assyrian Dictionary by Mar Touma Oddo. 
5 Treasure of the Syriac Language. 
6 Taylor, Annotated Bibliography of Printed Syriac Lexica. 
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Swadaya particular to the region of Urmia; and he did not neglect to list the usages 
of the Greek words which are scattered, here and there, in ancient writings. We can 
say that in notable skill this work is most perfect, complete and full [in comparison] 
with all those before it. Woe for the laborious and weary mallpanâ for he passed 
away from the temporal life before he completed his valuable work. 

The simtâ is 1,128 pages long, with approximately 7,000 root-type entries and 28,000 total 
entries (root-type and lexeme-type entries).7 In fact, one of the unique features of the simtâ is 
the large coverage of derived lexical forms, not to be found in any other lexicon. To 
illustrate, the following table lists the forms under the root  given by Audo, Smith, and 
Brockelmann. 
 

Entry Audo Payne Smith Brockelmann 

     

     

     

 *     

*     

 *     

     

     

     

     

     

*     

*     

 *     

  *     

*     

 *     

     

                                                      
7 Estimated based on a random sampling of 15 pages; totals rounded to the nearest 1,000. 
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Entry Audo Payne Smith Brockelmann 

     

     

     
 

*     

*     

 *     

     

     

  *     

*     

 *     

 *     

*     

 *     

     
 
Entries marked with an asterisk (*) are listed in the simtâ without further explanation, but 
their meaning can be easily inferred by the reader. The long list of derivations is indeed 
useful as it confirms the existence of such forms, at least in later usage of the language. 

By virtue of having Syriac as both the source and target language, the simtâ can be used 
to some extent as a thesaurus for both synonyms (  “to write:” , ;  “to be 
unfair:”  ), and antonyms (  “to ascend:”  “to descend”). Any future project that 
aims at incorporating such semantic data would benefit immensely from use of the simtâ. 

The simtâ is also rich is citations, although the references to the citations are general and 
sometimes obscure. The absence of a list of abbreviations does not help. In the introduction, 
however, Audo explicitly lists the following sources for which I give here the abbreviation 
used in the body of the lexicon: the Scriptures ( ), Ephrem (  ), Narsai, Jacob of Serugh 
( ), Jacob of Edessa, Isaac of Antioch/Nineveh, Elia of Anbar, Bar Ebroyo ( ), 
Abdisho of oba (  ), Thomas of Edessa, and Bar alibi. In addition, one finds in the 
body of the lexicon references to Acta Martyrum (  ,  ), Yeshu dad ( ), John 
bar Fenkaye   (=  ),  the eksâ (  ), eksâ dqûdd šâ (   ) and the udrâ 
( ). Citations to abbreviations that I was unable to decipher include  ,  ,   
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( ),  , , and . It also seems that the second volume has more diverse 
citations than the first volume. Just prior to publication, I was given a list of abbreviations 
prepared by Rabban Yuyoqim Unval of Saint Ephrem Seminary at Ma arrat Saydnaya, who is 
in the process of compiling a new comprehensive Syriac lexicon. An edition of the list 
appears in the 2008 edition of the simtâ published by Gorgias Press. 

Under each lemma, Audo marks transitiveness for verbs, and gender for nouns. He also 
gives plurals when the plural form is not common. His style is verbose: while he makes 
extensive use of the abbreviation  . .  for   “that is,” he also uses phrases like  

 “also (belonging to) the sense of…”  which is equivalent to the semicolon separator 
in modern lexica indicating a change in the sense. 

The order of lexemes under each root is closer to the system employed by 
Brockelmann than R. Payne Smith. Audo begins with the simple p al forms and then includes 
the nominal that belong to p al. He then moves to pa el, af el, etc. Verbal entries, thus, are 
intertwined with nominal ones. 

3. AWGEN MANNA’S LEXICON 
Awgen Manna (1867–1928) published his Lexicon in 1900 under the title    

 / Vocabulaire chaldéen-arabe /     . It was later reprinted under the 
title  -  / Chaldean-Arabic Dictionary /   -  in 1975. Manna 
made use of 66 lexical and textual sources. The lexica include the ones known to him at the 
time (Bar Bahlul, Payne Smith, Qardahi, Audo, Michaelis, and Brun).  

Manna’s Lexicon consists of 803 pages, with approximately 24,000 entries.8 As with the 
case of Audo’s simtâ, Manna’s dictionary includes a vast range of entries, some unique to his 
Lexicon. In the introduction, he lists a brief sample of the roots which he claims are not to be 
found in other lexica, the first four of which are (the sample list is nine items long): 
 

1.   “to tighten a camel with :”    “tightens and binds 
with thread” (Isaac of Antioch). 

2.   “to raid, steal:”  ) (      “[the 
falcon] becomes deceitful against his kind; he steals and brings birds” (Isaac of 
Antioch). 

3.  “to gasp:”             
    “It is clear that when he gasps from the weight of his belly, he desires 

to eat bread in the Kingdom of God” (John bar Fenkaye). 
4.  and  “to imagine” (Arabic cognate ), not to be confused with the 

more familiar homograph  “to strengthen:”   “he imagined in his 
mind” (Mushe bar Kepha). 

 

                                                      
8 Estimated based on a random sampling of 15 pages; totals rounded to the nearest 1,000. 
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Manna then gives a sample of what he perceives are mistakes by other lexicographers 
including Qardahi, Audo, and Payne Smith. These are mostly rare nouns. 

The order of lemmata under each root differs from Audo. Manna first lists all the 
verbal forms, followed by the nominal ones. Within each category, he begins with the simple 
p al forms, moving to pa el, af el, etc. The arrangement of meanings under each lemma 
follows western dictionaries. Manna uses the Arabic numerals to separate senses. While he 
gives a number of Arabic glosses per Syriac word, the lack of citations makes it difficult to 
get the right meaning of the word, especially in cases when the Arabic is not familiar from 
Modern Standard Arabic. 

Yet, Manna’s Lexicon can be very useful for any future lexicographical project. It is rich 
in entries, as well as idioms and usages within each entry. For instance, one finds under  
“to fly” the usage    “the poison spread in the body.” Other examples 
abound. 

4. DAVID’S GRAMMAR 
David’s al-lum a al-shahiyya fi na w al-lugha al-suryaniyya first appeared in 1879 in one volume. A 
second revised edition was published posthumously in 1896 in two volumes, exactly nine 
years after David had already     “passed away from the temporal life,” to 
borrow the words of Audo. It is not clear if David had left a manuscript of revisions or not, 
or if he embarked on a revision before his death. A footnote in the introduction to the first 
volume (page 14) states “Know that whenever the beginning of a paragraph is preceded with 
this sign ‘(*)’, it indicates that the comment is not from the writing of the author, but from 
the overseer of the printing of this book.” No name is provided either on any of the title 
pages, or elsewhere. It is most likely that the second edition was prepared and expanded 
upon by Rahmani (1849–1929), a pupil of David, who also produced a Latin translation of 
al-lum a that same year.9 

Being the most extensive grammar produced in the East after the works of Bar 
Ebroyo, all later grammars built on David’s al-lum a, including Diryan,10 al-Kfarnissy,11 
Armalah,12 Dolabani,13 and others. 

David’s Grammar illustrates his knowledge in various Semitic languages. Not a few 
footnotes throughout the work, especially in the second volume, provide comparisons with 
the Aramaic dialect of Ma lulah. For instance, we are told that the Ma lolites put the taw of 
the passive form after the first radical, for example,  for Syriac . Some notes cover 
Mandaic, and much of the discussion on verbs contains comparisons with Arabic and 

                                                      
9 David, Grammatica Aramaica seu Syriaca. 
10 Diryan, kit b al-‚itq n. 
11 al-Kfarnissy, Grammar of the Aramaic Syriac language.   
12 Armalah, kit b al-‚u l al-‚ibtid ‚iyyah. 
13 Dolabani, kit b al-‚as s, vol. 1. 
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Hebrew. When comparison is needed with a western language, David uses Greek and Latin 
as examples. 

The presentation of the grammatical material itself differs substantially from western 
grammars in style, arrangement, and methodology. In general, eastern grammarians are 
influenced by the Arabic grammatical tradition, and this goes back to Bar Ebroyo, who, for 
example, applies the notion of  and  to Syriac. David follows this tradition very 
closely. Western grammars, on the other hand, follow the philological approaches of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In fact, while Nöldeke acknowledges that he makes 
use of the earlier “Jacobite” and “Nestorian” grammarians and lexicographers, he distances 
himself from the eastern approach which was brought to Europe by the Maronites. “I have 
taken my material from the best sources within reach,” he tells us, “entirely disregarding 
Amira and the other Maronites.” As a result, both western and eastern readers of grammars 
who are not familiar with the opposite tradition will need some time of adjustment to get 
used to the other approach. To illustrate this, consider the following two examples: 

With regard to the masculine and plural forms of the noun, Nöldeke gives “formations” 
for different classes of nouns, for example, the most “usual formations” —  
“wicked” (§70), and the older ayâ ending in —  “hard” (§72). In modern linguistics, 
one can describe this approach with a templatic formalism, for example, CiCâ—CiCê and 
CaCyâ—CCayâ, respectively (where C stands for a consonant). David’s approach is radically 
different. He applies transformational processes in order to “derive” the plural from the 
singular. For instance, the plural of  is achieved by turning â into ê, and the plural of  
by moving a from q ph to sh n (which amounts to metathesis of a and š). In order to 
implement David’s approach with a modern formalism, one needs to apply a regular rule 
with a context that describes the templatic type of the noun. For example, the first 
transformation translates into 

â  ê / CiC ___ # 
read â becomes ê when preceded by CiC and followed by the end marker (#).  

Also note that Nöldeke’s approach to the plural  implies the plural morpheme -ayâ,  
while David’s approach results in the morpheme -yâ. This transformational approach is 
ubiquitous in eastern grammars. 

The second example is of concern to lexicographers and concordance compilers. Does 
one list nouns under their absolute state, or emphatic state? Which form is the original one? 
While we, in the west, are accustomed to consider the absolute, by virtue of the term itself, 
as the original and derive the emphatic by suffixation, eastern grammars invariably give 
copious rules whose purpose is to derive the absolute from the emphatic subtractively. 
(Subtractive morphology, where one form is derived from another by the removal of 
morphemes, is known to exist in a number of languages.) This approach is implicit in the 
Syriac term equivalent to “absolute,”  “apocopated.” The process itself is called  
“aphaeresis” or “contraction.” Surprisingly, David’s view on this matter is similar to the 
western one; he explains at great length (§94), 
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You should consider here that  “aphaeresis” is more archaic than non-  
both in time and rank. But because of the ubiquitous usage of nouns with the 
[emphatic] Olaph, which western scholars believe was placed for definiteness, later 
[eastern] grammarians considered  a subtype of the noun which has the 
Olaph, and they began compiling rules to derive the  from the non- , 
while the truth is the opposite, that is, the noun with Olaph ought to be derived 
from the . 

Yet, the next 25 pages of David’s Grammar are filled up with rules that derive the absolute 
from the emphatic. Graduates of eastern schools, even today, follow this approach. 

The modern grammarian can benefit from David’s Grammar in a number of ways. First, 
it provides another way of looking at word formation which already has a following. 
Secondly, the discussion on orthography and the comparative data between east and west 
Syriac is unmatched in any other work. Thirdly, it provides long lists of data with regard to 
irregular forms, nominal types, and verbal types. It would be worthwhile consulting if one is 
to embark on writing a new extensive grammar. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper gives a brief overview of the lexical and grammatical works of three eastern 
bishops: Audo and his Syriac-Syriac simtâ, Manna and his Syriac-Arabic Lexicon, and David 
and his Grammar. The lexica provide unique entries and complement their western 
counterparts. Any future lexicon ought to make use of them. 

The grammars, exemplified in this paper with David’s Grammar, primarily give a 
different approach for Syriac word formation. While this approach may not fit well in a 
modern description of grammar, the modern grammarian is encouraged to understand how 
grammar is viewed in the Syriac world today, especially if that grammarian wishes to address 
a larger audience.    
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CHAPTER 7 
THE INTRODUCTION TO AWGEN MANNA’S LEXICON 

Translated by 
Bishop Polycarpus Augin Aydin 
Metropolitan of The Netherlands 

In his introduction to his Syriac-Arabic Lexicon,1 Awgen Manna gives a section 
describing the methodology of his work. This section is translated below.  

SECTION 1 
On the method we employed in this collection of ours: 

 
Since the Aramaic language, like the rest of the Semitic languages, is built upon a known 
grammar and its derivatives vary from the root which is formed in an established way, it was 
felt necessary to indicate such a root. Therefore we wrote the root of every Aramaic entry at 
the beginning of the line preceded by two large dots to distinguish it from the lexical entries 
and we indicated these with an asterisk at the end. Next, we lined up every root according to 
its branches at the beginning of the line and next to it we gave the root conjugation in 
Arabic, indicating the differences of meaning and numbering in Indian (Arabic) numerals. 
Since our aim was to  enrich schools, particularly by means of a book far removed from long 
and tedious discussions, we have avoided mentioning the standard derivatives whose forms 
are known in grammatical categories such as active and passive participles, roots of derived 
verbal stems, roots of adjectives, and nouns such as    .  . .  .

 .  stemming from   .  .. , except in cases where we 
considered such a mention necessary—because of irregularity, rarity, need for additional 
explanation, or the existence of a meaning that diverges from the common meaning of the 
root. As for the definitions provided for the roots of adjectives, it has sufficed for the most 
part to give only some of the meanings followed by “etc.”—the “etc.” indicating that the 
adjective covers all the root’s meanings. For example, in “ , severity, austerity, etc.,” 
the “etc.” refers to the rest of the meanings of .  Furthermore, we have not provided all 
noun plurals, only irregular ones and we have indicated masculine or feminine only when it 

                                                      
1 Manna,    . 
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was necessary in order to facilitate distinguishing one word from another. This was due to 
the general ease with which masculine may be distinguished from feminine noun forms. 
Desiring to make the book both easy to use and concise, we have used a number of 
abbreviations whose signs can be found in the following table.  
 
: indicates that the following word is of Aramaic origin. 
* indicates that the following word in conjunction with the word above it has a new 
meaning. 
_ indicates that the Form I imperfect of this verb takes a damma, for example:   
_ indicates that the Form I imperfect of this verb takes a fatha, for example:     
_ indicates that the Form I imperfect of this verb takes a kasra, for example:    
 _ indicates that the Form I imperfect of this verb takes a damma or a fatha, for example: 

  and  
 _ indicates that the Form I imperfect of this verb takes a fatha or a kasra, for example:  

 and  
 _ indicates that the Form I imperfect of this verb takes a damma or a fatha, for example: 

  and  
 indicates that the verb is passive:  “it/he was loved.” 

  -  indicates that the verb is passive and reflexive, for example:  “it was broken, 
it broke.”  

 indicates that the following noun is plural. 
 indicates that the preceding noun is masculine. 
 indicates that the preceding noun is feminine. 
  indicates that the preceding noun is both masculine and feminine. 

 indicates that the noun is passive. 
 indicates an active participle. 

 indicates a verbal noun. 
 or  indicates that the preceding word has the same meaning as the word above 

it. 
 or  indicates that the preceding word has the same meaning as the one below 

it. 
(  : ) indicates that the preceding word is Chaldean [sc. Aramaic] and permissible to use. 

 indicates that the following word is a nomina vicis [ism marra] 

Note 
If you are looking for a word and it is in its basic form (that is, not a derived form), look for 
it under its alphabetical entry. Otherwise, you should remove all additional letters (that is, 
those not belonging to the root) and then look for it in its proper place. Thus, if you want to 
find: .  .   .    .    .    .    .    .   

 .   .  look for them under  .  .   .    .    .    .    .    .
  .   .  . Similarly, if you do not find  .  .   .      .   
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.   .    and similar words in their proper places, look for them under their roots  
.   .    .    .    .    .     or   and compare accordingly.  

SECTION 2 
On the books we consulted—apart from the Holy Bible—in compilation of our book:  

1. Lexicon Syriacum by Hasan bar Bahlul 
2. The Syriac-Latin dictionary of the scholar Payne Smith [Thesaurus Syriacus] 
3. Al-Lubab by the Maronite Father al-Qardahi 
4. The dictionary of the Chaldean Metropolitan Toma Audo [Simto d-leshono: Syriac-

Syriac dictionary] 
5. Syriac-Latin dictionary by Michael 
6. The Syriac-Latin Treasure by the Jesuit Father Brown 
7. Selections from Rabban Hunayn the Doctor and Anayeshu the Teacher 
8. Selections from various other teachers 
9. The Flower of Knowledge [Zahrat al-Ma rif ] by Ya qub al-Qatrbelly 
10. Turjuman [“Translator”] of the Syriac language 
11. The Demonstrations of Aphrahat the Persian Sage 
12. The writings of St Ephrem: Rome and Lamy editions 
13. The homilies of famous Narsai the Malpana, numbering about 100 
14. The letters of Yeshu ya(h)b Huzaya, the wondrous Patriarch 
15. The letters of Timothy the Great, the famous Patriarch 
16. Commentary on the sacraments of the church by Patriarch Timothy II 
17. Commentary on church hierarchy by George the bishop of Arbil 
18. The Reasons of Feasts by Tuma of Edessa and Qiyura his disciple 
19. The Paradise of Abdisho of oba  [Nisibis] 
20. The Pearl of Abdisho of oba [Nisibis] 
21. The Collection of Synodical Canons by Abdisho of oba [Nisibis] 
22. Ecclesiastical decrees by Abdisho of oba [Nisibis] 
23. The Book of Divinity and Humanity by Babai, the abbot of al-Azal Monastery  
24. The Scholia of Theodore of Kashkar 
25. The Hexameron of Emmanuel 
26. The Centuries by Elia of Anbar 
27. The Bee by Sulayman Bishop of Basra 
28. Commentary on John’s Gospel by Theodore [of Mopsuestia], the Expositor  
29. The book of John bar Fenkaye 
30. The History of the famous Thomas of Marga 
31. The ascetical writings of Isaac of Nineveh 
32. The Commentary on the New Testament of Isho dad bishop of Haditha 
33. Gannath Busame [The Garden of Delights]: A commentary on the lectionary 

according to the Chaldean Church Calendar 
34. The Explanation of Difficult Passages of the Torah [Sharh ghawamid al-tawra] 
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35. An excellent medical book thought to be by Hunayn the Physician 
36. The famous Treatises of Warda 
37. Poetry of Khamis bar Qardahe 
38. The book of Isaac of Shabdan 
39. The Grammar of John bar Zo bi 
40. The Perfection of Ethics and its appendices by John of Mosul 
41. The Life of Joseph Busnaya 
42. The story of Rabban Hormizd in metre 
43. The story of Rabban Bar Idta‚ ] [  
44. Paradise of the Desert Fathers by Hnanishu  the Teacher. The Bedjan edition 
45. The Story of Mar Ya(h)b Alaha and its appendices. The Bedjan edition 
46. The Lives of Saints, vols. 1–4. The Bedjan edition 
47. The History of Eusebius of Caesarea. The Bedjan edition 
48. Aristotle’s introduction to philosophy, Eisagoge    
49. The Book of the Soul by Mushe bar Kepha 
50. Discourses of Philoxenos of Mabbug on monks 
51. The History of John of Ephesus 
52. The Book of Disputes by Bar alibi known as   
53. The Ethicon of Bar Ebroyo   
54. The Nomocanon of Bar Ebroyo  
55. The ecclesiastical and secular history of Bar Ebroyo 
56. The concise and full-length grammars of Bar Ebroyo 
57. The Book of Rays of Bar Ebroyo  
58. The Candelabra of Bar Ebroyo 
59. The Treasure-house of Mysteries of Bar Ebroyo 
60. The Conversation on Wisdom of Bar Ebroyo   
61. The Cream of Wisdom of Bar Ebroyo   
62. The Poems by Bar Ebroyo, edited by the Maronite Augustine Shababi 
63. The Laughable Stories of Bar Ebroyo 
64. The Rhetoric of Anton Rhetor 
65. The Treasures of Ya qub of Bartelleh 
66. The homilies of the famous St Isaac of Antioch 

SECTION 3 
Concerned with the mention of certain Aramaic sources not used in other lexica and the 
correction of certain of their [sc. the other lexica’s] errors. 

 
I previously indicated that when I consulted the books of the masters of the language, I 
discovered many sources—even Aramaic ones—which the dictionaries I referred to did not 
cover. Therefore, as a service to those who are interested, I wanted to here provide a few 
examples of these. 
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  : (and its derivatives) to reverse; to tie a camel with a rikas [a rope which bound 
the camel’s head to its feet]; to subdue; to humiliate; to overturn something; to repel in the 
opposite direction. The Antiochene [sc. St Isaac of Antioch] said:     ) 

 (     .    :  . 
He also said,    :  . Again he says,   :

   . 
 

  : to attack; to assault; to plunder.  The Antiochene also said:  ) ( 
  :  . 

 
 : to gasp (2) to rot, decay. John bar Fenkaye says:        

 :     . 
 

 and  : to imagine, to imagine something. Mushe bar Kepha says:   
   . The author of the Garden of Delights says:    

. 
In the Bible the word occurs meaning “to become weak, feeble, bored, or angry,” and “to 
fight.” 
   

 : to stink; for meat to stink (and it has this meaning in the Suwadaya dialect 
[“Suwadaya” refers to the modern neo-Aramaic colloquial of Assyrian/Chaldean Christian 
communities]).  The author of the Garden of Delights says: 

           . 
 

 : to throw; to cast; to fling or hurl. Emmanuel says:      
 :     . 

 
 : to soil (to make dirty); to pollute. The author of the Book of Medicine says:   

     . 
 

  :  to grind; to ripen (grain); to swallow (medical powder).  In the Book of 
Medicine it is written:         . 
 

  : to swallow (medical powder)         
. 

 
 and its derivatives: to treat harshly, roughly. Anton of Takrit says:  )( 
      )( . 

 
  : to hide; to bring in; to cause to enter. Theophilus, the author of the story of 

Shumna and Gurya, says:      . 
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These few examples suffice, so let us now turn to mentioning some of the mistakes of the 
lexica and correcting them. 
 

 : According to Qardahi, this word means “thumb.” To support this, he relies on a 
passage in Mar Ephrem:     :  . The correct reading, 
however, is . The letter b is added and not part of the root. 
 

 or  was explained by Bar Bahlul as riqan, by which he meant a carpenter’s polishing 
tool.  This is what he says: “ : ‘a wood plane’     and in it is 
something whose length ranges between that of a wood plane and rope saw [? dastarak] and 
it is called a riqan.”     : .         “wood 
plane, riqan.”  But as for Father Qardahi, he did not observe all of this and instead took riqan 
to mean “henna,” as it is defined in Arabic dictionaries. Riqan, however, here has been 
Arabized from Syriac and its meaning “wood plane,” is obvious. It suffices to say that it was 
common for the authors of the lexica to Arabize Syriac words.  
 

 : interpreted by Father Qardahi as “vicious snake,” but the correct meaning is 
“viciousness, craftiness, cunning,” as is evident from Bar Bahlul, since he says, “ : 
viciousness.  the vicious one.” 
 

 : interpreted by the above-mentioned Rev. Father [sc. Qardahi] to mean “man of 
pleasure,” but the correct meaning is  with dolath since it is a Greek word. 
 

 : interpreted by the above-mentioned Father to mean “atom” or “tiny particle,” but 
the correct spelling is  with resh. It is a Greek word.  As for the meaning of the Syriac 

, its meaning is in the lexicon. 
 

 : Mr Smith interprets it to mean “miller,” or “one who sieves.” He was followed by 
Father Qardahi and Metropolitan Toma Audo. But the correct meaning is “mill,” “grinder” 
or, “millstone turned by water.” Bar Bahlul says, “     : mills, 
grinders, millstones; arb grinder.” Tawahin [‘mills’] and arha‚ [‘grinders’] are plurals of tahun 
[‘mill’] and raha [‘grinder’]. As for arub it is the plural of arb, which means ‘grinder’ and is a 
word which has been arabized from the Syriac , which means ‘millstone.’ Bar Bahlul 
states “            . : ‘Water millstones 
with which wheat is ground.’” As for , it is the diminutive of . 
 

 Payne Smith defined it as a horn or trumpet and Father Qardahi and Brown the Jesuit 
followed him in this respect. This is an error which goes back to the centuries in which 
mediaeval scholars interpreted the meaning of the word in question. They took it to mean 
“artichoke,” which is a thorny plant useful for medicine. In Persian it is called kangar and in 
colloquial Arabic, ka ub. Bar Bahlul states: “According to Zachariah Rhetor it means ‘horns’ 
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[ .  ], and according to Jacob of Serugh, it means ‘thorn.’ [     : 
 ].”  As for the ancients understanding qurun to mean “artichoke” [kharshaf], it is 

evident from Bar Bahlul’s explanation of  as not at all carrying the meaning “horn,” or 
“trumpet,” since he states, “  means ‘horns’    :  akub means kangar [sc. 
artichoke]. [He states also that]   is a synonym of kharshaf.” 
 

 and  and  : Payne Smith erroneously thought it to mean “wage,” “reward” or 
“half wage.” The correct meaning is “clump of earth,” “solitary stone,” or “half a baked 
brick,” that is,  a piece of dried or baked mud. 
 

 : Payne Smith thought it to mean “spirit” or “soul,” relying on a statement of Bar 
Ebroyo in his grammar in which he remarks      . 
      . . But the word  in this sentence cannot be 

interpreted as “spirit” or “soul,” as is obvious. Rather, its meaning is “breeze,” or “wind.” 
The translation of this sentence should therefore be: “a city of many winds and breezes with 
few meadows and forests.” And proof of that Bar Ebroyo understood  in this meaning 
can be seen in something he himself said while eulogizing a friend:     

  :     . . 
 
I have only written all of this out of a desire to assure the mind of those interested in this 
abridgement. I have not intended to criticize those most excellent scholars who laboured 
first and who are worthy of gratitude and eternal praise, especially when we consider that 
those mistakes and ones like them should not be attributed to them, but to copying errors of 
ignorant scribes whose intention was usually to earn their living. Therefore, it should be no 
wonder our own lexicon is not devoid of similar mistakes, even given the effort and 
diligence we have put forth to avoid them. We thus seek the kindness and understanding of 
the esteemed readers. 
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